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the world's best digital plan

for 150,000 reasons

V81dl9

150,000?

That's the number of acoustic
pianos we made last year and
we like to think it gives us
some insight into what makes
a great piano - real or digital.

Performance refined, this
latest addition to the Clavinova
range, the PF P-100, is lean,
mean and plays like a dream.

And, like its contemporaries,
the Clavinova family's newest
member inspires with sound -
a jaw -dropping stereo sampled
grand piano and nine other
professional quality voices
that leave the competition
asking "How?"

There's a host of other profess-
ional features like pitch and
modulation wheels, digital
effects and a comprehensive
MIDI specification.

Plus our unique Action Effect
keyboard that feels and plays
just like the real thing.

Did we mention affordable
too? The Clavinova PF P-100
costs just £1,599*.

And, if you need any more
reasons to choose the PF P-100,
call the Action Line right now.

We'll send you a free brochure
pack immediately.

YAMAHA
iHf SHUT Of MOSIC 1

Yamaha-Kemble Music IU.K.1 Limited - Division



A true synthesizer, the Waldorf

Microwave brings you a world of

modern analogue sounds,

definition and control that can

transform a track into a hit.

Silky warm pads, crisp sparking

brass and punchy gut renching

bass -lines are awaiting you in a

synthesizer unique in sound and

performance, that won't make

your present equipment obsolete

by doubling the samples of your

workstation yet another time.

The Waldorf Microwave. - It's

the difference that makes the

difference.
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Waldorf Microwave UK Dealers
The Synthesizer Company - ABC Music - Kingston Brixton Exchange Mart - London EMIS - Bristol Rose Morris - London
London Audio Engineering - Dublin Carlsbro - Leeds Musical Exchanges - Birmingham Sound Control - Glasgow
ABC Music - Bristol Babel Systems - London Carlsbro - Mansfield Music Exchanges - Coventry Sound Control - Dundee
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Turnkey -London
Thatched Cottage - Royston
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I saw Gary Numan on TV the other day. You remember Gary - dyed his hair blonde, played around with

wires and for a brief period in the late seventies threatened the fabric of society. Well, it seems our
Gazza still likes to keep his hand in at the of music game and when he hasn't been flying vintage
aircraft or helping Mrs Thatcher to a third term in office, enjoys nothing more than strapping on his
guitar and playing a little straight ahead rock 'n' roll. Sadly, as the clips from his latest video
revealed, this new development in his career has taken him back, stylistically, to point somewhere
before he entered the public eye - which doesn't exactly sound like development to me, personal or

otherwise. But that didn't stop him taking time out to condemn recent sampled -based music because
of its 'repetative' nature.

Of course, the example of Gary Numan could be supported by a dozen others. This really is not the
time for anyone to admit to a liking of technology for technology's sake. As we know, the technology
is still there and it's influence on all musicians continues to grow (who, I wonder, will be the first
artist to record an entire album on ADAT?) - just don't make it too visible on stage and remember to
tell everyone you prefer working with real musicians.

It's perhaps ironic that the greatest antipathy towards technology is often shown by musicians
whose association with it has been their means of entry into rock's great er... pantheon. It's equally
ironic that optimism and genuine insight into the use of keyboard -based technology should come from

a musician who's name has traditionally been associated with the guitar - check out Phil Ward's
excellent interview with Pat Metheny in this issue.

Finding someone to blame for the downgrading of technology in the public eye isn't difficult (...and
it's certainly good fun). Personally, I'd cite the musicians who's overzealous use of machines first
turned their audiences away - not to mention the fickleness of the audiences themselves. We could
also take a poke at the manufacturers who's impressive speed at introducing new products has been

matched only by their sloth in providing musicians with technology they could relate to. And then
there's MT.

Yes, we are partly to blame, too. Our enthusiasm and willingness to defend our corner of the music
business has not been all it might have been of late, and we've certainly fallen into the trap of
assuming everyone is fully conversant with the level of technology as it currently stands. Clearly, this
is not the case and in order to address the imbalance that has arisen, we are launching a couple of
new regular features - MIDI By Example and Technically Speaking - designed to provide a little solid
practical advice for those struggling with MIDI and associated technology. - NL
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READERS' LETTERS

Communique
Send Your Letters To:
Communiqué, Music
Technology, Alexander
House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs.
CB7 4AF.

Dear Editor,

May I congratulate you on your new job and

wish you very many years in it. I have followed

your 'On The Beat' series from the very first
article and found your text fascinating. I did try

one or two of your patterns but only having an

organ and no sequencer I have left it at that for

the moment - although at nearly 70 suppose I

had better get cracking soon.

Secondly, the feature on Audio Delays in
MIDI was most welcome. Trying as I do to get

the best from my TG77 using an MEP4 to
process my MIDI information, I thought it was

the fault of the processor's speed in the MEP4.

My wife (6 months older) looks up over her
reading glasses and sympathetically says "Yes,

dear" to my complaining about the slowness of

processing. Even the mention of multitasking

doesn't raise an eyebrow with her. (Well she's

the only audience I have).

So the best of luck anyway and don't take

any notice of Anon, perhaps his mum dropped

him on his head. You see the benefits of old

age when you think of people like that.

Bill Simpson

Upminster

Thanks for your support Bill. We always
appreciate our readers feedback on articles
featured in MT

Dear MT,

There's a lot of talk about seminal influences in

electronic music but I've yet to come across a

mention in MT of Hawkwind. In 1971, before

they got to gig they released their second album

In Search Of Space. Now, by 1974, I had lost

interest in Hawkwind's further output; their
sound had altered completely, becoming what

most people are familiar with as 'Hawkwind'
(and I know what most people think of
Hawkwind!). Indeed, LS.O.S. sounded utterly

different from their debut album.

Twenty years later I still have my copy and I

know of the existance of several others in
friends' collections. At that time they were
using one of the original EMS VCS3's and
various audio generators put through tape echo.

The effect of the ambient opening of Side A

on a 15 year old in 1971 was irreversible! In

the sixties I had heard a little of the Musique

Concrete and all the experimental tape splice

stuff and found it intriguing, but these guys
were actually playing unimaginable
atmospherics and it was quite exhiliarating. No

matter if you can't stand the pounding
monotony of the later band, really organic
sounding synth playing got going here as far as

I can tell. Del Dettmar was the guy with the
VCS3. Could MT track him down?

Rob Norman

Edinburgh

Yes, I find myself broadly in agreement with

you on this one, Rob - though I think we're both

in serious danger of losing our credibility here.

Hawkwind were a pioneering influence with a lot

going for them in the (very) early days. It's easy

to underestimate the radical act that using a
synthesiser actually was in 1969/70. Though

it's just a pity they came to rely so heavily on

the stereotypical whooshes and oscillator
sweeps that characterised their music for the

next decade. And a little less of Michael
Moorcock's influence wouldn't have been a bad

thing either, methinks - NL

Dear MT,

Regarding your review of the Coldcut

Kleptomania CD. I think you gave a good
impression to what in my opinion is a bad
product. Normally when you review equipment

you're very critical of any noise or quality control

problems - which the buying public want.

I actually bought this CD a few weeks before

you reviewed it but was surprised when you didn't

give it the slagging it deserves. Along with a lot of

people I run my samples thru a (budget) desk

and amp onto cassette. These are my demos and

the last thing I need is any more noise.

I'm lucky enough to have Datafile 1 by Ed
Stratton. By cornparsion the samples are
brilliant, clean, well recorded and interesting.

Above all, this CD is useful. As for Coldcut's "If

you can't make a dance smash out of this lot

get out of town " as your recent success proves

eh boys? Not!

'Say kids, what time is it?' Time to rip the
kids off for £50 a go 'cos we're not having any

more hits.

Richard Jungles

Leicester

Actually, Richard, I would have thought that

living in Leicester, any entreaty to 'get out of

town' would have been warmly received, but

anyway...

Whereas in normal circumstances we
wouldn't hestitate to condemn high noise levels

in audio systems (in either hardware or program

material), I do think sample CDs are something

of an exception. Despite what you may think, an

awful lot of people would regard noise of this

kind as something of a plus point. Witness the

inclusion of static and crackle noise tracks on a

number of recently collections.

Where I think MT has perhaps been
somewhat remiss is in not pointing out such
things where they exist. Having said that, I

would have thought any release with the Coldcut

name on it would have led you to suspect these

were primarily dance samples and in that genre,

noisey loops are considered perfectly
acceptable - as I said, even desirable.

My main concern about the makers of (some)

sample CDs is their reticence in pointing out

which samples have been specifically created by

(or for) them and which have been obtained
from 'other sources'. (And this, clearly, ties in

with anticipated level of background noise.)
When the first case comes to court over the use

of someone's copyrighted material, who's going

to face them from the dock - the person who

put the sample on the disk or the person who

used it? Perhaps it will be both. We shall
see - NL

Dear MT,

I was shocked and offended to see the
following in your August edition of Music
Technology:

Page 44 Andy Bell in thigh boots and corset.

Page 80 The words, 'hard drive'.

Page 81 The words, 'stuff, swallow and blow'.

Page 84 The words, 'Percys'.

Page 88 The word, 'beat'.

Page 94 & 95 Were awash with porno ie.
software, hardware, hands on, expansions,
RAM, Italian seqs, big time, pms, bandits,
brush, load, coming, body printing, exact length,

fast friendly service, relaxed country setting,
height, width, depth.

Page 97 See it, hear it, touch it. All combined

with such ads as Axe Mail's phallic X.

Page 4 Arsewiffery? Sounds interesting. As you

have been accused of this, could you please

send me details as I'd like to try it.

To finish, my gripe is: Where has the 'Letter

of the Month' gone? (Maybe to me? Please!).

Yours, a subscriber,

K Dermott

Oldham

There's filth everywhere, isn't there Mr
Dermott? And just like Mrs Whitehouse you had

to read every page to find it. Perhaps now you

realise what clever gits we are. Letter of the

month? It'll have to get a lot better than this -

NL
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Roland

Programmable
Synthesizer

Out of this world
The Roland JD -800 puts technology at your fingertips - no more
fumbling with multi -menu parameter and increment buttons.
Designed for the musician who cannot live within the boundaries of
factory presets or the inflexibilities of software -controlled musical
instruments. it combines the high quality of digital sound with the

freedom of analogue control. Technology and music? You want the
best of both worlds. You want the JD -800.

For a list of authorised dealers and a free leaflet contact:

Roland UK Ltd. Atlantic Close. Swansea Enterprise Park. Swansea. West Glamorgan. SA7 9FJ.
Fax 0792 310248  Tel 0792 310247



Incoming Data
a

REPTILE
is

BORN
Lizard, the £165 universal editor/
librarian program for the ST which is
distributed by Music Pro Import
(UK), has now spawned Lizard
Single, a dedicated editor/bank
manager retailing for just £35. As
with Lizard, you can add editing
support for specific MIDI

instruments by buying disk Volumes
containing software drivers for
several instruments from a

particular manufacturer.
The current library of drivers

supports most of the E -mu, Ensoniq.

Kawai, Korg, Roland, Waldorf and
Yamaha ranges. Because the Lizard
approach is open-ended, it can
incorporate new instruments as and
when they appear - recent additions
include Roland's JV30 and JV80 and

Yamaha's TG100 and SY99. Planned

are drivers for all(!) the MIDI -
compatible effects processors on
the market.

Each Volume costs £35, so you
can be up and running with Lizard
Single for just £70. Should you
subsequently decide that you must
have a Lizard in your studio, a £130
upgrade option will ensure that you
aren't penalised for starting out with

the cheaper program.

Music Pro have joined forces with

Heavenly Music (a holy alliance,
perhaps?) to create style libraries
for another program they distribute,
the sophisticated ST arranger
program Feeling Partner (reviewed
MT April 1992). Five disks are
available at £20 per disk, with each
disk containing two style libraries.

All quoted prices include VAT.

More information from Music Pro
Import (UK), 15 Gartmoor Gardens,
Southfields, London, SW19 6NX. Tel:

081-789 8641 or Fax: 081 780
9541. Heavenly Music, 39 Garden
Road, Jaywick Village, Clacton -on -

Sea, Essex C015 2RT. Tel: (0255)
434217 or Fax: (0255) 430699.

News compiled by Simon
Trask and Phil Ward

STANDING FIRM
Every now and then you have to make a stand - or, if

you're keyboard stand manufacturer Cambridge
Innovation Systems (International) Ltd, quite a few of

them. The company are augmenting their existing range

of one H -frame, three centrepole stands and microphone
boom (reviewed in MT June 1992) with the GT Pro MIDI

Workstation stand (L99.95), the GT-KS1 Mini Mixer X -

frame stand (L19.95), the GT Bench music bench
(L39.95) and the GT-MS1 Music Stand (L24.95), all of
which are shown in the accompanying picture.

Also new, but not shown, is the £29.95 GT-X1
'Crocodile' X -frame stand (see advert elsewhere in this
issue), which features a newly -developed tooth -locking

mechanism for extra stability.

The GT Pro is a combination of H -frame and centre -
pole stands. H -frame width and arm -length can be
adjusted to accomodate different sizes of keyboard,
while the two fixed -width pairs of arms on the centre pole

are height -adjustable for optimum positioning. Although

designed to take an Atari ST keyboard and monitor, the
arms are also suitable for supporting 19" rackmounting
units.

More from Cambridge Innovation Systems
(International) Ltd, CIS House, Mildenhall Business Park,

Building No.2, Leyton Avenue, Mildenhall, Suffolk IP28
7BL. Tel: (0638) 711570, Fax: (0638) 718964.

PC ULTRA
PC -based music making takes another
step forward with the release of the
Ultrasound card from American company

Advanced Gravis. For just £149 plus VAT

and P&P you get eight -bit stereo
sampling into 256K of onboard memory

upgradeable to 1Mb, 32 digital audio
channels (16 stereo), a 16 -bit, 32 -voice

Ensoniq Digital Wavetable synthesiser,

and a built-in MIDI interface offering
MIDI In, Out and Thru connections.

Not only that, but the card comes
with software which provides sample
mixing, merging, dubbing, reverb and
echo effects, visual waveform editing,
zoom, fade and an unlimited undo
function, together with the ability to
store samples direct to hard disk and to

synchronise recorded sound to SMPTE.

Supported sampling rates range from

1-44.1kHz in both mono and stereo, and

an optional upgrade to 16 -bit sampling

is due at the end of October (price to be

announced), along with software which

will add 20 -track sample playback
capability and unlimited soundtrack
length.

Ultrasound provides both microphone

and line inputs, a line out, and a 2 -watt
amplified out which supports desktop
speakers and headphones. Other
features include a joystick port,
compatibility with the popular Ad Lib
and Sound Blaster soundcards (allowing

Ultrasound to be used with existing
games that use these cards), support
for Microsoft's Windows 3.1 and
Windows Multimedia Extensions, and
on -card mixing of internal and external

audio sources. Due at the end of
October is an optional CD ROM
interface (price to be announced),
available in SCSI, Sony and Philips
versions.

For more information contact Optech

Ltd, East St, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7XX.

Tel: (0252) 714340 or Fax: (0252)
711121.

LIVE
Electronics

Central Hall, Renshaw Street,
Liverpool is the venue for a 12 -

hour electronic music festival being
staged by Space Rider Music
Promotions on Saturday 12th
September. Artists so far confirmed
for the festival - which is called UK
Synthtasia '92 - are Corporation,
VXS, Brian Evans, Dave Thompson,

Synthetik, Paul Ward and headline
act Ian Boddy. It's also anticipated
that there will be about 16 trade
stalls selling CDs, vinyl and

cassettes.
For more information on the

festival, telephone Brian Evans on
051-638 7628. Tickets, which cost
£14 for the day (11am-11pm) or £7
for the evening (6-11pm), are
available from Dave Roberts at 11
Valkyrie Road, Wallasey, Merseyside

L45 4RG (enclose an SAE when you

write).
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Manchester

HITMAN
The 'Manchester scene' may have
come and gone as far as the press
are concerned, but it seems that the
rainy city still has some allure for the
music biz. Pete Waterman's company

PWL Ltd, which has a turnover of
£50 million a year, is in the process
of converting a former Congre-
gational Chapel in the Castlefield
area of Manchester into a major,
£1.5 million recording studio.
Scheduled to open in September, it
will also be the base for the music
millionaire's new '380' record label
(named after the street number of
the Chapel) and will feature a
wharfside public restaurant giving
Mancunians the chance to 'dine with
the stars'.

"The North West has oodles of
talent," comments Waterman. "I
simply want to give it a home. I'm
looking forward to seeing the kids
beat a path to my door just as they
have done at the Vineyard Studios in

London."

MIDI goes to school
ulcheth High School in Warrington

%of has become one of the first
schools in the country to create a
purpose-built music technology studio.
Aimed at ensuring that pupils of
mixed ability have the opportunity to
create, perform and enjoy music
regardless of their differing skills and
interests, the studio is also able to
deliver elements of the Technology
curriculum.

The studio design is based around
eight 'workstation bays' designed by
Manchester -based company Energy
Facilities Management. These are set

up around the perimeter of the studio
room, leaving a large open space in
the centre for group demonstrations,
rehearsals and choral work. The bays
provide portable keyboard, computer -
based and multitrack recording setups
wired to a central recording station
where the teacher can selectively
listen to and record pupils' progress
and finished compositions. Software in
use consists of commercial programs
such as Notator, Notator Alpha and
MlDlgrid as well as programs specially
developed at the school.

Head of Music and developer of the

studio concept Martin Sayer
comments, "The studio provides pupils
with the standard of technology they
are used to seeing and using outside
school. The finished effect is a music
environment to which pupils respond
positively, and which maintains the fine
balance between 'new music' and
traditional music -making with
conventional orchestral instruments."

For more information on EFM's
workstation bay designs, contact the
company at Labtec Street, Manchester
M27 2SE. Tel: 061-793 9333. Fax:
061-728 2233.

DANGEROUS MISTAKES
Just about the only things former Editor
Tim Goodyer left us here at MT were a
drawer full of reject demo takes, an
underwaterered pot plant - and a
couple of inaccuracies in his review of
the Dangerous CD in the August issue.
We have been asked to point out that
contrary to Tim's assertion that the
Danger 1 sample CD contains "some

280 breaks' worth of samples" - the
actual figure is 330 breaks with 20
fills. It might also be worth pointing out
that unlike many sample CDs currently
doing the rounds, Danger 1 is, in fact,
individually indexed for each sample
and this does make cueing up much
easier (...I know, I've tried it),

If you'd like to hear Danger 1 before

buying, it is actually available through a
number of retail outlets (and that's
something else that separates it from
most sample CDs) - a quick call to
Dangerous on 081 368 8271 should
put you in touch with your local dealer.

Our apologies to Dangerous for the
inaccuracies which crept into the
review.

CMS on the move
PC music software and hardware
specialists Computer Music Systems
have moved offices from Camden to
Isleworth in West London. The move
coincides with the announcement by
CMS -distributed Voyetra Technologies of

a series of Windows -based software
products to run in parallel with their
existing Sequencer Plus range of MIDI
sequencers.

The first in the series, AudioView, is
due for release in September and will

offer comprehensive graphic editing and

playback control of audio files recorded
on Multimedia PC soundcards. The
second program, SoundFactory, will
provide a set of software development
tools and drivers for both Microsoft
Windows and DOS multimedia
applications.

CMS can now be contacted at 17
Waterside Business Centre, Railshead
Road, Isleworth, Middlesex TW7 7BY.
Tel: 081-758 0311. Fax: 081-560 2564.

Future age music
UK Electronica 1992, The 2nd

International Future Age Music Festival, is

set to take place at the Astoria Theatre in

central London on Sunday 25th October.

Artists appearing will include stalwart

UK synthesist Ian Boddy and the Brazilian

new age composer May East, with French

avant-garde electronic band Lightwave

headlining. And, in his first live

appearance since leaving Tangerine
Dream in 1990, Paul Haslinger will be
previewing his recent work for fellow ex -

TD member Peter Baumann's Private
Music label.

To go with the music, the organisers

are promising spectacular visuals
combining automated lighting, video
projection and computer graphics. Tickets

for the day are £13.50 each, and can be

ordered by sending a cheque or PO with

an SAE to Future Age Music Express, PO

Box 387, London N22 6SF.

For general information, ring 081-889

0616; alternatively, there's a premium -

rate line (0891 313439) which plays new

music from the artists involved and gives

the latest information on timings and
running order.

The Italian mix
Audio-Technica Ltd have
taken on UK distribution of
Italian company FBT

Systems' range of mixers,
amplifiers and speakers.
Apart from their strikingly
stylish design, the company's

two mixer lines, called Basic
and Top, are notable for
including mixers with built-in

digital effects processing.

The Basic line starts at
£288 and consists of seven
models offering from 6-12
channels, including two
powered versions at 70 and

120 watts per channel
respectively. Four of the seven
models feature a 40 -program digital

effects module.

The eight -strong Top line starts

at £887 and ranges from 84 to
244 configurations, again with two

powered versions, and with five
models featuring a 128 -program
digital effects module. All Top
models feature extra parametric EQ

and phantom powering,
mixers in both lines feature shock -

mounted pots, precision sliders
and rugged cases.

For more information contact
Audio-Technica at Technica House,

Royal London Industrial Estate, Old

Lane, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS11

8AG. Tel: (0532) 771441, Fax:
(0532) 704836.

while all
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('qEL US' IF 110U WANT TO

ALESIS adat
Digital 8-T rack

Loads in STOCK!!!

The UK's
ONLY

Specialist Midi

Recording Chain

TASCAM 688 *
CALL US NOW If you

want a Great Deal

We WILL NOT be
beaten on any

recording
package

MULTI -Meg RECORDING
MULTI -TRACK RECORDING 1424 TRACK)

AS MAIN DEALERS FOR FOSTEX  TASCAM 
STUDIOMASTER  SOUNDCRAFT SPIRIT,
WE CAN HELP YOU THROUGH THE RECORDING MAZE AND
ENSURE YOU GET THE SYSTEM TWITS RIGHT FOR YOU!
WITH THE BEST SERVICE AND PRICE OUR ENGINEER CAN
INSTALL YOUR SYSTEM AND WE WILL KEEP YOU GOING
EVEN IF THERE IS A BREAKDOWN!
EVERYTHING YOU NEED!

MULTITRACK RECORDERS IN STOCK
TASCAM TSRB, FOSTER R9 TASCAM MSR16, MSR16S,
FOSTER G16S, TASCAM NIER 24S

MIXING CONSOLES  SOUNDCRAFT SPIRIT 
SUPERB DUALITY 8 AFFORDABLE!

MACKIE DESIGNS NOW WITH MIDI
NEW CR1604 - IN STOCK,
STUDIO QUALITY 16/4 MIXER
(loads of features/options)  ONLY E799 inc VAT.

1202 -12- 2 MIXER  ONLY E315 Inc VAT

STUDIOMASTER
PROLINE 16/4/8 GOLD, 16/916 GOLD, MIXDOWN 16/916,
SERIES 216/192, DIAMOND 12/2,16/2.

TASCAM
3700 AUTOMATED 24+32 INPUTS. 3500, 2516 A WIDE RANGE OF
OTHER MIXERS: FOSTEX 812, ALESIS 1622.

WE WILL MAKE SURE YOU GET THE BEST DEAL POSSIBLE.
ALL ACCESSORIES IN STOCK PATCH BAYS, MONITORS. POWER
AMPS, SIGNAL PROCESSORS, WIRING LOOMS. GRAPHIC Ms,
EFFECTS, MICS, D AT MACHINES. 1APE, DE -MAGNETISERS.

NEW MACKIE 12.2 CD QUALITY MIXER
ONLY £315 inc VAT

MACKIE CR1604
Mixing Console

Perfect for digital
recording

ONLY £799

EFFECTS UNITS
BOSS COO  YAMAHA EX500  ART LT  ART MULTIVERB III  ALPHA  BOSS
SE50. ALESIS MICROVERB 3 QUADRAVER8 PLUS  MIDIVERB 3
OUADRAVERB GT  EMP100  SPX900  ZOOM BOX 9002  YAMAHA 01 900 
LEXICON  ALESIS 3830

PRONE FOR BEST DEALS - SAVE Ms

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

...NEW Yamaha EMP 700
Digital FX Unit

NOW IN

MONITORS

TANNOY, J131.

YAMAHA & TEA(

POP IN

& try them!!!

WE STOCK the full range of FOSTEX recording

equipment so whether you require Porte

Studios or 8/16 Track packages
17iIVE US A CALL !!!!
Why not Pop in and see the exceptional R8

and MTC-1 combination. Giving you full

transport control via your Atari sequencer all

running at 15IPS..! with Dolby 'C' noise
reduction, your recordings will be quiet too!

ALSO in stock is the 812 mixing console

forming the perfect compliment for the home
studio set up.

ALTERNATIVELY for the Professional Package

check out the stunning GI 6/G24S

Multi -tracks incorporating Dolby 'S' noise

reduction..!

OPT RECORDER!
BEST DEALS. INSTANT DESPATCH SONY OTC 750- BEST DEAL. SONY DATMAN- PHONE
ALL IN STOCK  BULK OAT TAPE CASIO DA7  ENDRE  NEW TASCAM DA -30 8 DA -20

olo MIDI
Console

CHECK
UT

MICROPHONES
New AKG Tri-power mics

ull AKG range Audio Technica, Shure & many others

COMPUTERS K SOFTINIIRE
ALL THE LATEST SOFTWARE AND COMPUTERS AT BEST PRICES
LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE A PACKAGE OR BUY SEPARATELY -
ALL IN STOCK
ATARI 1040STE COMPUTERS
ATARI SM124  SM144 MONITORS
C -LAB
CREATOR V3.1. ROTATOR V3.1
CREATOR 8 ROTATOR UPDATE KITS
UNITOR II  HUMAN TOUCH  ALPHA ROTATOR
EXPORT  AURA  MID IA 

STEINBERG:
CUBASE V3.0  CUBEAT  ALL LATEST VERSIONS

APPLE MACINTOSH SOFTWARE:
OPCODE VISION  MOTU PERFORMER  STEINBERG CUBASE  MOTU
COMPOSER  APPLE MAC HARDWARE MOTU MIDI TIME PIECE. MOTU VIDEO
TIME PIECE  MOTU MIDI MIXER  JL COOPER SYNC -LINK  JL COOPER MAC
NEXUS  C -LAB UNITOR 2  STEINBERG MIDEX,

C -LAB

NOTATOR £299!!

CREATOR £199!!

PORT,' STUDIOS
IR:AadAF,CS4T8E8X. VAt41AS'6187./(g,,/4,310,01  FOSTEX 280 TASCAM

DRUM MIICHINES'
ALESIS SR16  YAMAHA R(30  ROLAND 198  RUM  ALESIS US  KORG S3 
BOSS DR660  ROLAND R70

C -LAB
STEINBERG

MOTU  OPCODE
ATARI  MACINTOSH

....CALL US NOW FOR INFO

MAIL ORDER MUSIC
INSTANT DESPATCH CONNECTIONS 0245 354777



CHECK-OUT
Emu's new PROTEUS MASTER PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

It's o Proteus...ond MUCH more!!!
 4MB of superb 16 bit CD quality samples

(Expandable to 8MB)
 32 Note Polyphonic, 16 part Multitimbral.
 Built in professional quality digital effects.
 5 Octave Velocity and Pressure sensitive keyboard.
 Quick Keys and Performance Mops for complete

control of any complex MIDI set up.
 Exciting New low Prkelll

ALL
ROLAND

GEAR

IN STOCK

MULTI-TIMBRA

R-70 CliggSfft

NORA'

ALSO
IN STOCK

NEW Yamaha SY35
KEYBOARD

£599!

.gre

Brilliant NEW

sound module Inc
Apple interface

the E -MU
systems EMAX

stereo sampler

GREAT NEW
E -MU

PROTEUS/3 WORLD
& MPS KEYBOARD

PROTEUS/3 WORLD
Proleus/3 contains 4MB of exciting new 16 bit sounds from around the globe.

'these ore samples of instruments typically not available from any other MIDI

device and may be used to create world specific music or to augment ANY
other musical style.

Proteus/3 World offers on excellent sounds rompliment
for use in Film, Video or 11, soundtracks.

KEWI?0 12 S'
WE OFFER PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION OF THE LATEST KEYBOARDS
RACK MODULES IN THE COUNTRY
AIMI

AKAI S950, S1000 8 31100 SAMPLERS
ENSONIO
ENSONIO SD -t  ENSONIO SO -1.  ENSONIO SO -2 76 KEY VERSION OF 
ENSONIO EPS 16 PLUS KEYBOARD  RACK
DORS
NEW KORG BIWA) & 01W WORKSTATION
KORG M1  KORG T2
KORG
KORG WS-

WS1-EX
AO RACK

WAVESTATI ON BEST EVER DEALS
KORG
OBER HEI

SGM MATR-1DSAMIX 1PLING000
NO ON ALL

ROUND KORG, ROLAND,
ROLAND J10800 SYNTH
ROLAND FP8 DIGITAL PIANO YAMAHA, E -MU,
ROLAND EP DIGITAL PIANOS
ROLAND S750 DIGITAL SAMPLER ENSONIQ &
ROLAND SC -55 SOUND CANVAS
ROLAND PC -200 AKAI
YAMAHA
YAMAHA SY 99  SY 77  SY55  SY22 MUSIC SYNTHESISERS
YAMAHA TG 77  TG 55  TG 33 TONE GENERATORS
YAMAHA la -88 MIDI MASTER
KEYBOARD
EMU SYSTEMS
ALL EMU PROTEUS IN STOCK
 PROCUSSION

PIANOS
EMU PROFORMANCE
KORG SG1 X  ROLAND FP8
RHODES MO

S'AMPLERS'

AKAI 5950  AKAI 51000  AKAI 51100 
ENSONIO EPS 16Rr-  ENSONIO EPS 16+ SU
KEYBOARD 8 EMAX
NEW ROLAND S750

II
I. BIG LIBRARIES /. /&f 'g

11RiEs,

-1110111W BESTDEALS ON
- ALKALIENSONIO
IWO LAIN ID
AJNIPLEIRS

IIIIEDIOR V ROil ROI
S1000/S1100 8MEG BOARDS  S1000/S1100  2MEG BOARDS 
950 750 KB BOARDS  S1000  SCSI INTERFACES  EPS 16+
MEG UPGRADES  EPS 16+  FLASHBANK  HARD DRIVES

ALL IN
STOCK

MST dT
At MUSIC CONNECTIONS we
understand Mass Storage.
Why not talk to us about
which device would
make your system
more effective.

£4 5

CD ROEA:9D5RIVES

FIXED HARD DRIVES
£79

O

WAD DEALS
PROCUSSION [489
MPS Keyboard £795

PROTEUS 1 £489

PROTEUS 2 £595

PROTEUS 3 £489

EMAX II EBRILLII2A3N5T

PROFORMANCE

KORG®
EXPERTS

-If you want to try the brilliant
KORG range- WE HAVE IT ALL

Call in for a great DEMO

LOW COST

HOUSE & DANCE
MUSIC

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
202 New Kings Road,

London SW6 4NF
Tel: 071 731 5993 Fax: 071 731 21

C CONNECTIONS
Robjohns Road,

Widford Industrial Area,
Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3AG

Tel: 0245 354777 Fax: 0245:M"

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Kingsgate,

St Marys Street.
Southampton, SO1 1NF

0703 233444 F ' 0703 233266

NEW PRODUCTS
YAMAHA SY 85 YAMAHA CLAVINOVA 

FABULOUS

Yamaha RY30
Drum

Machine

Brilliant
NEW

Yamaha TG100
sound module Inc

Apple interface

£349!!

Store up to 45 Floppy Disks on one cartridge
Instant loading and saving of samples to yout Akai S1000/S1100,
Roland S750, EPS 16+ and EMAX II

Once the domain of the Pro because of the high cost
But MUSIC CONNECTIONS brings it within reach ofd the Home

and Semi -Pro Recording enthusiast

Perfect for use with samplers or hard disk recording, these drives
work with Soundtools, Protools, Roland DM80 and Akai S1100

DEilLY
RSD MIXDOWN 16-4-8 £1175
KORG S3 DRUM COMPUTER £299
ROLAND A30 MOTHER KEYBOARD £399
ALESIS SR16 £199
KORG AD RACK £GREAT

KORG WS 1EX KEYBOARD £BRILLIANT
STEINBERG CUBEAT NEW
ART ALPHA 2 NEW
SONY DTC 750
ALESIS MICROVERB 3
YAMAHA MT3X
YAMAHA MT 120
FOSTEX 280
TASCAM 424
TASCAM 688

£129
£259
£425
f159
£399
£325
£499
£399

£1795
TASCAM 238.19SD MIXDOWN 16-4-8 £1995
TASCAM TSR8 £1795
TASCAM MS(316 £2996
TASCAM 2516 MIXING CONSOLE £1595
TASCAM 2524 £1995
KORG M1 EGREAT

YAMAHA SY99 f DEALS
ROLAND JD800 (Shop Soiled) £1299

NEW
Just Arrived

G.E.M. S2 & S3
KP' hoard workstations

FABULOUS

Call us for Up -to -Date List
ALL PRICES inc VAT

APPLY NOW !!!!

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

CREDIT CARD

 Instant Finance  Easy Monthly Payments 

NEW 'Data Director' rack eolith.
Interfaces up to 6 SCSI devices

Samplers, Drives etc...saves re -patching

IA CD-ROI t1ES NOW AVAILABLE
ach CD-ROM gives you nS a es to EMAX II CD -R OM aries 29 The Massive Denny Jaeger Violin Library

be transferred ENSONIO EPS 16+ Libraries from £199 The Ultimate String Collection £799
er AKAI slower Libraries from £249 CD-ROM Player £595

PRICES INCLUDE VAT
e,04- act14,4 MUSIC ALLOPEN

6 DAYS A WEEK

071 731 5993 0703 233444 CONNECTIONS NEXT DAY DELIVERY



" the
REAL
16 -bit

DEAL
Truly affordable 16 -bit sampling on

the Atari ST has just become a
reality with the release of Replay
16 from Microdeal. Just £129.95
including VAT buys you a sampling

unit, sample editing software,
Drumbeat rhythm programming
software and MIDIplay keyboard
emulator software.

The sampling unit plugs into the

ST's cartridge port and provides
16 -bit audio input and output via
phono connectors together with an

input volume control. Replay 16
supports sampling rates up to
48kHz, and provides sample
conversion between 8/12/16 -bit
formats, mono and stereo. The
editor software can be used for
volume adjustment, digital filtering,

3D frequency analysis and

crossfade looping of samples.
Then, to make musical use of your

samples, you can either organise
up to 30 of them into a 'drumkit'
and program up to 50 patterns in
real-time or step -time using the
Drumbeat software. Alternatively,

you can map any sample to any
note or range of notes in a nine -

octave range using the MIDIplay
software. Four -voice polyphony is

available in both cases, while
MIDIplay additionally provides a
single -voice mode with three levels

of velocity sensitivity.

Replay 16 runs on any ST or STE

with 520K RAM (although 1Mb
minimum is recommended).

For more information, contact
Microdeal Limited at PO Box 68, St

Austell, Cornwall, PL25 4YB. Tel:

(0726) 68020. Fax: (0726) 69692.

A Borderless Land
Californian music software company Passport have

been around since the early days of MIDI software -

and no doubt they intend to be around for some time to

come. But where exactly does the future for music
software companies lie? Are they doomed to a life
producing software updates to their existing programs for

little recompense? Or are there new applications which

will earn them money in the coming years?

Passport are a case in point. Their manageable rather

than comprehensive software range consists of MIDI
sequencing software in the form of Master Tracks Pro,

Trax, Turbo Trax, and Audio Trax; notation software in the

form of Encore and Music Time; and sound
design/sample editing software in the form of the
industry -standard Alchemy - all of which are familiar
applications, no matter how well presented.

Although traditionally a Mac software developer,
Passport have produced PC/Windows versions of several

or 16 -bit, mono or stereo). A further two tracks could
contain digital slideshows and animation. As Producer is

able to output MTC locked to its SMPTE timebase, you
could have a MIDI sequencer running on a second Mac in

parallel with Producer if you wanted to do more
interactive music/video work.

All tracks show static visual 'cues' which give you
some idea of track content, while the actual multimedia
presentation is via an onscreen 'stage' display. Producer,

then, is 'merely' a means of bringing together files
created in other programs and organising them in a
multitrack fashion. You don't need the original programs

in order to use these files. However, providing your Mac

has enough onboard memory you can hold relevant
programs in memory along with Producer and flick
between them. Any changes you save to a file within one

of these programs will automatically update Producer. Of

course, you're also going to need enough external digital

storage to handle the large
amounts of audio and video data
you could be pushing through the
software.

Supported hardware for digital
audio includes Macromedia Mac
Recorder, Digidesign Audiomedia,

Sound Accelerator and Pro Tools,
and Macintosh internal audio. For
MIDI, any Mac MIDI interface will
do, together of course with any MIDI

instrument, while video cards
supported include all RasterOps
cards, Truevision Nuvista+ and
Radius VideoVision.

Supported software includes
Alchemy, Macromedia's Sound Edit

and Digidesign's Sound Designer
for digital audio, Macromind

Director and Gold Disk Animation Works for animation,
Adobe Premier and DiVa VideoShop for Quicktime movies,

Master Tracks Pro, Vision and Performer for MIDI, and
Aldus Persuasion, Microsoft PowerPoint and Symantec

More for slide presentations. Producer also allows you to

incorporate text files from any Mac word processor into
your multimedia presentations.

Producer will cost somewhere between £300-400. This

isn't vapourware - An alpha copy has been seen up and

running (and periodically crashing) on a Quadra at
Passport's UK distributors MCM.

Further news from Passport concerns the next
upgrade to their Alchemy sound design and sample
editing software. Due towards the end of the year, it will

include support for Peavey's SMDI protocol, which allows

sample data to be transferred via SCSI in MIDI Sample

Dump Standard format. In this way, Alchemy will be able

to act as a 'bridge' between SMDI-compatible
instruments (currently Peavey's SP sample playback unit

and Kurzweil's K2000 synth) and other samplers which

implement their own form of sample transfer via SCSI.

r _ I.Iw 1/10 1 us IIIleidewt ha...* Slam. L
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of these programs in order to increase the size of their
potential market. At the same time, they've stopped
supporting the Atari ST range, citing among other reasons

a lack of co-operation from Atari. So what's new?

But it's a new piece of software called Producer which

provides perhaps the most important way forward for
Passport. Available on the Mac from November, and on

the PC from the second quarter of next year, Producer

provides a straightforward, intuitive way of integrating
MIDI, audio, video, animation and slides into a single
presentation which can be run on the Mac or, with the
appropriate hardware, recorded onto video cassette. Yes,

we're talking the 'M' word here - multimedia.

Passport have perceived that what people want (or will

want) is a program which will let them draw together the

various strands of the multimedia tapestry in an intuitive,

fun sort of way. To this end, the company have adopted a

multitrack Visual Cue Sheet approach (see picture) which

lets you assign one file type per track. For instance, one

track could be assigned a Quick Time movie, another a

Standard MIDI File, and a third a digital audio file (eight -
11
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Roland b20 1131 £699
Roland JX1 rine only let £299
Roland CM32L (0/B) £179
Roland ONO fader (A/K/0) 12399

Roland R8 drum machine (A/01E399
Roland GPIS one left! £399
Roland 0220 £449
Yamaha RX8 drums (5) £225
Yamaha RY30 £399
Yamaha R8 save £170 E325
Yamaha RX5 dorms IA) 6246
Yamaha MV1602 mixer demo C499
Yamaha SY22 (A/K) E499
Yamaha TG33 2.299

Yamaha EMR1 drum machine £99
Yamaha EM01 recorder C159

Kong KME56 graphic (K) E99

Kong 53 (N8) 0499

Korg A3 effects (B) 0399
Akai MX78 mother 1/2 price E699

Oberheim Drummer E149

Yamaha TG100 0349
Korg 13
Expanded As new (B) 01499
Fostex 81616 track recorder plus
Allen & Heath 24 channel mixer
16 track package for 23900
Notator a Ungar Complete
Sequencing/SMPTE pack 0499

PP.
Korg 01W/ 01WFD Drew

Al square synthesis
system
32 yore, 32 radiator tone
generator
200 combination props
2 digital multi effects
Built-in sequencer
2 card slots
Also 01 Rw and 03RW in
stock NOW at ABC!!

Yamaha 8910 NEW
 50 preset patterns, 50 fill-

ins, 36 songs
 250 voices

16 preset & 16 rternd
Pad banks

AM 1144J e4

HMI]] .JR.Q"'4 4 .1".

Yamaha T0100 NEW 2.349
 200 AWM voices, 8 kits
 16 part multitimbral
 28 note polyphony
 On board Mac/IBM MIDI

interface

 220 RS-PCM Sounds!
 30 voice polyphony
 8 part Multi Timbral
 Sequencer/Mixer/FX

 100 factory presets
 8 individual & 6

combination fx
 Pitch, Chorus, Reverb, Delay Ei
 Multi fx for less than £200!!

Save yourself LW.

 Enhanced MIDI spec
 Faster than 1040ST
 2MB RAM, Easy upgrades

Save £200869QT7----

Yamaha T033 £299
 Vector controlled
 AWM/FM tone generation
 16ch, 32 note polyphony
 Unbelievably great sounds
 Now save 225 with ABC

Great deals on Akai
samplers- Call NOW!

 16bit stereo sampler
 Multi-Timbral 8 voice poly £499
 8 outs, expandable RAM
 Plays Akai S900, S1000 disks!

RECORDING
A Fostex R8 synced

via the MTC-1 to
Notator 3.1 all routed
through a Soundcraft

Spirit console.
Come along and see

the set-up

sic

0372
468114

1110
PRICE MATCH PROMISE

"We believe our prices to bef- the best in the land. If you
find cheaper we'll match it!

 64 tracks of MIDI information The best 32 stave Scoreveriting and

simultaneously editing in the business!!

 Up to 16 MIDI channels on each track
 384ppqn resolution
 Realtime MIDI generator
 SMPTE timecode

Save over £200 with ABC!

Meals SR16 C209
233 16bit sampled sounds
Many in steren
sampled amo
Dynamic artic,a
4 outputs

Boss DR0130 C299

1,024 superb sounds
2 onboard digital effects
250 patterns. 100 songs
Touch sensitive pads
4 outputs

Akei XR10 was E399 £199
Great 16bit drum sounds
450 preset & 99 user
programmable patterns
memory galore
Comprehensive editing

Akal MPC60 1 only  21399
The ultimate
sequencer/digital
sampling drum machine

 60,000 note capacity
 Stereo drum mixer

:  Classic Rhodes sound
 Refined LA syn hesis
 Reproduces the dynamic range and tonal

response of the old Rhodes we all loved
 On board fx  88 notes E1099Now eave over £800 with ABC!

Makes a great
mother keyboard!

9

 Sound superb and  Built-in digital effects
immensely powerful!  64 patch configurations

 76 velocity & aftertouch  128 tones, 128 rhythm
sens keys set-ups

 Advanced LA synthesis  From only £36 a month!
 30 voice polyphony
 Six -part multi timbral

  Buy NOW at less than 1/2 PAWED

Emu Proteus New Prices
Proteus 1 8 3 Only £499
Proteus 2 Only Low
Proformance Only £Call
Also in -stock the stunning
Proteus MPS a £999

KEYBOARD CLEAROUT!!!
Ensoniq EPS16 16bit stereo Eneonlq 501. Synth with on -board
sampler keyboard with sequencer sequencer at Kingston,
only at Slough & Bristol £1399 Slough 8, Exeter £799
Elmo* VFXSD Superb sounding Ensonlq 502 at Addlestone £899
and full featured synthesizer Ensonlq SDI at Addlestone and
only at Addlestone & Bnstol 2999 Kingston £999

Instant Despatch + Buy with confidence. 7 day money -back guarantee!

Addlestone (A) Oxford (0)
5 mins Junction 11 M25 NEW AMP ROOM NOW OPEN!

14-16 High Street Tel: 0932 854877 44 St Clements Tel: 0865 724820

Kingston (K) Slough (5)
NEW AMP ROOM NOW OPEN!

56 Surbiton Road Tel: 081 546 9877

Junction 6 on the M4. FREE Parking.

324 Farnham Road Tel: 0753 822754

Peavey OPM3SE C1199
 Software driven synth
 4meg of 16bit wavesampl

memory - great sound!
 On board 24bit effects
 On board sequencer!

Korg M
 Ai synthesis
 High quality

PCM sound source
 Dual -system digital fx
 Built-in comprehensive 8 track sequencer

1099
Proteus MPS 2999
 4MB of sample memory

16bit sounds
 61 touch sans keys
 16 part multi timbral
 8 sounds per note

1
I i11111 ...Ill I hl I ti

Rhodes V1(1000 2999
 Amazing drawbar system

organ
 Sounds a blast
 Now at a super price
 Less then 1/2 PRICEY

 Layer and switch sounds
 Fully multi timbral - a classic £899

Korg M1 now at an Incredible price

Korg Save
 We are Korg Main

Agents and carry
huge stocks of all
the latest gear,

 Come along and see
the new 518w and
038W Today at ABC

Bristol (B)
Off Whiteladies Road, Clifton

32 Alma Vale Road Tel: 0272 238200

We won't be
beaten on pticell

Roland Save
 We are Roland Main

Agents and carry
huge stocks of all
the latest gear.

 Come along and see
the future at amazing
ABC Prices!!

ABC MUSIC ST ALBANS
Just 5 mins walk from the

BR station.
For all the latest gear

- Peter and 'luck are the
guys In Harts!!

Exeter (E) St Albans (si
The South West's Leading Music Store. HERTS No.1 MUSIC STORE

68 Bartholomew St West 0392 425125 130 London Road Tel: 0727 56351



NEW

the new wave

I istaken them quite some time to
do it, but Korg have finally got

round to producing a version of the
Wavestation which retails for under
a grand. At £899 including VAT, the
1U 19" rack -mounting Wavestation
SR (yep, that's Single Rack) is the
M3R and the 03R/W of the
Wavestation world, and like those
modules it has substantially the
same sonic capabilities as its more
expensive relatives, but cuts a few
corners here and there. Its 1U
height inevitably means a less
informative display and a less
accessible user interface, and the
familiar Wavestation vector joystick
has had to go.

In some ways, though, the less

expensive instrument actually has
more to offer. Specifically, it can
access a lot more sounds - in all,
there are 600 Performances, 420
Patches, 384 Wave Sequences and
6000 Wave Sequence Steps
available. The best sounds from the
existing Wavestation card library
have been included as standard on
the SR - which is a good thing,
because the new module isn't
compatible with EX and A/D cards.
Instead, it uses the higher -density
cards which Korg adopted with the
01/W series instruments. In fact,
the SR can apparently read 01/W
PCM cards, which, ironically, gives it
a sonic edge over its more
expensive relatives.

Talking of the 01/W series, Korg
are giving away free sounds to
anyone who buys an 01R/W or
03R/W module during the months of
September and October. You just
send Korg a registration card which
your dealer gives you when you
make the purchase, and Korg send
you £234 (01R/W) or £135
(03R/W) worth of sounds for free.

Nearing completion is the first
issue of a new 80 -page free
magazine produced by Korg UK,
featuring interviews with name Korg
users and technical features on
Korg instruments. The magazine,
which the company plan to produce
three times a year, will be circulated
through dealers and by direct mail to

anyone who requests it.
Last but not least, this year sees

Korg appearing at the Scottish
Music Show for the first time.

For more information on any of
the above, contact Korg UK at 8-9
The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road,
Harrow, Middlesex HA1 2YK. Tel:
081-427 5377, Fax: 081-861 3595.
Details of The Scottish Music Show
can be found on the inside back
cover of this issue.

Making light of MIDI
Following the addition of MIDI Show
Control to the official MIDI spec last
year, the Musical Instrument Digital
Interface has been finding a role in
applications other than specifically
musical ones. Reflecting this
development, the seminar programme

for this year's PLASA Light & Sound
Show at Earls Court 2, London, from

6 - 9th September includes a session
entitled 'MIDI Show Control and
Lighting Controllers'.

Aiming to tackle "what MSC means

to lighting manufacturers with products

including MIDI, and what it all means

to the end user", this seminar could
prove of interest to performing MIDI
musicians - after all, what is a live

show without a light show?

The fee of £10 per session includes

free entry to the show - your
opportunity to soak up all the flashing
lights, dry ice and loud music you can

take. For more information and
bookings (there are only 75 places per

seminar) contact Anna Pillow of PLASA

on (0323) 410335.

E -MU
playback
New from E -mu Systems is the

Emulator Illxp sample playback
module, a 3U -high rack unit which

offers compatibility with the entire

16 -Gigabyte Emulator III sample

library. The EllIxp features a
constant 44.1kHz sample playback

rate, up to 32Mb of RAM, 32 mono

voices (16 stereo), AES/EBU
digital I/O connections (allowing

the unit to accept audio in digital

form from, say, a DAT machine),

balanced XLR main stereo outputs

and three additional pairs of
balanced polyphonic outs,
advanced SCSI link software
coupled with dual 50 -pin SCSI
connectors, proprietary H -chip
resonant filter technology, 18 -bit

DACS, and support for the EMI
Remote Controller/Librarian
software for the Mac.

Two models are available: the

standard version with 8Mb of RAM

and a built-in 3.5" floppy disk drive

for loading future software
enhancements, and the turbo
version with the full 32Mb of RAM

and an onboard 105Mb hard drive

loaded with a variety of EMI sound

banks.

For more information contact
E -Mu Systems at Suite 6, Adam

Ferguson House, Eskmills
Industrial Park, Musselburgh,
EH21 7PQ. Tel: 031-653 6556.

NEW
PRODUCT

GT-PRO

MIDI WORKSTATION
Professional Stand for MIDI Studio

Equipment. Supports Keyboards,

Expander Modules & Computers

(Optional Mic. Boom Arm).

R.R.P. £99.95

CIS
DOES YOUR KEYBOARD SET-UP

DESERVE A UTTtE MORE THAN AVERAGE

SUPPORT. SO, YOU SHOULD CONSIDER

THE CONNECTRIX KEYBOARD STAND RANGE

WHEN OFFERS TOTAL SUPPORT FOR KEYBOARDS

AND ELECITIONIC PIANOS. THE LATEST GENERATION

OF 'GT SBIES COPNNCTRIX STANDS BM, TO YOU,

ROBUST & STABLE CONSTRUCTION, VISUAL

ELEGANCE AND TOTAL TRANSPOPTABIUTY AT

AFFORDABLE PRICES, PLEASE WRITE, FAX OR CALL.

(INTERNATIONAL) LIMITED
House  Building No.2 I .evton Avenue

Mildenhail  tinifolk  11'287B1.  United Kingdom

13' SALES: (0638) 711570 / 718569  FAX: (0638) 718964
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"The Peavey DPM SP has enough
sound -processing power to generate incredible
sounds.... Overall, the SP represents tremendous
value for the money....The engineers at Peavey
are to he commended for building a highly
capable sound module into a cost-effective,
upgradable package." Electronic Musician

May 1992 Issue

TONE WAVE

O
EXEC

LITIL

START/STOP

-/ DEC

The DPM® SP/SX sampling system is a phenomenal
value. Costing thousands less than comparable units from
our competitors, and hundreds less than most low end
systems, the SP/SX combination represents the most
powerful, yet affordable, full -featured 16 -bit sampling
system on the market today!

The DPM® SP rack -mount sample playback module offers
I6 -bit resolution and 44.1 kHz stereo sample playback rate
for industry standard sonic quality that is without equal.

4.0

The SP is capable of handling up to 32 megabytes of
internal sample memory. The sample RAM is expandable
with low-cost industry standard SIMMs expansion boards.

MIDI DUMP

SAMPLE PLAYBACK
SYNTHESIZER

t St # -
_wee ritlgS

G1P

JAW

SAMPLE RATE

48 KHz -

24 KHZ -

ALT

"The SP offers ambitious programmers the
potential for creating new signature sounds.
Particularly considering its low price,
expandability and first-rate storage and loading
capabilities, the SP gives a musician more than
just an introduction to sampling. With the SP,
Peavey moves the flexible -architecture
philosophy to new frontiers." EQ Magazine

February 1992 Issue

The DPM SX Sampling Xpander module allows you
to digitally record your own 16 -bit samples and send
them over SCSI to the SP or in the standard SDS format
to your DPM 3 or other compatible instrument.

Up until now, high -quality sampling has been something
that was out of reach for most people. Not only because
of the expense, but because of the tedious time and effort
required to create good samples. The union of the SP/SX
finally brings together high -end full -featured sampling
with ultra affordable pricing for the working musician.

Sample the new DPM SP and DPM SX sampling system
today! Be sure to ask about the new DPM SP sample
library available now at your nearest Peavey dealer!

The Monitor magazine from Peavey is a publfcatlorr filled with the latest into musicians want to know. Included are
interviews with today s hottest players. You also get the latest news.On Peavey equipment To receive 4 issues for only
$5 00' send check or money order to Monitor magazine. Peavyreetronics ' 711 A Street Meridian. MS 39302-2898
'Prices ood in U.S. on

Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd  H
Tel: I

tton House  Hunters Road  Corby  Northants  NN17 1JE
536 205520  Fax: 0536 69029



PROFILE Pat Metheny

Getting it
Interview
by Phil
Ward

Synclaviers, sampling,
sequencing, system exclusive...
is this a jazz guitarist or what?

The word for Pat Metheny is mellifluous. In conversation,

the words flow not unlike the notes from his guitar. Even

a sea of strange faces at an official reception presents no

problem, and for Pat Metheny it is a smooth crossing. Shaking

hands, promoting an album, running up and down the
fietboard: it's all done with the measure of a man at case with

himself.

And so he should be. Not many jazz guitarists notch up

album sales like his, and since the mid -Seventies when he first

trod the boards with one Gary Burton, he has taken his place

among that jazz elite whose names crop up on the lips of
those who have no interest in jazz. Like Chick Corea, his

virtuosity has not prevented him from seeking out new sounds

and new tOrmats, and it's won him a wider audience. The

search has led him into film music, ill and out of various

aggregations of jazz alumni - and now to a sweeping new 80 -

minute album which he sees as a culmination of all his musical

experiences away from the straight and narrow.

This wider success is due in no small part to Metheny's

broad palette of sounds and styles. The album is called Secret

Story but it's no secret that the 30 -something guitarist from

Kansas City loves technology, and loves to use it to extend the

vocabulary of the jazz guitar in the face of many a ffirrowed

jazz brow...

"I'm always having to reassure people that technology is

OK", he admits. "I run into a lot of jazz guys who are into

this thing of 'it's killing music' but I just don't buy it. What I

will say about a lot of electronic instruments is that they

basically want to sound had. You've got to really work to get

them to sound good. But that could also he said of a violin.

The point is that it's not that easy to make anything sound

good. The thing about synthesisers is that you can get them to

sort of sound like something, just by laying your hands on the

keys, hut, fbr example, in my case there's one particular guitar -

synth sound that I've been working on for 10 years. I've used

it On different records, and it's gradually becoming something

that's really part of me.

"If you get a synth and it's got 250 presets, you go through

them and next month you get a new RAM card - or a new

synth - but you never really learn any one sound that becomes

part of you. It takes a long time to graft yourself and a sound

together. Part of this is because the instruments themselves

have been under such incredibly rapid development, you never

have the chance to settle in on them. But in the last few years

things have started to calm down a little. You've basically got

your Yamaha stuff, your Roland stuff, each of these core
manufacturers have their own basic language and architecture,

and also have their own basic sound. As much as people say

`it's got 250 sounds', a Yamaha synth will have that sound no

matter which preset it is. The mixing of manuficturers is what

gives a richness of texture. And you really do have to practise

your sound."

The instrument Pat Metheny chooses to practise his sound

on is the Synclavier - his chosen form of synthesis for nigh on

13 years. But has it always been a happy marriage...?

"The Synclavicr appeared about 4 years before MIDI

existed, and I remember what attracted me was an ad that they

ran in all the music magazines. The headline was 'The Last

Synthesizer You Will Ever Need'! Every now and then I'd like

to take that ad and cram it in their faces! But it talked about

this 16 -track recorder built into it - this would he 1979 or

early '80 - and I thought 'Wow!' Then I checked out how )
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"'m always having to

reassure people that

technology is OK. I run

into a lot of jazzguys

who are into this thing

of 'Ws killing music' -
but I just don't buy it"

0 much it was and it was, like, $30,000 - even now that's a lot
of cake for a 'thing'. But the salesman came and gave us the

demo, and I just went for it. I've been in that world ever
since. I think I had the 16th system ever made, and I've been

really deeply involved in it throughout its development.

"I've always done most of my writing on keyboards. The
main attraction of the Synclavier was the recording and storing

aspect. Being a little bit disorganized, working in that
environment has saved me dozens of songs that I would have

just lost. You can come back two years later and it's right
where it was. Something that I like about the Synclav system is

the total recall aspect; you actually get all the sounds, all the

files back. You don't have to go through that thing of 'let's
see, at that time I was using Opcode MIDI Merger on channel

7 - or was it channel 8?'. People I know with MIDI systems

find it impossible to reconstruct things from 3 years ago like

that. I know it's getting better with the
System -Exclusive stuff, but the Synclav
comes back just where you left it."

Having also looked at the Fairlight back
in those early sampling days, Metheny made

his commitment. "Back then they were
really the only two things available. They
-competed for a while, improving the
sampling with each step, but for me the
Synclav sort of won, you know? - so I always

felt like I made the right choice. All those
systems were very expensive, so you were
taking a risk. Those were very small,
adventurous companies."

His chosen technology is matched for
significance only by his chosen instrument,

which offers some clues to the origins of his

easy relationship with both. "Basically,
because I'm an electric guitar player; I've
been dealing with electricity, knobs, switches

and everything, from the second that I
started playing. All that stuff is very natural
for me. I've always been aware of and
involved with the technology. I think that as

long as it's kind of a natural instinct to use
that stuff it's OK. People who have a
resistance to it should stay away from it.
They're not gonna have much luck with it
anyway. I guess I've always had kind of an
affinity for it, and I've also never seen it as

anything that threatens anything else, I just
see it as an addition."

It's an addition that has long played a
critical part in the Metheny modus operandi,

never more so than on the latest album. But

there is a point where even Pat Metheny
draws the line... "On the new record I did
all the string parts on the Synclavier, but I
knew that wouldn't sound anywhere near as

good as gettin" the cats to play it at Abbey
Road - and it didn't. It's almost laughable
how much better it sounds when you get

real guys playing it. You think 'well, maybe nobody will really

tell the difference', then when you hear the real thing it's like,

God, y'know, it's not even close."

It emerges that this line is drawn with a very pragmatic
hand, guided by a staunchly musical brain. "In fact I did the

entire album first on the Synclavier, exactly as it is now, all the

arrangements. The Synclav is fantastic for things like laying

down time code onto multitrack tape, and then just having it

slave to that, which allows me to have 24 or 48 tracks of tape

plus the sequences. On this record there are several tunes that

use as many as 160 sequencer tracks, and all 16 tracks of the
Direct -to -Disk as well!

"On 'Finding And Believing' which is this massive, 10 -
minute tune, we had outputs from all the small faders and all

the big faders of a 96 -channel SSL! We took a picture of it! If

we'd had a recall it would have taken two days to set it up. But 0
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THE SYNTHESIZER CCP INA RANI(

TEL: 071 258 3454
TSC - THE SYNTHESIZER COMPANY LTD. NO 9 HATTON STREET. LONDON NW8 8PR. FAX: 071 262 821

AKAI 51100 version 2
 Version2 software
 Hard disk recording
 Still one of the best samplers

£349
ROLAND S750
 Superb quality samplers
 Full featured, great quality
 Very special deals

£Phone

JUST
ARRIVED

MAC STARTER PAC
 Mac Classic with hard disk
 Opcode EZ Vision
 MIDI interface

£995

BEST

VALUE

KURZWEIL K2000
 Flexible programming Phone
 Great new synthesizer

 Incredible special deal

ROLAND JD800
 All the knobs and sliders you need
 Gig FAT sounds
 Now at a great TSC price

£Phone

SPECIAL
DEAL

SAVE
NOW

ROLAND JV80
 61 -key Weighted keyboard
 8 part multi timbral
 Layer, split and dual modes

£Phone

NEW
PRODUCT

SOFTWARE BLITZ!
 Crazy prices on all software 1:410
 Opcode Studio Vision, Vision
 Passport Encore, MTPro Trax
 MOTU Performer
 C -Lab Notator, Creator
 Steinberg Cubase, Cubeat

CRAZY
PRICES

MAC PRICE BLITZ!
 New super -low prices!
 Quadra+monitor bundles
 Powerbooks very available
 Call NOW for your requirements
 Huge range of hard drives
a 12-21" colour monitors
 Business Music and Games software

£P one
MAC POWERBOOK 100's

POWERBOOK
100's FROM

 Noteboo
Stuffed with power running a 68000 r895

 A Notebook Mac for less than £9001 L
k sized computer

OPCODE VISION PRO
 480ppqn resolution, realtime editing
 Input quantize, 99 tracks
 Award winner & very powerful

PASSPORT ENCORE
 Transcribe MIDI files or play direct
 Superb 64 stave systems
 Available for IBM & Mac

MOTO PERFORMER
 Realtime editing on screen
 Whilst music playing!
 Well respected Mac sequencer

STEINBERG CUBASE
 High resolution MIDI sequencer
 Comprehensive edit windows
 The best selling Atari sequencer!

MIDI PATCHBAY SPECIAL

Low

Low

 Best quality construction
 The heart of any MIDI system
 Only a few at this price FROM £

ALL PRICES INC VAT

EMU PRICE CRASH!! PRICES
SLASHED!!

Proteus 1,2 3,4 Procussion
a Emu Proteus 1 was £749 TSC Special £499
 Emu Proteus 2 was £1129 TSC Special £649
 Emu Proteus 3 was £749 TSC Special £499
 Emu Procussion .C7T19 TSC Special £499

PRICES
SLASHED!!

PROTOLOGIC UPGRADE

£ 128 new ROM preset for only.. 499
 Upgrade for Proteus 1 or 1XR
 Gives another 4MB of samples

PROTEUS 1/PROTOLOGIC
 Proteus 1 with Protologic upgrade
 8MB of samples, 320 sounds
is ONLY way the hear a Proteus £899
MIDIMOOG
 All the sound on a Mini Moog p
 Only this time in tune + MIDI £ one Ultimate mono synth

WALDORF MICROWAVE
 Fed up with the same old sounds?
 The Microwave sounds different
 Come and try one out today! £999
PROSONUS CD's

UNBELIEVABLE
LOW PRICES

 Stunning quality sample CD's
 The cheapest way to increase your library E
 Hurry - Very limited stocks!!

YAMAHA TG100

9.95

 200 AWM voices, 16 part multi timbral 249
 28 note poly, 8 drum kits
 MIDI interface for Mac/IBM only £

VOCE ORGAN MODULE
NOW SAVE

£50!!

 Absolutely amazing Organ sounds

£599a Also great synth voices
 The BEST organ sounds around

OBERHEIM OBIE RACK
 The beefiest, loudest synth around 1295
 Pure analogue, 4 voice duophonic r
 You must hear it to believe it! L.

SOUND CANVAS
 317 ultra -realistic tones
 16 part multi timbral, 24 voice poly

Terrific value expander

ROLAND LAPC-1

199
 Great LA synthesis card for IBM
 128 preset instruments
 32 voice poly - A synth on a card!

KORG 01WR

 Built-in sequencer, 2 digital fx Ep one
I Ai Square synthesis

 4 individual outputs

KORG WAVESTATION AD

 PCM & Advanced Vector Sounds E1295
 6 simultaneous effects

 61 touch sensitive keys

OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000

** PRIORITY TSC ORDER FORM **

Please send me the following TSC specials

£

I enclose a cheque for

or debit my u Access Visa A/c

Expiry date Signed

Name

Address

Post Code

 1000 killer analogue sounds
 From Strings to Brass to Percussion £ 4

Telephone No Fax

Send to:
 Experience analogue for only.. ,..m.TSC No 9 Hatton Street, London NW8 8PR. Tel 071 258 3454.

sur s,illiW all the coffou can drink! AimITS.0p

STAR"TEDRARPYACS: Special SYNTH, COMPUTER, & RECORDING bundles at CRAZY PRICES!!



the Synclav slaving to tape is something I've been doing now

since Still Life Talking (1987), and it really works great. You

can continually move around notes of the track until the final

second you're mixing - and I do! Adding things, taking
things away - it's a very malleable form.

"But the thing about acoustic instruments is that there's a
power in the air, things vibrating in the air. I've already got

into this a lot with the Synclavier because it has so many
outputs, using lots of different speakers, like, 16 separate
amplifiers with lots of different things coming out of it.
That's a completely different experience to having everything

jammed into two speakers."

But how does Pat make the decisions involved in replacing

sequenced parts with real instruments? "I just try it. I actually

doubled a lot of the things in the Synclav with real people,
including myself. I've never done a record quite like this. I
even thought about doing the whole record just by myself. I

did, of course, but then I went through it and said how can I

Discography

Passengers (1974) with Gary Burton
Bright Size Life (1976) with Jaco Pastorius

Watercolours (1977)
Pat Metheney Group (1978)
New Chautauga (1979)
American Garage (1980)
80/81 (1980)
As Falls Wichita, So Falls Wichita Falls (1981)

Offramp (1982)
Travels (1983)
Rejoicing (1983)
First Circle (1984)
The Falcon And The Snowman (1985)
Film soundtrack, includes 'This Is Not America'
with David Bowie

Song X (1986) with Ornette Coleman
Still Life Talking (1987)
Letter From Home (1989)
Secret Story (1992) released 12th July

make this better? Like, nothing beats real drums, or an
orchestra, but there is some kind of glue thing that happens
when you combine a good player with a sequenced track. It
gives it a life that it doesn't have otherwise. It's not a
question of replacing one with the other, it just opens it up."

The presence of harmonica legend Toots Theilemans on
the album prompts the notion of a potential conflict between

the real thing and the guitar -triggered harmonica sample -
one of Metheny's favourites - and the threat, maybe, of
confusion in the gob -iron department... "No one has ever
fooled me," comes the reply, "and I assume it's that way
with everyone. It's just a different kind of effect. There are
clues that real instruments give us, as synthesists, that we can

respond to, emulate, change, mess around with.

"There are musical functions that definitely exist: a cello
section does something not unlike what we want to do with
synthesisers - a rhythm or a pad - but the synth is never
going to really sound like a cello section. It's just something

that's functioning in that register. We use a lot of harmonica -

type sounds on the new album. Besides Toots, I'm playing
guitar -synth with a harmonica sound, but to me it sounds
like a guitar -synth playing a harmonica sound! And if it was

someone else's record I would hear and identify that. It's just

another possibility, one of many."

Mention is made of composer Steve Reich, whose
influence is felt in the attention to layers of texture that
makes Secret Story such a rich, dense listening experience.
The influence, it seems, was a direct one. "I recorded one of
his pieces about two years ago, called 'Electric
Counterpoint', and it was the first time that I know of that a
major contemporary American composer has addressed the
electric guitar. It was just me working with tape; I played 10

electric guitar parts and 2 electric bass parts. Working with
him was really fascinating. I'd been a fan of his music for a
long time, but only when I got involved with playing that
piece did I begin to understand how it was made up. He
showed me a sound that I didn't even know I could make.
Overdubbed things; this whole process that I really loved. I
used a hint of it on 'Cathedral In A Suitcase' on the new
album, this technique of locking lines together to create
other lines."

Secret Story is a magnum opus. It's a culmination not
only of Pat Metheny's personal and musical adventures to
date, but also of his experiments with technology, reflecting a

serious and clearly defined attitude to machines and their
place. This jazz guitarist has come a long way, and wants to

go further... "The thing I'm most interested in is combining
everything. Probably the most interesting part of technology

for me is sequencing, where you can mess around and try
things and get a very clear picture of what you're working
on. The tail -end part of it - the sounds and samples and so
on - is the least interesting.

"I wish there was a way (and I bet there will be some day),

where you could have a sequencer actually triggering
acoustic instruments. We're seeing signs of that, with the
Disclavier, but I've been imagining this for years, and I'm
sure it's going to happen. Somebody soon is going to come
up with a drum robot, something that actually moves air,
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Pat Metheny PROFILE

that's something I'm really interested in. Chips are chips,
speakers are speakers, and the dynamic range of speakers just

does not compare with, say, a snare drum. You cannot get a

speaker to do what a snare drum does in real life, but you could

get something whacking a snare drum. I think that will happen,

not even sampling any more
but robots.

"But good sequencing
depends on the writing, too.
In the case of my band, 60-
70% of what we've done since

Offramp (1982) as a group has

been played with a sequencer.

But almost no one knows it
because, first of all, we never

have just a drum beat playing

over and over. When I hear
that I think, guys, come on, try a little bit! In fact, we rarely have

a drum beat at all. It's usually a musical part that we lock to, and

I put dynamic changes just like in real playing. If you have a

metronomic, boring part, just like if you had some guy in the

band who was playing with no dynamics, it would kill
everything. But it's not the fault of the machine if people put in

garbage. Those machines are way more sophisticated than 99%

of the input they're getting.

"Theoretically, I like the idea of non -musicians being able to

come up with music, but in practice music is unfortunately very

"Nothing beats real drums, or an
orchestra, but there is some kind
of glue thing that happens when

you combine a good player with a

sequenced track. It gives it a life
that it doesn't have otherwise"

difficult, and there really is no short cut to understanding it.

There's no quick way to the wisdom you get when you finally

know, say, why D wants to go to G, and G to C. Eventually you

get insight into why music works the way it does, and as that

insight improves and you gain confidence about your skills, the

input that you give to your
synth will be better. Then, the

synth sounds better and it sort

of comes back to music."

But can't you learn music
from a synth/sequencer
package just as well as from a

guitar? "That's going to be
interesting to see. I think it
probably will be possible to

have incredible, virtuoso
musicians who don't play an

instrument, that do everything in the context of non -real time.

But so far it hasn't really happened. Most people who don't play

an instrument have come up with things that are kind of catchy,

or quirky, y'know, interesting for three minutes, but substantial

musical developments that have a long term impact can only

come from musicians. We'll see. You're right, we're gonna have

a whole generation of kids whose first instrument has an
onboard 16 -track sequencer, but I really believe that music has

no short cuts. Eventually you're gonna have to get your hands
dirty."

At KENTON ELECTRONICS, we install MIDI into pre -MIDI instruments
using our own range of custom circuit boards - designed and built by us in "leafy" Surbiton!

OUR CUSTOMERS INCLUDE:
THE PRODIGY - MARILLION - BEATS INTERNATIONAL - N'JOI - 808
STATE- PLUS MANY RECORDING STUDIOS, HIRE COMPANIES AND

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMERS.

OUR RANGE CURRENTLY INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
INSTRUMENTS (please phone if yours isn't listed)

POLYPHONIC SYNTHS (In/Out/Thru) MONOPHONIC SYNTHS (In/Thru)

OBERHEIM OB-X / OB-Xa / 08-8

PROPHET 5 rev 2 & rev 3 (all)

PPG WAVE

KORG POLY6 / POLY 61

KORG TRIDENT/ MONOPOLY (In/Thru only)

KORG CX3 / BX3 (In/Thru only)

MEMORY MOOG

ROLAND JUPITER 8

ROLAND JUNO 60 / 6

ROLAND VOCODER VP -330 (In/Thru only)

RHODES CHROMA

YAMAHA PF15/10NP40 (Out only)

YAMAHA CS80/CS7OM (In/Thru only)

SOLINA String Ensemble

MINIMOOG

MICROMOOG

MOOG PRODIGY

MOOG SOURCE

OBERHEIM OB-1

SEQUENTIAL PRO -ONE

ROLAND SH-5

ROLAND SH09

ROLAND SH-101

ARP ODYSSEY Mk 1 & 2

ARP 2600

YAMAHA CS -15

ROLAND TB -303 (bassline)

DRUM MACHINES (In/OutiThru) ORGANS (Out only)

LINNDRUM 1 / 2 / 3

LINN 9000 CLOCK CONVERSION

ROLAND TR-808

ROLAND CR-78 (In/Thru only)

SIMMONS SDS 5 (In/Thru only)

YAMAHA FS/ FX/ FE series
YAMAHA A/B/C/D/E series
TECHNICS E series + G
series
JVC 350 / 250
HOHNER D98 & series
HAMMOND tonewheel

A few examples are listed below - please phone or fax for other prices & details

YAMAHA PF15 / 10 / TP40 (MIDI OUT)

MIDI OUT on any channel for notes / velocity / program change / sustain pedal

Price: £146.88 inc fitting. Kit price: £123.38.

PROPHET 5 all rev 2 & 3 models (MIDI ln/Out/Thru)

MIDI Out (any channel) for notes and program change

MIDI In (any channel) for notes (5 octaves; notes 36 - 96) - program change / pitch bend / mod wheel / aftertouch / velocity

MIDI volume / any controller / sustain / active sensing / all notes off / omni on -off / auto tune request / reset all controllers.

Aftertouch can control modulation, filter, pitch bend and resonance; Velocity can control: filter and VCA (volume); MIDI Volume can control; VCA (volume).

2 Assignable controllers can each control: filter and resonance; all setups are stored in non-volatile RAM.

Price: £246.75 inc fitting. Kit price: 193.88.

MINIMOOG (MIDI IN/THRU)

MIDI In (any channel) for notes (5 octaves; notes 36 - 96) - pitch bend / mod wheel / aftertouch / velocity /MIDI volume

any controller / sustain / active sensing / all notes off / omni on -off.

Aftertouch can control: modulation, Hier and pitch bend; velocity can control: filter and loudness (volume); MIDI volume can control: loudness (volume).

Any controller can control: filter; glide function is available via MIDI; all setups are stored in non-volatile RAM.

Price: £199.75 inc fitting. Kit price £158.68.

ROLAND TR808 (MIDI In/Out/Thru)

MIDI In & Out on any MIDI channel (selectable and stored) for the eleven drum sounds each of which can be assigned to any

MIDI note (0-127) and stored; output at two velocity levels - Normal at 64 and Accent at 127 - Input can be on the samebasis or switched

to velocity response;

MIDI clock / stop / start sent & recieved; MIDI continue received may be ignored or treated as start, program change used to assign MIDInotes to sounds;

omni orffoff; MIDI controller 16 selects whether receiving in accent or velocity mode; DIN sync available from TR808 sync socket when MIDI clock

is being received; all setups and note assignments are stored in non-volatile RAM. Price: £188 inc fitting. Kit price: £141.

MIDI to CV Converters
2 channel version now available  Price £176.25 inc VAT
Each channel has CV/Gate/S-Trig/AUX 1/AUX 2

Backup memory / DIN 24 sync / arpeggio clock are included as standard Readout on L E. D display - (optional Hz1V output for chan A add £2938)

AUX 1 & 2 can be used to control filter cutoff/volumes etc.

WE ARE NOW ABLE TO SUPPLY

MOST OF THE ABOVE MIDI

SYSTEMS AS KITS FOR THE

EXPORT MARKET - PLEASE PHONE

OR FAX FOR DETAILS AND PRICES

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
Carriage extra where required.

Please apply for export rates.

ALL MIDI KITS FIT INSIDE INSTRUMENT
(except bassline)

KENTON electronics
REAR OF 137-165 HOOK ROAD, SURBITON, SURREY KT6 5AR

TEL: 081-974 2475 FAX: 081-974 2485



Alesis ADAT
Digital Audio Recorder

Text by
Simon Trask

ON

OP

You've seen the advert, you've
read the brochure, you've
waited an awful long time...
and now, at last, the real thing
is here

Eight tracks of 16 -bit 48kHz digital audio on an S -VHS video

cassette which costs less than £20, recordable on a 3U

19" rack -mountable unit which costs just £3499 including VAT.

The kind of statistics guaranteed to set pulses racing in studios

across the country. Of course many of these studios, and

indeed a number of individual users, may have decided they

need more than eight digital tracks with which to ply their trade.

For them the good news is that multiple units can be synced

together to create a composite multitrack recording system

consisting of up to 128 tracks! Welcome to the world of ADAT...

Despite the novelty of recording multitrack audio onto a video

cassette, the underlying emphasis in ADAT's design is on

familiarity. Rather than opt for the all -in -one digital recording

system approach favoured by some manufacturers, Alesis have

designed ADAT to fulfill the role of a traditional multitrack tape

1
OM

Mile"

-a-
Dom I.

machine in the studio. The idea is that you can simply take your

existing analogue multitrack out of your recording setup, slot in

one or more ADATs in its place, and be up and running as

quickly as possible thanks to a minimal learning curve.

And I have to say that Alesis have succeeded admirably in

this aim. Even the concept of a front -loading video cassette

should be familiar to most people, thanks to the prevalence of

video recorders these days. In fact, ADAT is probably easier to

use than the average VCR - at least you don't end up with

Channel 4 News when you meant to record Coronation Street.

But seriously, ADAT is a cinch to use. All you have to do to be

up and running is hook the eight analogue inputs and outputs

on the unit's rear panel up to your mixer, switch the machine

on, push in a blank S -VHS cassette (there's one supplied with

the machine) into the familiar horizontal front -panel cassette

slot and follow a simple procedure explained in the manual for

formatting the tape with Alesis' proprietary timecode. Then you

rewind the tape to the beginning, press one or more of the eight

track select buttons to record -enable the track(s), press the

Record and Play transport buttons, and begin recording.

Well, that's the theory; in practice, I had a little trouble

getting the formatting to go beyond the initial leader/data stage

which precedes the writing of timecode, but that soon righted

itself - or perhaps it was me that eventually got it right.
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Alesis have fitted ADAT with both balanced and unbalanced

audio inputs and outputs (the former on a 56 -pin ELCO

connector) to cater for professional and home studios alike. A

sensible move, as ADAT is good enough to be used in pro

studios whilst being affordable enough to be found in the

better -off home studio too. Perhaps the only distinction
between pro and home studios will be how many ADATs are

hooked up together.

The timecode which ADAT writes to each S -VHS tape during

the formatting procedure is accurate to a single sample ie,

1/48,000th of a second - somewhat more precise than
SMPTE! ADAT writes the code to a non -audio track, leaving you

with a full eight tracks of audio on each machine. What's more,

you don't have to bother with setting levels, or worry about

crosstalk (not that crosstalk is a problem on this system

anyway).

As Alesis' timecode also forms the basis of synchronisation

between multiple ADAT5, the units should lock together very

tightly and precisely - though, only having one unit for this

review, I can't vouch for the how well the syncing works (I can -

Ed).

What I can vouch for is how good ADAT sounds - or should I

say how well ADAT records. If you had any reservations about

the recording medium, the quality of circuitry that Alesis would

Alesis ADAT

be providing for the price, or anything else, put them aside. This

is no -compromise digital audio and it shows in terms of clarity,

dynamic range, punchiness, presence and a well-balanced

overall sound - and, of course, silence where silence is meant

to be. Also extremely impressive are the seamless punch -ins

and punch -outs, which are completely devoid of gaps or

glitches, and the glitchless pitch -shifting. If you get one of these

units into your system, believe me, you're going to have a hard

time getting it out again.

So what exactly do you have to get to grips with in using

ADAT? The left half of the unit's front panel is taken up with

eight 15 -segment bargraph LED meters and associated record

and input status LEDs, eight track select/record enable
buttons, and the power on/off button. To enable one or more

tracks for recording, you just press their track select buttons;

they will then accept signals from the relevant inputs on the

rear panel.

If you only have jacks plugged into inputs one and two,

signals appearing at these inputs are routed to the remaining

inputs as well - one goes to three, five and seven, two to four,

six and eight - so you can record consecutively on all eight

tracks from just two inputs if you want. Plugging a jack into any

one of inputs 2-8 automatically overrides this assignment in

favour of its own input.

The right half of ADAT's front panel contains the cassette

slot, a four -digit real-time tape counter LED showing minutes

and seconds, the tape transport controls, and buttons
governing input/tape monitoring, tape formatting, pitch shifting,

digital input selection, tape autolocation and looping. Virtually

all functions are activated from dedicated buttons. Pressing the

All Input Monitor button so that its built-in LED lights causes all

tracks to monitor their input signals regardless of their record

enable status - a useful way of quickly checking all inputs. If

you're not hearing anything off tape when you should be, it's

probably because this function is enabled.

The normal status for recording is to have the Auto Input

function set to off: all record -enabled tracks monitor the input

signal, while all other tracks monitor the taped signal. If you

need to do punch -ins, you'll want to have Auto Input on, as

ADAT will then monitor the taped signal for a record -enabled

track up until you enter Record mode, at which point it will

switch to the input signal. When you drop out of record, it will

revert to the taped signal.

ADAT also allows you to set three auto -locate points. Locate

0 is effectively a return -to -zero function in its default setting, in

that it indicates absolute time 00:00; however, you can also

Set Locate 0 to any location on the tape - if, for instance the

song you're working on begins at a point several minutes into

the tape. Locate 1 and Locate 2 reference absolute times

always, and are best used to 'pick out' a section of a song on

which you want to work.

Enabling ADAT's Auto 2>1 function (again available from a

dedicated button) causes ADAT to automatically return to the

Locate 1 point after it has reached the Locate 2 point. If the

Auto Play function is also enabled, ADAT will automatically enter

Play mode whenever any auto -location procedure is completed.

Locate points are defined on the fly by pressing and holding the

Set Locate button and then pressing the required Locate button 0

Transport &
Audio
Systems
Recording format: ADAT

(Alesis Digital Audio Tape)

rotary -head digital recording

using S -VHS tape

Recording time: 40 minutes
typical per S-120 cassette

Fast Forward/Rewind Rate:

Approx. 20 x play speed

unwrapped, 10 x play speed

wrapped.

Fast Audio Scan Rate:

Approx. 3 x play speed.

Number of Audio Channels:

Eight

A/D Conversion: 16 -bit

linear audio, Delta -Sigma 64

x oversampling, single

converter per channel

D/A Conversion: 18 -bit

linear, single converter per

channel

Sample Rate: 48kHz

nominal: user -variable from

40.4 - 50.8 kHz (-3... +1

semitone)

Frequency Response: 20Hz

- 20kHz, +/-0 5dB
Dynamic Range: Greater

than 92dB from 20Hz -

20kHz, A: weighted

Distortion: 0.009
Total Harmonic Distortion +

Noise at 1kHz, 0.5dB below

maximum output. A weighted

Channel Crosstalk: Better

than -90dB at 1kHz

Wow and Flutter:

Unmedsurdble
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APPRAISAL Alesis ADAT

Inputs,
Outputs &

Sync
Analogue

Balanced: Single 56 -pin

ELCO connector block

Unbalanced: Sixteen

quarter -inch jacks (eight

input, eight output)

Digital
Connectors: Two EIAJ fibre -

optic jacks (one input, one

output)

Communications Protocol:
ADAT Proprietary

Multichannel Optical Digital

Interface

Synchronisation
Connectors: Two 9 -pin 13 -

Sub connectors (sync in and

sync out)

Capability: Automatic

master/slave syncing of up

to 16 ADATs (128 audio

tracks), with single -sample

accuracy, using ADAT

Proprietary Synchronisation

Interface

)) at the appropriate time during Play. You can use Locate 1 to

define a start point for recording and Locate 2 to define a
punch -out point. If Auto Play is enabled, ADAT will rewind to the

Locate 1 point from Locate 2 and play back through the section

you've just recorded.

In addition to the balanced and unbalanced audio
connections mentioned earlier,

ADAT's rear panel provides
optical I/O connections for
digital transfer of all eight audio

tracks using Alesis' ADAT
Proprietary Multichannel Optical

Digital Interface protocol. There

is also a socket for connecting

up an RMB 32 -channel Remote

Meter Bridge (due towards the

end of the year), two 9 -pin D connector sockets for sync I/O

using Alesis' ADAT Proprietary. Synchronisation Interface

protocol, and a jack socket for footswitch-activated punching in

and out.

A further jack input is provided for connection of the LRC

Remote Control unit which comes supplied with each ADAT, and

lastly there's a mains input socket. The compact LRC unit

(which comes with an eight foot cable attached), simply provides

remote control of ADAT's tape transport controls together with

its monitor select and tape autolocate functions.

A lesis haven't stopped development of the ADAT system.

M Planned for release towards the end of the year are three

units which will expand the functionality of ADAT in various ways

and degrees. The aforementioned RMB Remote Meter Bridge

will provide 32 channels of remote LED monitoring for a multiple

ADAT system, while the Al -1 ADAT To AES/EBU And S/PDIF

Digital Interface will allow two channels of digital audio data to

be transferred in the digital domain (so no degradation of audio

quality) between ADAT and a range of digital audio products

including CD players, DAT machines, digital samplers and disk -

based digital audio recording systems. The Al -1 will also provide

sample rate conversion, allowing ADAT to record digitally from,

say, 44.1kHz sources such as CDs.

"This is no -compromise digital

audio and it shows in terms of
clarity, dynamic range,

punchiness, presence and a
well-balanced overall sound"

But it's perhaps the BRC Master Remote Control unit that

will most enhance the flexibility of ADAT. This will allow you to

bounce tracks back and forth between multiple ADAT units,

and also, if you have two or more ADATs, to perform cut -and -

paste editing and assembly of tracks - a feature more usually

associated with disk -based digital audio systems. Again, this

is done in the digital domain

for perfect reproduction, using

the optical connections
mentioned earlier.

Digital connections can be

made to the BRC, the Al -1 or, of

course, another ADAT. In fact,

with two ADAT units hooked up

digitally you can make perfect

copies of your tapes in real time,

whether for backup purposes or to send to a musical collaborator.

The S-120 S -VHS tapes which ADAT uses provide 40 minutes of

recording time.

Apparently, the BRC will also take advantage of the precision

location provided by Alesis' proprietary timecode to allow you to

cut and paste, autolocate and punch in and out to individual

sample resolution - providing as fine a degree of control as

you'll get from a disk -based system.

ADAT will no doubt find itself co -existing with a MIDI
sequencer in a lot of studios, so what are the options for

synchronisation with MIDI? Well, the simplest and the cheapest

option if you're already using a SMPTE/MIDI synchroniser is to

stripe an audio track with SMPTE code -just as you would on an

analogue multitrack. You can do this while the S -VHS tape is

being formatted with Alesis' own code, as ADAT allows you to

record audio during the formatting process.

Alternatively, you could invest in a forthcoming inexpensive

unit called Datasync being produced by JL Cooper, which will

read the sync data from ADAT's rear -panel sync output socket

and convert it to MIDI Time Code data, thus bypassing the need

for a SMPTE code track. Apparently, Datasync will also be able

to generate MIDI Machine Control deferred play, pause, record,

rewind, fast forward and search commands. The BRC remote

unit will remove the need for SMPTE to be striped on tape, as its

features will include the ability to generate SMPTE, MTC and 0

Cubase Users! Need help? Need info?
Phone Harman

Steinberg Helpline: 0753 554550
(Phones manned 2-5pm Mon -Fri, fax your problem at all other times)

Steinberg Infoline: 0753 552340
(Recorded details of latest versions, release dates etc)

Or write to Robin Pearce, Steinberg Product Support, Harman Audio, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD
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This will rattle your Windows!
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Supports Windows MultiMedia Extensions (MME)

The powerful new PC MIDI
Sequencer that combines Microsoft
Windows 3 with Advanced Features
for the Ultimate in MIDI Recording &
Multimedia. Fully compatible with
MPU401; Sound Blaster; Turtle
Beach Multi Sound; Roland SCC1 and
sampling cards and many more!
Cadenza for Windows can drive
multiple cards from multiple
sequences - with all sequences and
cards active at the same time! The
ONLY true multi -tasking PC MIDI
music programme currently avail-
able.
Cadenza is distributed exclusively throughout
UK; EuropetEEC & Scandinavia by Digital Music.
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Cadenza for Windows PLUS
Music Quest PC MIDI Card
Add f116 for MQX-32M instead of PC MIDI Card
and save even more money - save £1051

---
loci VAT & postage.
Special Limited Offer Packages

Music Quest QUALITY MIDI INTERFACE CARDS
Simply - The Best. Distributed exclusively in the UK & Eire by Digital Mtiti01,:,,

PC MIDI CARD

16 MIDI Channels

Low cost, fully MPU401
compatible.
Works with all MIDI instruments
Runs over 100 music programmes
New MIDI Metronome
Intelligent Operation
Flexible, easy installation
Small 1/3 size card
Includes MIDI adaptor cable
FREE Utility & Diagnostics Soft-
ware
No external Boxes
Thousands Sold!

MQX-16
*Ilia I... -0 .

I .1 "II 'NM E- .I=
(111111M. MI 01 I.
MII Mil 0111M1 II
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16 MIDI Channels

Fully MPU401 compatible.
Professional Chase Lock Tape
Sync
Tape Dropout Protection with
Real Time Error Correction
Intelligent Operation
Unpitched metronome output
Flexible, easy installation
Includes MIDI adaptor cable
FREE Utility & Diagnostics Soft-
ware
No external Boxes

xx

It

Music Quest interfaces are widely recommended and specified by leading
developers of music software for the IBM PC. Choose Music Quest - there IS a difference.

Competitive Upgrades to Music Quest available to users of Midiman MM401 - Call for details.

MQX-32M

SO !Erin.. INN m
MI ICa

-mom um EN
01.10 I UM

 1.1111 NM MN IIN=
32 MIDI Channels

II

Fully MPU401 compatible.
Two independent MIDI outputs
Two merged MIDI inputs
SMPTE, MIDI Time Code & Chase
Lock Tape Sync
Tape Dropout Protection with
Real Time Error Protection
Extended timing resolution
Intelligent Operation
MIDI & Audio Out metronomes
Wide software support
Flexible, easy installation
Includes MIDI adaptor cables
FREE Utility & Diagnostics Soft-
ware
No external Boxes

For further information about our exclusive product range and services why not
Attention all Dealers: - we have the BEST prices in the business - call us now for full

call for a free catalogue?
details of our exclusive range.

ow UK (St OVERSEAS DEALERIL
ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

CI
0703 252131

27 Leven Close, Chandlers Ford,
llamts, S'05 SSW, England. Fax 0703 270405



APPRAISAL Alesis ADAT

Info
Prices: ADAT Digital Audio

Recorder £3499

BRC Master Remote Control

£2000-2500(TBA)

RMB Remote Meter Bridge

£TBA

Al -1 ADAT to AES/EBU and

S/PDIF Interface c..£1000

(TBA)

ADAT S -VHS Mastering Audio

Cassette £17.99

JL Cooper Datasync c.£300

(TBA)

Pro -Co ADAT balanced

(+4d8u) I/0 cables,
56 -pin Elco connector to

either 16 XLR or 16 quarter -

inch jack plugs: 5' £243.40,

10' £260.17, 15' £276.96,
20' £293.75

Pro -CO ADAT unbalanced (-

10d13V) I/O cables, quarter -

inch jack plugs to either 16

RCA phono or 16 quarter -

inch jack plugs: 5' £82.24,
10' £90.64, 15' £99.03,

20' £107.43.
All prices include VAT.

More from: Sound

Technology plc

Letchworth Point

Letchworth

Hertfordshire SG6 1ND.

Tel: (0462) 480000
Fax: (0462) 480800

0 standard MIDI clock sync - referenced, presumably, to internally -

generated Alesis sync code.

If you have an Al -1 and either a BRC or a Datasync, you'll be

able to transfer two tracks of digital audio between disk -based

recording systems like Sound Tools and Pro Tools and an ADAT

unit and have them synced up at the same time. If Alesis

succeed in getting their multitrack audio transfer protocol

accepted and implemented by manufacturers of multitrack disk -

based recording systems, a whole new era of harmonious co-

existence between tape -based and disk -based digital recording

systems could begin. Apparently the company are already in

discussion with various manufacturers wth a view to getting their

protocol accepted more widely. Another possibility under

discussion, it seems, is remote control of ADAT functions

implemented on mixing consoles. And while we're looking

ahead, a computer -based graphic front end for the BRC is a

possibility at some stage - though considering the BRC has yet

to reach the market, let's not get too far ahead of ourselves.

ADAT has the potential to be widely accepted by recording

musicians, and to exist in a symbiotic relationship with disk -

based systems for some time to come. When you consider that

one inexpensive and readily -transportable 40 -minute S -VHS tape

can store up to 1.8Gb of digital audio data in playable form, and

compare that to disk -based storage media, it's apparent that

digital tape has a lot going for it.

At the same time, the operational simplicity and functional

familiarity of ADAT, not to mention its affordability and, of

course, its recording quality, should ensure that plenty of

studios and musicians who wouldn't consider disk -based

systems will be only too happy to go for digital tape.

However, Alesis may not have it all their own way. Tascam

will apparently be launching a comparable system in the

Autumn, though how it will compare unit -on -unit and whether it

will be able to compete with the larger 'ADAT system' remains

to be seen. No doubt other manufacturers are beavering away

on their own systems, because the market is potentially huge

as musicians begin to cross over from analogue to digital
multitrack tape recording. Will Alesis steal a march on their

competitors, or are they destined to be forgotten pioneers?

Only time will tell, but I'd say they're in with a strong chance of

making ADAT the standard against which other systems are

measured.

Harman Audio are sole distributors of all
Steinberg products in the UK including Cubase

Make sure you are covered for warranty, user back-up and service

Call Robin Pearce on 0753 576911 for product details and your nearest dealer or write
c/o Steinberg Product Support, Harman Audio, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD

Steinberg is a Registered Trademark
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She covered her first synth with mirrors

What will she do with her SY35?
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She'll probably make it
similarly unique.

She's Carrie Booth, keyboard
player with Shakespear's
Sister and a musician who
likes her instruments to be as
distinctive as her own musical
style.

It's why Carrie likes Yamaha's
new SY35. With an extended
memory of 128 AWM and 256 FM

waveforms under vector control,
programming new and exciting
sounds is quick and easy.

Even so, the less ambitious are
catered for with 128 stunning
preset voices along with an 8
part multi -play mode, built in
drums and 16 on -board digital
effects.

And thankfully, musicians
considering the purchase of
their first synthesizer are
catered for also.

The SY35 costs just £599*

YAMAHA
DIE SHIM OF MUSIC

Yamaha-Kemble Music (U.K.) Limited P'f.)fessiona Musc. D'ViSHO,



MIDI By Example

Cabling a MIDI system
Text by Vic Lennard

Sequencer

Drum Machine

Out

Out

Thru

In

Thru
E INEM EN

Synthesiser Thru

Sound
Modules
or
Expanders

000
II III II

Figure 1: A typical MIDI "Daisy Chain" system

Drum Machine

Sound Modules or Expanders

11111111E= IN IN NI IN
NI 111

In

NNE=   
N 111

Thru

Thru

Thru

000
II III III II III II

Synthesiser

Out

Figure 2: Using a MIDI Thru box to create a "Star" system

In

Thru

MIDI Thru
Box

In

Out

Sequencer
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MIDI Tutorial FEATURE

MIDI was designed as an
essentially practical
solution to the problems
of connecting equipment
together. So how come it
ended up spreading so
much confusion amongst
those who it was
intended to help? In the
first of a new series, we
get back to practicalities
and look at ways in
which MIDI can help
rather than hinder...

Though it should be a relatively simple system

to configure, getting your set-up up and
running is often fraught with difficulties -
particularly when there don't appear to be enough

MIDI sockets to go round.

Figure 1 shows a typical 'daisy chain' method

of connecting a sequencer, synth keyboard, a
couple of sound modules and a drum machine.

The MIDI Out from the synth sends information to

the sequencer which it then records. On playback,

the recorded data is sent to the synth's MIDI In, a

duplicate of which is provided at the MIDI Thru
socket and passed on to the first sound module

and then to the second. The MIDI Thru from here

ensures that the information is received by the
last instrument in the chain, the drum machine.

Although the MIDI Thru is designed to duplicate

the signal received at the MIDI In, too many synths

in the chain can cause this signal to be distorted

and the data to be corrupted. A better alternative

would be the 'star' set-up shown in Figure 2 using

a relatively inexpensive MIDI Thru box. This takes

a single MIDI In and duplicates it a number of
times so removing the problem of multiple MIDI

Thru to MIDI In connections.

Using this system, you should, if you wish to

play the keyboard, set the Local Control facility to

'off' so that the sequencer controls the sounds.

You should also turn the sequencer's 'soft thru'

facility on (if it has one) so that you can hear
sounds from the modules while you are playing the

keyboard.

But what happens if you want to choose
between using the pads on the drum machine or

the keys on the synth to enter notes in the
sequencer? Answer next month...

MIDI Glossary
Manufacturers do it. Music magazines do it.
Instruction manuals do it. Happily rattling off

MIDI terms in the belief that everyone knows what
they're talking about. Many people don't - especially

those getting involved in synth and sampling
technology for the first time. The result? People never

fully exploring the potential of the machines they own,

or worse - finding themselves lured away by the
simplicity of the guitar and other low -tech'
instruments.

In an effort to stem this tide, MIDI By Example is
including a month -by -month explanation of commonly

used words and phrases which will build into a
complete glossary of MIDI terms. Where do we start?

There's only one place really...

MIDI
In 1982, a small group of manufacturers decided that

there needed to be a means by which all their
different products could be connected together. As in

many other fields, the inability of equipment from one

manufacturer to work with that from another was
seen as a real disadvantage and a potential limit on

people's creativity. What was needed was
standardised means of connection between all hi -tech

music products so that they could 'communicate' with

each other. Thus was born the Musical Instrument
Digital Interface -a system quickly adopted by hi -tech

equipment manufacturers all over the world.

MIDI comprises two quite distinct parts; the digital

information (relating to notes, pitchbend and so on)
produced by the machine's internal MIDI circuitry, and

the MIDI hardware itself. This culminates in the IN,
OUT and THRU sockets (or 'ports') found on MIDI
instruments and used to transmit and receive MIDI
data.

The degree to which MIDI instruments are
compatible with each other depends largely on how
much of the standard MIDI specification is

implemented on each piece of equipment, and this,
of course, relates to the nature of the product itself -

synthesiser, sampler, drum machine, processor etc.
Obviously there would be no need for an effects
processor (for example) to send out information
relating to the playing of individual notes.

MIDI has come a long way in ten years and apart

from extending the ways in which instruments can
communicate with each other, has been adopted as
the technology behind a number of creative tools
incorporated in both hardware and software -based

instruments. For example a computer can be
synchronised with, and even remotely control, a tape

recorder. MIDI can also be used to produce effects

similar to those found on signal processors.

MIDI sockets or ports
MIDI Information is sent out from a MIDI Out port and

received at a MIDI In. Thus, in a simple two -instrument

set-up, a cable would be connected from the MIDI Out

of one instrument to the MIDI In of the other - and vice

versa. In more elaborate systems, however, the MIDI

Out information from one instrument may need to be

sent to two or more instruments. This is where the

MIDI Thru port comes in. It carries a replica of the data

sent to the MIDI In of an instrument and makes this

available (via another MIDI cable) for the next
instrument in the line.

Sometimes, when a number of MIDI Thrus are
needed (or where none is provided on a particular
instrument) a dedicated Thru box is used.

Channels
With different synths and sound modules connected

to a MIDI system, there has to be a way to
individually 'speak' to each of them. A method similar

to television is used; MIDI data is sent on one of 16
possible channels and each synth or sound module is

'tuned in' to recognise the information intended for it.

Because of the design of the MIDI system, however,

MIDI information from all 16 channels may be sent
down the same cables at the same time.

Note numbers
Each note on a keyboard has a different MIDI number

associated with it; in order to cover the ten or so
octaves used in music, there are 128 of these. The
middle C of a standard synth is usually numbered 60;

add or subtract one as you go up or down a semitone.

On MIDI -equipped instruments, notes are normally
referred to by their MIDI note number, however, they
may also be referred to by letter/number
combinations such as C2 or A#4.

Notes on & off
Hitting a key on a synth generates a MIDI Note On
message; releasing it produces a Note Off. Each of
these includes data for the MIDI channel, note
number and velocity (see under 'Velocity') for that
note.

Velocity
Velocity is a measure of how hard a note has been
pressed, in the case of a Note On, or how fast the
note has been released, in the case of a Note Off. In
either case, MIDI determines the value on a scale of
1 to 127. If the velocity is zero, it acts as a Note Off.

Aftertouch
Extra pressure brought to bear on the key of a synth

after it has been initially played is called Aftertouch.
Most sound modules recognise this and it can be
used in various ways to alter the character of a
particular sound that is held on - through the
introduction of vibrato, for example.

Multitimbral
Meaning, literally, 'many sounding' - a multitimbral
synth can be viewed as being a number of
independent sound modules in a single box. By
setting each module to its own MIDI channel, one
multitimbral synth can produce a number of different

sounds playing at the same time. This is subject to
the maximum number of notes which the instrument

allows you to play at any one time - commonly called

the 'polyphony'.
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We specialize in

mixing boards so that we can be maniacally meticulous

about details others overlook. Some details help make

the 0? -1604 and MicroSeries 1202 unusually rugged

and roadable. Others contribute to our mixers'

excellent sound quality. And some, like our unique

gain archtechture and mix amp topology aren't really

details at all, but rather represent a fundamentally

better way to mix music.

TRIM matches any signal from instrument
levels to -10d5m to semi -pro to
+4d5u pro gear

7 SENDS via 4 knobs with plenty of
gain above unity for special effects
and center detent at unity gain,
and 4 STEREO AUX RETURNS
with super -high headroom, pik,
low noise and enough gain
to work with all levels.'11.1

STEREO IN -PLACE
SOLO maintains
stereo per-
opective for all
soloed
channels &
returns.

MUSICALLY
USEFUL EQ.

We're amazed at how
many users tell us that our
80Hz, 2.5kHz and 12.5kHz turn-
over points and EQ circuit design not
only sound sweet but in some cases have

replaced outboard equalization.

BUS 3&4 ASSIGN extends the CR-1604's
usefulness without increasing overall size.

UNITY PLUS special -taper faders with Oci5 gain
at center detent minimize noise, maximize head-

room, provide 20615 more gain above unity to
reduce constant trim re -adjustment as input levels
change (and the MS -1202's rotary channel and
master controls work the same way).

CR-1604 MULTI -CONFIGURATION. Only fanatics
would devise a way to use the same mixer in four

different physical configurations: as a rack -mount
mixer with

jacks to back
that takes up tabletop
only 7 rack A)with Roitopiod
spaces, a
tabletop mixer
with jacks out,
or a tabletop/
rack-nvunt mixer with jacks on
the same plane as the controls
(by adding our RotoPod bracket). Conversion
between configurations takes just a few minutes
and a screwdriver (other drinks are optional).

BETTER -THAN -DIGITAL. Both the CR-1604 and
MicroSeries 1202 deliver -90615 5/N ratios with

105c15 dynamic range (versus digital with -90d55/N
and 90d5 dynamic range) and have, in fact, been

used to record and mix down major label compact
disc releases! A prime example of the fanatical engi-
neering that goes into our mixers (and the fanatical
confidence professionals have in them). No wonder we
differ so vastly from mixers that merely masquerade
as Mackies.

jacks to back

STUDIO
GRADE MIC PREAMPS.

Only the CR-1604 and MS -1202
incorporate discrete, large-emitter-geometrytransistor

preamplifiers ristead of just simple ICs.
That's why only our mic preamps deliver -129d5m

E.I.N., 0.005% 11-112, yet can handle
+14d8u max inputs. You get all

the punch & delicacy of
expensive studio

mixing desks.

11

`,/

Silky
smooth

SEALED ROTARY
POTENTIOMETERS
prevent contamination
from dust, smoke,
liquids and are CO- ,

MOLDED without
use of easily
shattered
phenolic
mechani-
cal
parts
(a

kF
v,

reliability
problem in
many conventional
mixers), Plus, our exclu-
sive energy -absorbing knob
design transfers vertical impact
away from pots and main board,
greatly reducing possible damage.

4INGINEENNG wk.

LARGE
INTERNAL POWER

SUPPLY provides power for +45V
phantom mike power 12V 5NC lamp
socket, and bi-polar power for main circuity, hi -
output headphone amp and sophisticated enhance-
ments such as the XLR10 mic preamp expander. Our
supply not only eliminates inconvenient 'wall warts &
line lumps but gets rid of their hum -inducing mag-

netic fields, too. They're typically driven into
non -linearity (15 kilo Gauss or more) caus-

ing stray 25-35W magnetic fields
that are easily picked up by

shielded audio cables. Our
oversized, instrumentation -
grade transformer loafs at
10 kilo Gauss, reducing
stray fields to under 1µ1, for
quiet operation.

GNARLY CIRCUIT
BOARDS. Unlike brittle

phenolic, the CR-1604
and MS -1202's horizontally -

mounted, double -sided, through -
hole -plated fiberglass boards and rigid,

multi -point suspension prevent damage
from external impact.

MIX AMPS WITH TWICE THE HEADROOM.
Signals from all inputs simultaneously

converge here. Conventional mix amps can
overload and distort when you start pouring on the

channels. Our gain structure solves the problem for
audibly better sound. Cram every input of the CR-1604
or MS -1202 with hot signals and they still have more
headroom than other mixers running half the inputs.

ULTRA -DENSE CIRCUIT TOPOLOGY, Unlike budget mixers
which cut corners with passive circuitry, we added input

and output buffers so the CR-1604 and MS -1202 are
compatible with a much wider range of devices.

COLD
ROLLED
STEEL
CASES

.9e

410, -

U 4,

Ili low

140.,

cffr
t

Our I2x2 MkroSeries 1202 includes

the same phantom powered mic preamps, superb

specs, internal power supply and rugged construction in

an ultra -compact mixer at a greatprice. A perfect

"starter mixer" for MIDI suites, video sound mixing or

small group stage work, the MS -1202 is also a serious

addition to any audio professional's tool kit. It's

perfect for submixes into larger boards,

as an impedance matcher or as

an extremely high quality

microphone pre-

amplifier the

v MS -1202 includes 4

phantom -powered mic

inputs with the same circuitry

as the CR-1604, 4 ballunbal

mono inputs, 4 stereo inputs, 2

aux sends/ch., 2 effects returns,

channel patching, 2 -band EQ,

headphone monitor w/level control &

three-way, 12 -LED peak meter display to

monitor stereo output, mic input levels &

line input levels - yet takes up justYloth of a

square meter of studio space!

KEY AUDIO SYSTEMS, LTD UNIT C, 37 ROBJOHNS ROAD CHELMSFORD,

ESSEX (MI 3AG TEL 0245 344 001 FAX 0245 344 002



Steinberg Cubase
Version 3.0 Software

With the upgrade to
Version 3 came the promise of
new features and easier use.
But have unrealibility problems
tarnished Cubases's crown?

When Cubase first appeared in 1989, the dramatic
change from Steinberg's previous sequencer, the Pro

24, came as a surprise to many. The user-friendly Arrange

window, from where an entire song could be created, won

many converts from the other ST sequencers of the day.

Though regular updates followed, and with them a
significant number of new features, the release of Version

3.0, prompted Steinberg's then distributors in this country,

Evenlode, to make a charge for the upgrade. With the
excellent new features this brought, most users were happy

to pay the additional dosh. What they were not happy with

was a program "riddled with bugs" (to quote a letter from

last month's issue) which is what they got until the problems

were eventually put right.

Coming in at the tail end of all this, Steinberg's new
distributor in this country, Harman Audio, now find
themselves with a fully functioning version of Cubase to sell,

but with a somewhat clouded reputation attached to it. Is it

justified? Or can Cubase claim to have regained it's
standing? Let's see...

The most immediate change (apart from the red dongle)

is a visual one; the transport icons have been
redesigned and the screen font is rather more Mac -looking.

Various features have been moved around, too. For
example, there's an extra menu option called Modules from

where you load the MIDI Processor, MIDI Mixer (which used

to be called MIDI Manager), Score Editor and IPS modules.

With the Score editor loaded, Cubase will still run on a
1040 with around 20 KBytes of memory remaining for song

data.

But if the Module selection has been moved from the

Preferences menu, what has been put in its place? Well,

double-clicking on a part now automatically enters one of the

three main edit pages - namely Key, Score or List (previously

Grid edit) - and the default selection is set from Preferences.
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Double-clicking on a part used to bring up the Part
Information box (the bane of those trying to work at speed in

real time) - but not any more. In version 3, to the far left of

the bottom bar of the Arrange window you are provided with

access to the Inspector which comes into view on the left of

the screen to reveal all the Play Parameters for either the

selected part or track. This now includes Bank Select for
synths which have this relatively new MIDI feature
implemented.

And how many times have you opened a dialogue box and

had to close it to see what was underneath? All dialogue

boxes can now be grabbed and moved to a convenient place

to eradicate this problem. The problem of selecting a menu

and having to keep the mouse button depressed while
choosing an option has also been addressed: menus now
stay down until you make your selection.

As for the other bugbear of changing numbers on -screen

using either slow scroll or click -and -type methods: if you use

both mouse buttons, scrolling is now lightning fast, while
holding down the Control key gives you a virtual slider where

you can move the mouse vertically and change values
quickly. Welcome additions.

Different kinds of Cubase data can no longer be combined

in a single track - MIDI Mixer and normal MIDI data, for
example. Next to the Track name is a symbol which depicts

the type of track; MIDI, Drum, Group, Mixer or Tape - the

latter being for use with tape machines such as the Fostex 11

Review by
Vic Lennard

Upgrading
to V3.0
The Version 3 upgrade is a

serious one - and this is
reflected in the cost.

Included are a new key, two

new manuals and three

disks. The package can be

obtained directly from

Harman Audio (see info box)

who, incidentally, are

currently asking all Cubase

owners (even those who

already have Version 3) to

re -register with them so that

they can kept in touch with

existing users. So, if you

want to be kept up to date

with new developments,

make sure you send them

your name, address, version

and serial numbers of your

program.

> File Edit Structure Functions Options Modules Windows
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The arrange page of Cubase 3 showing the new screen icons and the inspector
on the left
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APPRAISAL Cubase Software

<> File Edit Structure Functions Options Modules Windows

The Score Editor has been substantially altered. Equal note spacing is now included
as is the ability to show up to four MIDI channels of note information over two
staves

Lady Ray
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A typical Cubase 3 print out; equal note spacing makes the score very legible.

0 R8 or E16. Conversion between drum and MIDI parts can
now be carried out from here as can the switching of the
drum map. And with the Output Port and MIDI Channel being

accessed from the Inspector, you should find you rarely have

to move the vertical dividing line between parts and track

names - another point which speeds up the general use of

Cubase.

Info
Prices:

Cubase V.3 for Atari ST

£399 inc. VAT

Upgrade £76 inc. VAT

More from:

Harman Audio

Mill Street

Slough

Berkshire SL2 5DD

Tel: (0753) 576911
Fax: (0753) 535306

T he Control and Alternate keys are used far more often in

I Version 3. Take the example of the Alternate key; with

the Glue tool in the Arrange window, all consecutive parts

are glued together. Renaming a part gives the new name to

all parts while opening a second editor prevents any
currently open editor from closing, so you can view a
particular part on, say, the Score and Key editors at the
same time. To help, the new manual starts off with five

pages of reference charts for the toolboxes and Control,
Shift and Alternate key uses.

The pencil can now extend a part in either direction: no

more having to create a new part in front of an existing
one and gluing the two together. Other enhancements
include the ability to snap to a half bar (previously you had

to use either whole bar or quarter note), hiding the
transport bar for better access to a larger number of parts

and Freezing Play Parameters for writing real time edits

into a MIDI File.

One other point; the Reset On Stop command has moved

from the top of the Options menu to the MIDI Setup menu.

More to the point, you can now turn off Reset On Track
Change - an option that was not available on Version 2.
Moving from one track to another often caused severe
glitching problems because over 240 bytes of reset data

were transmitted each time. Not any more.

Both scrolling and zooming in and out on the Key and List

edit pages seem noticeably faster and there are certainly
more steps available zoom -wise. Also useful is the ability of

the Key and List editors to display song positions in terms of

time instead of just bars, beats and ticks.

Logical edit has, until now, been one for the
mathematicians, but Steinberg have taken a couple of steps

to rectify this. There are now two modes: easy and expert -

the easy version having fewer alterable parameters. Despite

this, I suspect it will still leave musicians cold. Perhaps
that's why Steinberg have set up ten presets in the
Functions menu which include commonly required edits such

as Delete Short Notes and Fade Out Velocity. More of the
same, please!

The MIDI Mixer has more than just a new name. If you are

using several MIDI sound modules and wish to carry out

edits in real time, this entails continuously loading and
unloading the relevant MIDI Mixer map. Version 3 now allows

you to have up to eight mixer maps resident in memory, and

have a specific map allocated to a particular track. For the

more technical who enjoy working with this side of MIDI, the

MIDI Mixer can now handle Non -Registered Parameter
Numbers (NRPNs) which means that you can set-up a map

for the various Roland GS synths.

Cubase already had a Remap Controller facility where you

could transform, say, a modulation wheel to MIDI volume.

But Cubase 3 goes one better with an Input Transformer
which lets you convert any kind of MIDI input into something

different. For instance, you can convert Aftertouch into any

MIDI Controller - MIDI volume, perhaps, where the extra

pressure controls the actual level. It's really a kind of logical

editor, but one which works on the input.

T o say the Score Editing facility has been revamped is
something of an understatement. Though the Edit and

Page modes are as before, you now have far more control

over the layout and use of symbols - you can even freely

move staves and bar lines. A double-click on the clef sign

now only allows you to edit the clef and key signature; the

other edit functions which used to be here having been given

their own menus.

But the major difference is in the introduction of Staff
Settings. While the older functions of Split Point and
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malciny- you sound great!

Now
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Now situated at our NEW Superstore - 5000 sq feet of selling area including our new Hi -tech drum rooms. Come & see for yourself.

Anything they can do we can do better!
WE'RE GIVING THEM AWAY!

0 -Cheetah MV 550 keyb £349 0 Roland D5 £395
 Digitech DSP 128 FX £249 0 Roland 0220 £449

Korg S3 workstation £399 0 Roland R8M £295
0 Roland CP40 MIDI to pitch

convertor £89 0 Roland U20 £599

0 -Roland D110 module £295 0 Roland SPD £299
0 Roland JX1 £295 I Yamaha TX 81Z s £169
0 Yamaha DX9 keyb s £149 0. Yamaha RX21 £99
0 Yamaha QX21 s £119  Yamaha EMT1 £99

NOW AVAILABLE ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT
_KORG

1111111111111111 11111101

Now at £899. Available on
interest free credit.

YAMAHA

---
1,1111111111111111111Mill

SY35 &
SY85

Available now on interest
free credit.

lk 'Roland FP8

Ill, 11 11 1,1 1111111t111

Available now on interest
free credit.

KORG O1WFD

pitimmomiani
All Korg products available

on interest free credit.

AKAI S950

t:OPI Wri it -

Plus 51000, 51100
Available now on interest

free credit.

E -MU 'VIPs plus
boardkey

#111111111111111111111A

Plus Proteus modules. Available
now on interest free credit.

PHONE NOW FOR DETAILS_
IRoland SOUND CARDS

for 0110  U220 R8M  D50  D701 MV30
Save up to 25% off RRP

Phone now.

1L30SS DR660 NOW IN STOCK
Rhythm machine

225 sounds, Reverb + chorus
7 drum kits, Velocity pads

NOW UNDER £300

Available now on interest
free credit.

YAMAHA
P100
PIANO

Now in stock.
Available now on interest

free credit.

!!!!SOFTWARE UPDATE!!!!
C/Lab creator £199 Steinberg Mirage £79
Cubase Lite £97 Steinberg cubeat £159
C/Lab notator £299 Saro music graph £49

SPECIAL DEALS ON ATARI/

VESTAX MR44 4 TRACK

    =EM;
ftlit

NOW
AT

£299

YAMAHA P2075
POWER AMPS

IDEAL FOR
STUDIO USE

NOW £289

ensonict
SQ2

1 ONLY £899

Always the best deals on
ALF-SiS KORG CASIO E -MU
li=2Roland YAMAHA
FOSteX TASCAM Mrz4r"I'M"--,7
UL3OSS MACKIE

COME AND SEE US NOW AND SEE WHY
THE REST OF THE MUSIC TRADE IS

TALKING ABOUT US.

ANDERTONS A NEW EXPERIENCE IN
MUSIC RETAILING.

ensonim

PRICE

MATCH

NOW SITUATED AT:
ANDERTONS MUSIC CO

58/59 WOODBRIDGE ROAD
GUILDFORD, SURREY, GU1 4RF

TEL: (0483) 38212
FAX: (0483) 38211
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57 Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JU

TASCAM
4 track Recording Studio

RRP

Tascam mini studio 03 £239

Tascam mini studio 05 HS £339

Tascam 424 pots studio £479

Tascam 464 porta studio 12 inputs _2699

Tascam 488 porta studio £1199

Tascam 644 MIDI studio £1099

Tascam MTS 30 £149

"For the best deals call us now!"

PACKAGE DEALS
-PHONE-

Our Price

£199

£294

£439

£639

£975

£929

£99

NEW
CASIO DA/R100
PORTABLE DAT

RRP £399
OUR PRICE £345

DA/R100 Display model £299

Tascam DA -30 DAT machine £999

Tascam DA -P20 DAT machine £585

MBCISS ME.10
Boss ME10 guitar multiple
effects floor unC. 15 variations
on nine guitar effects. 128
memones 16 bit
RRP 099 price 6479
Boss ME -6 guitar multiple
effocts 25 memories
RRP 6249....... Our Price 6225

We keep the tuff range af Boss
Pedals in stock. New and
Secondhand. so phone for any
prices.

Boss DR660 in stock 255
sounds, 16 velocity sensitive
pad, built effects, 4 output MIDI
Nout
RRP £335 ...OUR PRICE 6279
Boss 25550 Midi with 96
voices
RAP £225 ...OUR PRICE C199
SE -50 mult/effacl 19 effect 8
simultaneously
RRP E399........Our Price E310
Any Boss products not listed.
Ring for info and paces

0473 254150

Carlsbro main dealer = best prices

i5**Ikma-Mr
R.R.P. Our Price

Diamond 8-2 mixer £370 £289
Diamond 12-2 mixer £430 £339
Diamond 16-2 mixer £499 £384
Power House 8-2 500w £1039 £789
Power House 12-2 500w £1269 £949
Mixdown gold 16/8/16 mixer £2549 £1995
Pro line gold 16/4/8 mixer £1639 £1249
Session mix gold 8-2 £569 £449
(T24 console with MIDI
mute 24-12-24-2) £4699 £POA
If there is any Studiomaster product you are after but

not listed ring fora quote or info 0473 254150

IBCELESTION
Celestion SR -compacts b/w brilliant for
monitors RRP £238 Our Price £199

FREE DELIVERY
FULL SR RANGE IN STOCK

Phone for info

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW

By the time you are reading this
advert we will have these in stock!

Hot from the B.M.F. the

NEW BOSS DS330
16 part multitimbral DR synth! Housed

in flat drum machine type case with
touch pads for sounds and drums, 28
voice polyphony, 158 voices 8 x drum

sets, built in effects, reverb/delay,
chorus, brilliant.

RRP £339 Our Price (£299)

opening offer only.

1E3 0473 254150

STEINBERG
USERS

Harman
wants YOU!

If you have Cubase or any other
Steinberg software you should re-

register NOW using the form below.

Registration is FREE for all Steinberg
users and entitles you to full back-up and
service facilities plus news, help and info.

Details to Robin Pearce, Steinberg Product Support,
Harman Audio, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD

NAME

ADDRESS

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

VERSIONS/SERIAL N9s

COMPUTER

Tel N9

DEALER
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Editors can be tiled and moved between with ease.

Quantise have been transferred here, Polyphonic Voices is a new feature

where, by using two staves and tails up and down, up to four MIDI channels

of instruments can be shown on a single score. Various flags such as Auto

Quantise, Auto Clef and No Beams are also included.

In Page Mode, you have control over the number of bars across a page so

that a heavyweight piece of music, for example doesn't end up with notes

climbing over one another. The options of Equal Spacing (for clear legibility),

"Version 3 allows you to have up to eight

mixer maps resident in memory, and
have a specific map allocated to a
particular track"

and Slanted Beams (which is likely to be turned off if you are using a dot

matrix printer), are also here. One very nice feature is being able to zoom in

to 200% or out to 75% or 50%.

MIDI Meaning is an attempt to translate certain symbols - drawn onto the

page via the pencil tool - into MIDI information by assigning a percentage

change to the velocity and length values of the notes. The manipulation of

symbols such as slurs and crescendi is similar to that of Masterscore II
(reviewed in Music Technology last month) and whilst the appearance of text

on -screen is rather jagged, the print out quality is very good, and pretty fast if

you use the Spooler desk accessory.

Is it worth upgrading? Most definitely. Steinberg have implemented a range

of features which make life much easier and the general handling of
Cubase much faster. The Score Editor is still a little clumsy, but the quality of

score which can now be obtained really is very commendable for a program

of this kind.

There are still a few minor bugs, but this is to be expected in a program of

this complexity - there isn't a piece of software in existence which is 100%

perfect. If you're a Version 2 user, I can only advise you to upgrade now and

enjoy the new facilities. If you are thinking about buying Cubase for the first

time - go ahead, you won't live to regret it. You should remember, however,

that Harman are Steinberg's only official distributors in this country so if you

want full after -sales service and on-line technical support it is to them you

should turn.
Steinberg is a Registered Trademark
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KORG

U -ZONE

SOFTWAREOFFERS

For further information on KORG's
FREE Software "0-zoNE" offers just clip the coupon

MIRE! UK LTD

8-9 The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road,
Harrow, Middlesex HAI 2YR
Telephone: 081-427 5377
Telex: 23170 ROSMOR
Fax: 081-861 3595

Korg 0 -Series rack modules bring you
more quality sounds than ever before!
When you buy the new OIR/W or
03R/W, Korg UK will send you the
latest PCM Cards to add even more
samples, programmes and combinations
to your rig.
By adding the PCM Card Set to your
0 -Series rack, you increase your power
by 16 Mbits of PCM samples, 100 extra
programmes and 100 combinations.

O1R/W
MUSIC WORKSTATION

 255 Multi -Samples
119 Drum Sounds

 32 Voice Polyphony
16 Channel Sequencer

 Wave Shaping
 Al2 Synthesis System

K6 0 R/W

F R E E

SOFTWARE
Offer only valid within
the UK and Eire.

 47 Stereo Digital Effects
Korg 0 -Zone Offer
 XSC Card Set with 16 Mbits

of PCM Samples.
100 Programmes 100 Combinations

 SRC -512 RAM Card for storage of 200
Programmes/200 Combinations/
Sequence data

03R/W
GM SYNTHESIS MODULE

255 Multi -Samples
114 Drum Sounds
32 Voice Polyphony
Supports General MIDI
(GM) Standard
47 Stereo Digital Effects

,/

£135
F R EE
SOFTWARE
Offer only valid within
the UK and Eire.

 Al2 Synthesis System
Korg 0 -Zone Offer
 USC Card Set with 16 Mbits

of PCM Samples.
100 Programmes
100 Combinations

0
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The Christians are back with a third
album called 'Happy In Hell'. Will they

--rn to the lions or will
-heir salvation?

-le, 'What's In A Word', is a fair

's still very much song -based,

last two and a half years.

going to turn into a

,u can't help being

still song -based,

-uitar or even

me than it

just took you to read them. For Henry Priestman - keyboards, guitar, backing

vocals and one third of the band named after the singing Christian brothers - is

feeling enthusiastic about their new album. And rightly so. Following soft on the

heels of 1990's Colour, which itself was a long-awaited sequel to The Christians'

eponymous debut in 1987, Happy In Hell has a lot to live up to, with the
emphasis on quality rather than quantity. But if there seem to be long pauses

between The Christians' musical statements as a band, ample compensation is

provided by Henry's uniquely pauseless statements as a musician. And, to the

strains of a local patron's yeasty rendition of 'Imagine', we quickly got on to the

subject of Henry's chosen sequencer...

"I use MasterTracks Pro. I think there's only me and OMD who use it, and

maybe Thomas Lang. It's American, and everyone else looks down their noses at

it. Gary and Russell laugh at me and tell me I'll change, but I haven't yet. They're

on Cubase, but it's too complicated for me. Apparently, Cubase did take a lot of

their stuff from MasterTracks, but of course with Cubase you can put the cat out

and make the tea at the same time. I don't need all that.

I've just done a soundtrack for the first in a new series of The Natural World,
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Henry Priestman PROFILE

with David Attenborough, going out in January, and I did it all in the bedroom

with the MasterTracks - perfectly adequate. Nothing went to tape, it all went

straight to DAT. It's the first thing like that I've ever done, but I'd love to do

more - they seemed very pleased with it. That's why it's great that we're all

writing for The Christians now, because it gives me time to do these other things

as well. I was the main songwriter on the other two albums, but on this one all of

us have written.

"We all write music and lyrics ourselves, rather than co -write, apart from maybe

one or two I've done with Gary - and the actual title track - but generally we just

hide ourselves away in our respective studios. I think that's what's going to

surprise people - the strength of the material coming from all of us, which is great

for me because it does take some pressure off. It's difficult coming up with 10 or

maybe 12 good songs, so I'm certainly glad that everyone's writing. And I can

concentrate on getting a few really great songs, no fillers. As I always say, you have

25 years to write your first album, and about five months to write the second.

Obviously it gets harder to keep up the quality, which is another reason why we

take so long; we want to be known for consistent product. We don't want to rush

out an album of sub -standard songs."

The new collection of (clearly up -to -standard) songs does reflect a consistency

of melodic style and content, but also a new angle. Much of the rhythmic urgency

found on the album is actually consistent with developments in the dance field of

recent years, not least because of Henry's relatively late arrival at the samplers'

ball...

"We're just getting into that whole area. The last time I did an interview with a

music mag, I didn't even know how to work an S900, let alone an 51000. I used

it merely as a library. You know, hang on - I want a string sound, wallop, that'll

do, thank you Mrs. But now we've got into the whole thing of sampling our own

breakbeats, sound effects, and my own instruments, so I can have all those

MIDI'd as well. I've got autoharps, clarinets, Hammond organs... in fact, my

Hammond sample is a good deal better than what you get from a library. If you

take the trouble, you can get it loads better. The archetypal Hammond sample is

atrocious, it doesn't come anywhere near the original.

"So that's the joy I've found in sampling; I've just been awakened to all the

possibilities. I've always said that we're all basically Luddites; there's that fear of

getting to grips with how things work, that distrust. And then suddenly you look

again at the S1000 and think, this isn't as complicated as I thought! I know this is

probably old news, and some people have had them for years, but I've just got

into it since the last album. And now all I want is more Meg!"

Caught up in the zest of Henry's conversation, I almost miss his very personal

alternative to the technical phrase 'hard disk'... "I've got an 8 -Meg 51000, but

I've also got one those DAC oofah-doofahs..."
Oofah-doofahs? This must be an MT

exclusive. "SyQuest make the cartridges, and it just

basically saves you dozens of floppies. It's really

quick, and it means you really can make your own

good samples of things, and not worry about filling

up floppies. So there's plenty of samples on this

album, as well as real Hammond and piano.
Obviously I'd rather use a real Hammond in the

studio than a sample or one of those new ones with

MIDI - the XB2.

"We are going to use an XB2 on tour, which will

be great. But apart from that, it's mainly S1000s, plus the typical Christians 'crud'

factor, provided by the good old standby - the Casio 230S - and the Cheetah

MS6, which is a great analogue synth. People go `What, a Cheetah?!' and then you

play something and they go, 'wow, what's that sound?' I call it my hook machine,

it's just great. Synths are best when you can just go into them and start messing

about. Again, there's that same fear which makes you use just the preset programs,

"It's difficult coming up
with ten or twelve good

songs... as I always say, you

have 25 years to write your
first album, and about five
months to write the second"

but then you start thinking no, let's mess around with this. I do enjoy
programming, but on a very limited scale. If I get a sound that I like, but it

doesn't do quite what I want, I'll try it. But usually only on certain machines. I

don't tend to do anything with the D50 or DX7."

Who does? Meanwhile, as our impromptu serenader moved seamlessly into a

medley of Abba hits before falling onto the pool table, I wondered just exactly

how the rich tapestry of contemporary rhythms on the album was achieved. "We

looped real drummers, we used samples, and a TR808 and TR909 - a real

mixture. We do run some things live, although we try not to. At least at the end

we try and put it all onto tape. We had about four recalls, and it can get very

frustrating trying to remember what sound was what. And of course the Casio

switches off every five minutes, and it's all gone! You suddenly think, hang on,

there's something missing... it used to drive Mark Stent wild!"

Mark Stent's name appears amongst a generous list of production credits on

the album. The band produced four of the tracks themselves, and the rest

were divided between Stent, Laurie Latham, Martyn Phillips and a certain William

Orbit... "William did two of the tracks. Ideally we'd have done more with him, I

think, but he was busy doing Bass-O-Matic, Sharon Musgrave and his own

Strange Cargo album - plus he was going to Vietnam for two months! But he's

brilliant, he had about seven projects on the go but he just said yeah, of course I'll

fit it in, so he parks his spaceship for a few hours and comes down to earth and

deals with you! I wouldn't be surprised if we work with him again, because it

worked out really well; it was effortless.

"But then it became apparent that we weren't going to be able to do any more

with William. In the meantime we'd ploughed on with the ones we were doing

ourselves. That's why the album appears like it's taken a long time, because when

you're working with other people you can suddenly find that they're unavailable

for a while. I think the next person we worked with was Martyn Phillips, in fact.

He'd just finished working with Erasure, and then he was going to do London

Beat, I think, so we slotted this in when we could. He did 'What's In A Word',

and Mark did some additional production. And then we worked with Laurie on a

few tracks."

Laurie Latham, you may recall, produced both of The Christians' previous

albums single-handedly. "Laurie is my best mate, and I want to keep involved with

him, so we thought let's pick the tracks which are best for him. He's done
`Father', which is one of Gary's songs, a bit in the 'Words' vein - the big
Christians 3/4 ballad which we usually put on each album. Laurie was just the

right man for that. He had the great idea of using real strings for it, so we went to

Angel Studios in London for the day and got a
string section in.

"But we did most of Laurie's tracks round at
Jools Holland's studio in Deptford. That was very

good. Around the same time I was doing some
production for Ian McCulloch. Through that, I got

to know Mark Stent, who was mixing on that
session. He's done KLF, and, well, who hasn't he

done...? So that worked out really well, there's
another future partnership there. In the end he
mixed half the album, and co -produced the last two

tracks that we did, because we got on so well."

Whatever the ramifications of production schedules in the long haul towards a

finished product, the story of Happy In Hell begins at home.

"All of us have got little setups at home. Gary and Russell have both got the

Akai MG14D; I've just got a Portastudio. I tended to work mainly just using a

computer; you can generate so much stuff, especially if you've got quite a lot of

memory. Unless you're actually working out vocals or guitar lines, most of it
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PROFILE Henry Priestman

Discography

Albums:
With Yachts:

Yachts (Radar, 1978)

Yachts Without Radar (Radar, 1980)

With It's Immaterial:

Life's Hard And Then You Die (Siren1986)

With The Christians:

The Christians (Island, 1987)

Colour (Island. 1990)

Happy In Hell (Island, released

28th September 1992)

singles:

With Yachts (Radar, 1978-80):

Suffice To Say

Bon 202

Santovani's Hits

A Fool Like You

With It's Immaterial:

A gigantic Raft In The Phillipines (1981)

The Worm Turns (1982)

Fish Waltz (EP 1983)

Space (Siren 1986)

Driving Away From Home (Siren 1986)

Ed's Funky Diner (Siren 1986)

With The Christians (all on Island):

Forgotten Town (1987)

Hooverville (1987)

When The Fingers Point (1987)

Ideal World (1987)

Born Again (1988)

Harvest For The World (1988)

Words (1989)

I Found Out (1990)

Greenbank Drive (1990)

What's In A Word? (released 24th August 1992)

With Ian McCullodi (as producer):

Lover Lover Lover (1992)

Dug For Love (1992)

0 comes straight off the computer onto cassette, just my own ideas.

"The next stage was to go into Square One studios in Bury to do the demos.

We were in the lucky position of doing demos to 24 -track, but there is always this

thing of doing demos to quite a high level, then trying to re-create them and it

not being the same. This is especially true, for me, with things like Hammond

parts, when the first thing you play is totally spontaneous and sounds great. And

Gary will ad lib some vocals... there's so much where you think well, this isn't

going to go on the album, so you let rip, you're relaxed. You'd be more self-

conscious if you thought it was going on the album. So consequently
most of the backing vocals, on the tracks that we demo'd there, were

used on the album. Quite a lot of the lead vocals, too... we were

able to use composite bits. For one song, we did some vocals in

July, some in September, and others in January. All for the

same song. You come back to it, and re -assess it each time.

"So by this time we were just working on those demo

tracks. We did all the tracks ourselves, and Island were a

bit worried about this. They heard the demos, and

they couldn't fault anything about the melodies,

the hooks, the singing, but they thought we

needed some help in the rhythm department

on certain tracks. So for those, we decided to

co -produce. We started the first ones in
September, and that was with William Orbit.

His way of doing it was for us to send him the

album track for him to fiddle around with. I'd

usually come down a couple of days later and

add some guitar or keyboards and he'd fiddle

around with that - cast his magic spell over it

- and then throw it back to us in Bury. We'd

put any extra vocals on it, and then send it

back to William for him to mix it. It was
great; recording by proxy. A definite co-

production."

And so, as the proxy music developed, the

courier bills mounted. But the overall
recording costs were kept in check by the

judicious choice of studios. Such frugality is an increasing trend within the recording

industry, and Henry Priestman knows why... "With the last two albums, we were

thinking how come we can sell 1.2 million and still owe the record company

£250,000? We know that we take ages doing an album, so we were keeping an eye

on the budget, which is why we recorded at Bury and Deptford. People don't
believe you when you tell them how much it can cost to record. But you don't need

the most expensive facilities all the way down the line, as long as you mix somewhere

good.

"With technology the way it is, you can do a hell of a lot in your bedroom, or

wherever, and you can do a hell of a lot in a cheap studio. You only really need all

this amazing outboard and everything when you're mixing. So it was great being at

Jools' place, especially as, in a place like that, you feel more relaxed, you don't worry

about having a sore throat and missing a day's recording, or whatever. Jools gets a

credit, actually: Julian Holland, studio management! That's the feeling we got in

Bury, as well: you know, good people, dead relaxed."

Was there no opportunity to make the most of Liverpool's newly relocated and

refurbished Amazon studios?

"Amazon wasn't sorted out when we started. I'm sure we would have done a lot

more there, if it had been. We ended up doing quite a lot of the later stuff there, in

this tiny room which became known as The Christians Room because we seemed to

be there all the time. But again, you don't need much space, especially when you're

just doing overdubs, so it worked out really well being able to use that room. But)'
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Henry Priestman

0 the whole studio is going to be great - well, it is great, and if we can ever get in

there we will. The big room is booked out, which shows it seems to be doing well."

In
the autumn of 1988, The Christians did pretty well themselves. A cover

version of the Isley Brothers classic 'Harvest For The World' took them to

number eight in the charts - which remains their highest singles placing to date.

But Henry remains unconvinced of the wisdom of covering songs that are too well

known...

"About March last year, knowing it was going to take us ages to do the album,

we thought about doing a covers EP to keep things going, and maybe surprise a few

people - maybe put a Temptations number on there, and also do 'Soon I Will Be

Gone' by Free, and a Gil Scott -Heron track 'The Bottle'. The Gil Scott -Heron idea

came up again about a month ago, so we went in and did it, and it turned out so

well it's going on the album. And it sounds like a single, so it could well be single

number three or something.

"We wouldn't have done 'Harvest For The World' but for the fact that it was for

charity. We are aware of the attitude of people who think you can't write songs if

you put out covers, and I don't think we'd ever attempt to do another cover that

people know so well - only Gil Scott -Heron aficionados are going to know 'The

Bottle'. But with 'Harvest' we were specifically asked to do that song, for the

animated film. Normally we'd have said no, you can't touch songs like that, and I

still think that. No doubt there'll be purists who say we've ruined 'The Bottle', but

I think we've done a pretty good job, as we did on 'Harvest'.

"Actually it sounds surprisingly in the same vein as 'Harvest', maybe we have a

way of approaching cover songs. There's definitely a pressure that's taken off you

when you do them; we did this latest one in about five days, definitely the quickest

track on the album. It just sounded great so it went straight on there."

The glittering array of top-drawer session musicians which characterised the last

album, Colour, has not been retained on Happy In Hell. Despite the presence of

some fine home-grown musicians, there is more of a DIY feel about the album, and

not only because of the aforementioned discovery of the joys of sampling.

"I play guitar on most of the tracks, actually. Although it takes me ages, I usually

work out something. It might take me a day to get one line, but it would take days

to explain to someone else how I want it to go. With enough drop -ins, I can do it.

So there's not so much `muso-ness' on this album - which was a deliberate policy.

On the last album, all you read about was, `Ah, Manu Katche on drums...' and

nobody discussed what the songs were like. Nothing against that - those musicians

were brilliant, but so what? That's why it's been

good to try out people we haven't used before,

like Harry Morgan on percussion, and the string

arranger Peter Whitfield, who we met through the

studio in Bury."

So despite the increased use of samplers,
arranging a real string section remains preferable?

"Yes, but you can't always afford it, can you? And

some things don't need it. Sometimes I just can't

tell the difference. Then again, there's a bit on

`Father' where I'm thinking how on earth are we

going to do that live - a really manic, meshing of

strings. But hopefully the song's strong enough to stand up without all those

embellishments. That always happens when it comes to playing live; you start

trading off one hook in order to have another, because you haven't got enough

hands to physically do everything. We've got all the cheesy little Cheetah and Casio

bits, so it comes down to what you actually listen for in the song, the main thing -

rhythm, voices, the odd hook."

Do I detect a certain frustration with having to play live? "Yes, but you've got to

gig, otherwise people think you're not confident with your material - at least that's

"Like most songwriters, I get a
thrill in the studio. What the
technology is doing is making

it easier for me, as a hamfisted
keyboard player and guitarist,

to get my ideas down"

what our record company tells us. I don't actually like gigging that much, neither

does Russell; Gary likes it, but there is that thing if you don't go out there, that

someone will start asking questions. But of course we're competent, we just can't be

bothered gigging all the time.

"Reluctantly, I do agree that if you're seen as a live band, it gives you more

authority - you're a real band, you can do it live. But for me it's just frustrating, the

rehearsing, the waiting around; I don't get that huge buzz when I'm on stage. I'm

sorry to say that - no doubt there'll be Christians fans reading this thinking, 'What

a miserable bastard'. But I'd rather be in the studio. I'd rather be writing. I see

myself more as a writer and producer."

Well, the record company may say playing live imbues you with some kind of

authenticity, but the real function of gigging is to promote recorded product. "Of

course, I accept that, and we're quite blatant about saying the only reason we're

touring is because it's the best promotion for the album. But I still don't get that

huge thrill out of it, and in some ways I wouldn't mind never doing it again."

By now, most of the pub has descended into a drunken chorus of 'We Are The

World', proving that some sections of the Liverpool community are quite

happy to do cover versions of anything - and do them live - even if Henry isn't. But

he still has plenty to say, and as we leave the cabaret his enthusiasm remains

undiminished.

"Like most songwriters, I get a thrill in the studio. What the technology is doing

is making it easier for me, as a hamfisted keyboard player and guitarist, to get my

ideas down. I can have loads of goes at getting it right. Otherwise you have to get

session musicians in and say, 'Can you play that?... No, that's not quite what I

meant'. Obviously, I know that some people are better than me at playing guitar,

and sometimes you get them in. But I'm pleased to have played a lot of guitar

myself this time.

"So technology is great as a songwriting tool, and the idea that you can do so

much at home before you get into the expensive studios - where all you're paying

for is time - I think is great. Obviously it can be abused, but I'm not worried,

because the song will out. There'll always be songwriting; it's not suddenly going to

go away. That's why I don't jump on the pessimistic bandwagon. Look back 15, 20

years: there was plenty of nonsense around then, too. But you don't remember that,

you just remember Isaac Hayes, The Temptations, all the funk going on, and then a

few years later the Punk thing, Television, Talking Heads... You just think of the

good things, but don't forget that there was loads of crap around then as well, and

there always will be loads of crap around. And, of

course, Neil Young's been around forever!

"In a way the increasing sophistication of
sequencers does make it harder to come to
decisions; there's sort of no final version of
anything, you can always say well, I can change

that, or we'll run the drums again... but I try to

look on the positive side. If, in the past, you put

the drums down first, then that was it, you were

stuck with them. But what happens if you then

come up with a great rhythm that doesn't work

with those drums? I think it's great that you can

run the drums again and again. It's down to discipline and knowing your craft,

basically; knowing when the song is finished. I know the album appears to have

taken a long time, but we haven't been trying to get every note perfect. If

anything, we've tried to be more ragged on this album - using bits from the

demos, as I said before, when it was more spontaneous, when it was more relaxed.

So it's knowing when a song is finished. We are learning our craft, and we're

getting better at it."

Getting better all the time - as that other Liverpool band might put it.
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Equipment
Fascani 244 Portast udio

Passport Mastertracks Pro sequencer
Atari 1040ST

Akai SI 000

Juno 106
Casio CZ230S (x21

Cf,101

Cheetah MS6

Hammond 63
Hammond X152

Leslie cabinets

Farlisa Compact organ

Cheetah MD16 drum machine
Roland TR806

Roland (.eomptilthythm

Greta h 'Chet Atkins'

Fender Telecaster (x2

Fender Telecaster Custom

Rickenbacker J1320

Hofher Cialaxy

Hother Club 40
liofner Senator acoustic

Huffier Congress bass

Fender Mustang bass

Yamaha APX6N nylon clectro

11EVRDA
MUSIC

SUMMER
CLEARANCE

SALE
NEW ITEMS - FULLY GUARANTEED

Alesis Datadisk SO data storage
Alesis MIDIvetb 3 £249
Alesis Microverb 3 £ 18
Alesis HR16 B £199
Alesis SR16 drum box 16 bit £279
Alesis C -Lab Creator £239
Alesis Micro limiter ideal for home recording £112
Alesis D4 drum module w/triggers £325
Alesis Quadraverb plus £375
Alesis Quadraverb
Alesis Quadraverb GT £345
Alesis ME0230 £ 16
Alesis MMT8 £2490

Chandler GR957 rack mount digital echo £28
Ensoniq SQ1 workstation £1095
Ensonlq SOR Plus rack version of above £7599

Ensoniq SO2 76 note version £1 19

Ensoniq SD1 ultimate workstation £1279
Ensoniq EPS16 Plus £1599
Fostex X26 4 track rec £269
Fostex X18 budget 4 track £225
Fostex X28
Fostex SH280 hi speed £550
Korg M1 - still a great keyboard
Korg M1 REX expanded module £1025
Korg T3 EX workstation £1599
Korg M3R rack synth £499
Korg WS1 wave & expansion
Korg 01/w multi timbral workstation

£1399129

£ 9

Korg 01/WFD disc drive £1499
Korg 01/RAN rack NEW - in stock £1199
Oberheim Strummer £120
Rhodes 660 - U20 style synth £599
Rhodes 760 76 -note version of above £825
Rhodes MK60 Rhodes sounds & more £899
Roland MV30 studio seq & sound module £899
Roland SB55 £399
Roland JX1 performance synth £350
Roland JV30 GS synth £789
Roland JV80 multi timbral keyboard £1245
Roland JW50 GS workstation £1299
Roland A880 MIDI separator £180

EP7 piano £599
Roland DJ70 sampling workstation £1799
Roland AX1 MIDI keyboard £399
Roland U220 £459
Roland A30 MIDI keyboard controller £325
Roland A220 MIDI separator £149
Roland E15 intelligent synth £399
Roland KR33 digital piano
Roland R8M pare. sound module £399
Roland pad 80 octopad £ 6
Roland R70 prog. rhythm machine £459
Roland MC50 micro composer £599
Roland MV30 studio seq & sound module £899
Sony DTC750 Dat recorder £439
Tascam Porta 03 budget 4 -track £199
Tascam Porta 05 £249
Tascam 424 £435
Tascam 464 4 track w XLR inputs £699
Tascam 644 £795
Yamaha RX8 drum machine £299
Yamaha RX7 drum machine £450
Yamaha MT3X 4 track recorder ex -demo £449
Yamaha 01000 graphic EQ £79
Yamaha GC2020B comp lim £145
Yamaha SY22 synth £545
SOFTWARE
Oberheim Matrix 1000 analogue module £369
C -Lab Creator
C -Lab Notator 99££399

C -Lab Export
C -Lab Notator Alpha
SECONDHAND DEALS
Boss DR220E £80
Korg Poly 61 analogue synth £180
Roland Juno 1 analogue synth £225
Casio CS300 piano
Kawai R100

£150

Roland MC300 sequencer £375
Roland MRP500 software £50
Yamaha DX9 £180
SOUNDS
Cards for U series, D series. JD, JV, etc,

We ship anywhere fast!
Use your credit card for same day

despatch

Hotline (0705) 660036
Nevada Music

189 London road, Portsmouth, P02 9AE
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AKAI SlOOOKB 0999
The keyboard version of the industry standard,
stereo sampler is now available exclusively from
The Music Corporation at an incredibly low
price.The S1000KB provides all the features of
the S1000 as well as a 61 note, touch sensitive,
mother keyboard (with local off facility) and an
optional 44MB internal removable drive.
We are also able to supply S1000s upgraded to
take 8MB boards for as little as an additional £35.

We always stock the entire range of Akai products
including the DD1000 and A -DAM which are now
at new low prices.

New low prices:
Proteus I £479
Proteus ll £599
Proteus I-xr £599
Proteus £719
World sounds DI £479
Procussion £479
Profomiance (ex -demo) £299

Roland W30
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Roland's sampling workstation - High quality
sampling, 16 track sequencer, 16 voice
polyphonic, 8 stage TVA & TVF, & on screen
editing at the lowest price ever.
Limited supply only. £1349
Recording Packages

Tascam 238
Tascam's exceptionally high quality 8 -track
challenges open reel decks without the bulk
or the cost.
 dbx noise reduction  Auto punch in
 I/O for external sync  Tape shuttle
 3 point locator  4 digit counter
 19" rackmount £999

Fostex R8 & 812
We also have some fabulous package deals available
for the R8 & 812. Call for details.

Cables & Multicore
We are able to supply a wide range of readymade and
made to order multi -core cables. Please ring for
details.

Call
us for
some
great
package deals
on desks and
mixers like the
new automated
Tascam M3700 and the

RSD Proline 16-4-8 £899
RSD series V 16-8-2 £1299
Tascam M3700 in stock
M.O.T.U. 7S 16 - 2 midi automated in stock
Allen & Heath GS3 & GS3V Low price
Unfortunately the GS3 has just suffered a price
increase, fortunately, we carry large enough stocks to
keep the price down to its old level for at least
another 6 week,. Hurri, if you don't want to miss out!

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT
Akai 612 sampler & disk drive £249
Alesis MlDlverb II £119
Alesis Datadisk £259
Atari mega 4 & soundtools system £1799
Boss DR550 drum machine £149
Boss DR synth Call
Ensoniq SQ1+ synth £799
Ensoniq VFX SD £899
Ensoniq EPS 16+R £1299
Kawai Q80 £399
Korg WS1 £899
Korg S3 £399
Korg M1 £799
Korg 01/W £1199
Rhodes MK80 £1199
Roland D70 £1299
Roland D10 £399
Roland U110 £275
Roland U220 £449
Roland MV30 Studio M £899
Roland PC200 MIDI keyboard £169
Roland W30 £1199
Roland JV80 £949
TMC 44MB removable drive £495
Yamaha KX5 £299
Yamaha YS200 £299
Yamaha FX500 £225
Yamaha FX500B £225
XRI XR300 sync £195

Digital Effects

A se
Ales
Ales
Ales
ART
AR]
ART
ART
Sony
Son:
Sony

Lexi
RSP
Also

lection from our range:-
is QuadraVerb Plus
is QuadraVerb GT
is Microverb III
' Multiverb LTX NEW
' Multiverb LT
Multiverb Alpha
Multiverb Alpha II
DPS D7 delay

y DPS R7 reverb
DPS M7 modulator

con LXP15
Intellifex & Intelliverb

£299
£345
£149

..£159
£149
£279
£299

in stock
in stock
in stock

call
in stock

available: Korg, Roland, Yamaha

Digital Audio Tapt.

SONY DTC750ES £399
Also Available: -
Casio DAR100 £339
Sony DTC750es £399
Sony DTC1000es and DTC-Pro and D3 'Datman'
Teac DA -P20 £469
Tascam DA -30 £LOW
Yamaha DTR-2 £799
Panasonic SV3700 & SV3900

CORPORATION...THE

OUR PRICE PROMISE
You may have noticed that several other
adverts guarantee the lowest prices on all
equipment available. We do not believe that
this is possible as there are always going to be
exclusive deals (try getting anybody to match
our price on Yamaha CD -R or S1000KB for
example). However, on most equipment we
will beat any serious quotation from another
dealer (provided they have it in stock) and
provide you with the highest level of service.

We aim to offer complete solutions, so if any of
the items you are interested in do not appear it
this ad, please call us for details. We also supply:
Apple Audio Technica Aphex
Akai Alesis Allen & Heath Alt
Atari AKG Beyer BBE

Casio C -LabBoss Beluinger
Denon Digidesign Drawmer DAC
Ensoniq Emu Fostex
JBL JL Cooper Kawai
Lexicon MidiMoog Oberheim
Peavey Passport Panasonic
Roland Sennheiser Studiomaster
Symmetrix Soundtracks Soundcraft
Steinberg Tascam Tannoy
Teac TAC Urei

Hosa
Kurzweil
Opcode
Rhodes
Sony

Technics
Waldorf

Korg 01/W Series
OFWR)

I( 5i VI% .11,01/W
The Entire 01/W series is now available from
the affordable 03R/VV module to the 01/W
ProX with 88 -note weighted keyboard.

Atari & Software Deal
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Atari 1040 STe & High Res. Mono & Cubase£799
Atari 1040 STe & High Res. Mono & Cubeat £599
Cubase Audio has finally arrived in stock
Cubase Audio upgrade (for cubase owners) in stock
Cubase for PC's in stock
C -Lab Notator £299
C -Lab Unotor II £199

The best value digital synthesizer on the market. Also available
K4 analogue card with 32 multi's and 64 programmes for only
£49. RAVE ON!!

KAWAI K4r
Rackinounted K4 with 8 outs instead of internal FX. £299

KAWAI K4
£499

 8 Channel Multi
 Sampled Waveforms
 Digital FX
 61 Drum Progs
 32 Multi -Patches
 64 Programmes
 128 16 Bit Voices.

Kurzweil
Now In Stock!!
The amazing new K2000 is the first =
synthesiser to sample! This fully featured
keyboard can be expanded with up to
64Mb of sample ram using low cost
SIMMS. The disk drive will also read Akai
S1000 disks direct!, Please call us for
more information, prices or a complete
demonstration.

We have the cheapest SIMMS memory & thelargest K2000 sample library (ready to go).
If you don't believe us then why not call to find out.
Also available from The Music Corporation - The K1200 and other Kurtzweil products.

CD -R
Recordable CD Service
Unlike other CD -R services we offer up to 63
minutes for only £39 with a maximum turn around
ti ine of 48 hours. Using the most sophisticated CD-
R system currently available we are able to make
digital copies, using the start ID's from your DAT
to ensure perfect cueing.An absolute must for
demos, jingles etc.

Recordable CI) Sales
Also available. N'amalia & Marantz systems

Try your next purchase in the privacy of our fully
equipped dignal recording facility located on the
edge 01 the New Forest. We have a large range of
equipment on permanent display. see the very latest
and most popular equipment in use, and try it for
yourself. Please telephone for details (04251 -

MUSIC CORPORATION...THE MUSIC CORPORATION...



APPRAISAL

Yamaha's SY35 is just the latest in a long and
prestigious line which began with the legendary DX7.

The immediate descendants of that model - the DX21, DX27

and so on - were more affordable, and in that same
tradition, the SY35 is to some extent an entry level
synthesizer.

However, the considerable flexibility of this new
instrument derives from the fact that AWM (Advanced Wave

Memory) as well as FM synthesis is on offer, and the

SY35
Music Synthesizer

If you're working to a budget
and would dearly love a synth

with the initials SY on it,
you could well find yourself

in the ranks of the thirty
somethings...

amount of AWM memory available is in fact pretty enormous.

The SY35 has approximately twice the ROM wave memory of

its immediate predecessor, the SY22, including 128 preset

AWM and 256 preset FM waveforms, 64 preset voices in

ROM, and 64 user -programmable RAM memories. There are

16 programmable Multi memories to store split or layered

sounds and 15 preset Multi sounds featuring additional
splits, layers, and multiple MIDI channel setups, as well as

one setup used purely for an internal demo tune. 11

Text by
Chris

Jenkins
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APPRAISAL Yamaha SY35

Effects List
Reverb Hall

Reverb Room

Reverb Plate

Reverb Club

Reverb Metal

Short Single Delay

Medium Delay

Long Delay

Doubler

Ping Pong Delay

Panned Reflections

Early Reflections

Gate Reverb

Delay/Reverb 1

Delay/Reverb 2

Distortion & Reverb.

Additional sounds can be recalled using MCD64 or
MCD32 RAM memory cards (which start at about £50), and

each of the SY35's sounds can use two or four elements -

one FM and one AWM, or two of each. The two-line LCD

display shows a colon between sound number and sound

name for two -element sounds (which are 16 -note polyphonic)

and uses an asterisk for four -element sounds (which are

eight -note polyphonic).

The SY35 also features the Dynamic Vector Synthesis

(DVS) system already familiar from the SY22 and originated

by Sequential Circuits on the Prophet VS. One niggling
problem on the early FM synthesizers was always the lack of

a conventional envelope -controlled analogue filter, so handy

in setting the overall tone of a sound and varying this
through the course of a note. Of course, there is an

YAMAHA

X 93
DYNAMIC VECTOR SYNTHESIS

VECTOR PLAY CURSOR

alternative to altering the filter setting during the course of a

note - choose two different waveforms with audibly different

tones, and fade from one to another as the note progresses.

This is exactly how DVS works, the SY35's Vector joystick

defining the mix of waveforms and the Dynamic aspect
indicating that the mix can be changed during the course of

a note.

To hear the effect of DVS, pick a complex sound such as

'Internal 77; Space' and hit the Vector Play button. Once

activated, the vector joystick can control either volume or

tuning of each sound element. Move the joystick - up and

down only for two -element sounds, left and right also for

four -element sounds - and you'll hear a crossfade from one

element to another. It's possible to record the way the
joystick moves during the course of a note: in the Voice
Vector Edit Mode you're given a choice of rates at -which the

joystick's movement is scanned, and simply playing a note

and moving the joystick creates a new vector. If you don't

like the effect, try another, and when you're happy, go
through 'Store Voice' to save the new vector along with the

current voice.

Since the dynamic vector always consists of 50 recorded

positions, you need to set these to come close together for

good definition on short sounds (say at 10ms intervals), or

far apart on longer sounds (say at 50ms intervals). It's
possible to edit each of the 50 recorded vector positions in

terms of volume or pitch individually after recording.

Many, but by no means all, of the SY35's factory sounds

use the DVS. There are eight Bank and eight Number

buttons which select 64 Internal and 64 Preset sounds, and

these are mostly arranged in logical groups. Presets include

eight pianos, eight electric pianos, eight brass sounds, eight

strings, eight basses, eight wind instruments, eight guitars

and eight chorus sounds; the general character of each
sound is identified by a two -character prefix, such as AP for

acoustic piano, KY for keyboard, WN for wind and so on.

In the Internal voice list, which comprises editable RAM

sounds, you'll find eight synth pads, eight synth 'comp'
sounds, eight leads, eight organs, four brasses and four
strings, eight sound effects, eight spacey 'musical effects',

six percussive sounds and two drum kits. On the review
model, the final drum kit had been replaced by a rather
ordinary electric piano, giving the initial impression that
there were no drums on the machine. There are certainly
none used in the internal demo, which while it has a very

pleasant selection of guitar and string passages, arpeggios

and harmonica -like lead lines, doesn't have the impact of

some of the demos we've become used to in recent years.

In fact, the drum kit, when you find it, is pretty impressive

- apart from straight and processed bass and snare drums

and toms, there are plenty of percussion sounds, several

voice -based effects, and some pretty hip percussion voices

such as fast scratching, metal clangs and so on.

So what are the SY35's sonic strong and weak points?

The basic pianos are pretty good, with no noticeable looping

or octave transition problems, and the strings are quite
decent, with a particularly impressive tremolo ensemble -
an effect most synths don't seem to attempt. Basses and

woodwinds are good, but some of the guitars such as
'Gypsy' are a little thin, and the rock guitars with added
distortion are pretty ordinary. More on the effects later.

Synthy sounds in the Internal section are also reasonable,

with a good selection of thick, detuned analogue imitations

such as 'Brash' and 'Sand'. Lead line sounds are
surprisingly good too, perhaps because they use 'genuine'

analogue waveforms such as square and sawtooth waves

doubled up in patches such as 'Power' and '2 VCO'.

It's also possible to find sounds more typical of current

'samploid' synthesizers - inevitably rather short orchestral

hits, a fairly basic sax, bells and other metallic sounds.
Lovers of the bizarre will be pleased to hear that the Sound

Effect bank includes wacky presets such as the pitch -
bending 'Go Up!' and the even more cryptic 'and >?', which,

as its name suggests, is pretty indescribable.

Does the SY35 have any real sonic weaknesses? Since it

can produce decent analogue chords, some metallic digital

stuff, good synth lead lines and weird spacey effects, it
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KEYBOARDS AND MODULES
Akai S950 Sampler £1099 POA

Akai S1000 Sampler £2400 POA

Akai MX1000 Mother Keyboard £1099 POA

Akai PM76 Module £499 £479
Akai S1100/S100 EX Package RRP £598 £399 £389
Akai S1000 61 Note Sampling Keyboard _42990 £2890
Ensoniq EPS16 Plus £1849 £1650
Ensoniq SQ32 Plus, 32 Voice £1299 £1150
Ensoniq SQR £799 POA

Ensoniq SQ2 £1375 £1295
Ensoniq SDI £1800 £1700
Yamaha SY99 £2300 POA

Yamaha TG500 64 note polyphonic 1999 £975
Yamaha SY35 0599 £549
Yamaha SY85 £1399 £1325
Yamaha TG100 Sound Module £349 £339
Yamaha TG55 £449 POA

Yamaha TG33 £349 POA

Roland DJ70 Sampling Workstation £1750 POA

Roland JW50 Workstation f1349 POA

Roland AXI Remote Keyboard £449 POA

Roland AX Mother Keyboard 76 Note £499 POA

Roland SC155 Sound Canvas £599 POA

Roland SC55 Sound Canvas, Sound Module .1485 £475
Roland PC150 Keyboard 1128 £128
Roland PC200 II £215 £215
Roland fY80 Synth £1245 £1225
Roland JV30 £759 POA

Roland 5750 Sampler £2500 POA

Roland JD 800 Programmable Synth.. £1550 POA

Roland JX1 Performance Synth £350 £299
Roland Studio MV30 £1195 £1150
Roland D70 Super LA Synth £1359 £1349
Roland PC200 Mother Keyboard /235 £199
Roland E70 £1299 POA

Roland E15 £499 POA

Roland E5 £390 POA

Korg 01/FD £1795 POA

Korg 01 £1695 POA

Korg WS1 Wavestation £1299 £1275
Kong MI Workstation £999 £985

KEYBOARD STANDS
Ultimate support stealth stand £63 £60
'X' Keyboard Stand £25 023
3 Tier Keyboard Stand £125 £120

SOFTWARE
C . Lab Notator £299 £279
ROLAND R8/R8M Library Cards
01 Contemporary Percussion £45
02 Jazz Brush £45
03 Sound Effects £45
04 Electronic £45
05 Jazz £45
06 Ethnic Percussion £45
07 Mallet £45
08 Dry £45
09 Power Drums USA £45
ROLAND U220/ U20/ D70 Library Cards
01 Pipe Organ & Harpsichord £45
02 Latin & Effects Perc. £45

03 Ethnic Instruments £45
04 Electric Grand & Clavi £45
05 Orchestral Strings £45
06 Orchestral Wind £45
07 Electric Guitar £45
08 Synthesiser £45
09 Guitar & Keyboards £45
10 Rock Drums £45
11 Sound Effects £45
12 Trombone & Sax £45
13 Super Strings (stereo) £45
14 Acoustic guitar (stereo) £45
15 Super Brass (stereo) £45

jera e INSTANT DESPATCHmail FOR CREDIT CARD HOLDERS

VISA AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Musicard

,VERAMII 111.1.

HOTLINE
0206

765652

PAY BY CREDIT
CARD FOR EXTRA

DISCOUNTS!

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
PHONE FOR DETAILS

Normal Credit Normal Credtt
Price Card Price Price Card Price

Zoom 9000 Power Supply £20 £18
Zoom 9002 Multi Effects £299 £289
Zoom 9030 Multi Effects £499 0489
Yamaha F0500 £299 £289
Yamaha FX900 £595 POA

Yamaha EMP 700 effects £440 POA

Yamaha EMP100 £225 £215
Yamaha R100 Reverb £179 £169
Alesis Quadraverb + £315 £305
Alesis Midiverb 3 £239 POA

Alesis D4 Drum module £399 POA

Alesis Quadraverb GT 0459 POA

Alesis Microverb III £159 £149
Art Multiverb LT £179 £149
Boss DRP II Drumpad £55 £45
Boss SE50 Multi FX unit £349 0339
Boss AW2 Autowah ...........................................£55.............£53

Boss CHI Super Chorus....... ........ .............. ..... ..£69 £67

Boss DD3 Digital Delay.......... ....... ........ ..... ......£108 £106
Boss DS2 Distortion......... ............. .......... .......f47....... .£45
Boss DS2 Turbo Distortion..................... ..... .......£63....... 161

Boss DD2 Turbo Overdrive. .£79 £77

Boss 052 Overdrive Distortion ...........................£55.............£50
Boss PS2 Pitch Shifter {127...........£125

Boss PH2 Super Phaser ..............................£79.............£77
Boss SDI Super Overdrive.................._....,,......£47.............£45
Boss FC50 Midi foot controller £125 0123
Digitech "The Vocalist" VHM5 1899 £879
Digitech GSP21 pro (S/11) 1495 £495
Digitech DSPI28P £299 £279
Digitech DSP16 £275 £249
Digitech GSP7 1395 £370
DOD 7 band EQ 065 £63
DOD overdrive + 139 £37
DOD Classic tube £35 £33
DOD American Metal 045 £43
DOD Metal Maniac 146 144
DOD Stereo Chorus £59 £57
DOD Stereo Flanger 059 £57
DOD Compressor/Sustainer i45 £43
DOD Analogue Delay i99 /57
DOD Wah Vol 079 £77

43 GUITAR SYNTHS
£43 Roland GRI Guitar Synth £899 £899
£43
£43 DRUM MACHINES AND SEQUENCERS
£43 Yamaha QY10 sequencer/expander 0249 POA

£43 Yamaha RY10 Drum Machine (new product) ..£249 POA

£43 Yamaha RM50 Sample dump £599 £585
£43 Yamaha RY30 Drum machine £399 POA

£43 Boss DR550 II £199 POA

Boss DR660 £299 POA

f43 Boss DR550 £169 1167
£43 Roland CR80 Human Rhythm player £375 POA

£43 Roland R70 drum machine (new model).,..........£499 £489

£43 Roland Pad 5 £139 £130
£43 Roland Pad 80 £465 £455
£43 Roland SPDB Total Percussion Pad £339 £325
£43 Alesis D4 £379 POA

£43 Alesis SRI6 Drum Machine £259 £225
£43 Alesis MMT8 Sequencer £289 £279
£43 Roland SB55 Sound Brush Sequencer £435 POA

£43 Roland MC50 £499 £485
£43 Kawai Q80 Sequencer £449 £429
£43 Akai XRIO Drum Machine £289 POA

£43 Akai MPC60 II £1799 £1750
£43 Yamaha MDF2 Dataf der £299 £289

Alesis Datadisk SQ £325 £315
EFFECTS
Korg A5 Mufti effects £229 £219
Akai AR900 Digital Reverb £289 POA

Zoom 9000 Multi FX (new model) £259 £249

RECORDING
Tascam 464 £709 £649
Tascam 488 8 Track portastudio £995 £985

Tascam 424
Tascam 688 8 Track Midi Studio
Tascam Porta 2 Hi Speed Porta Studio
Tascam Porta 05 Hi Speed Porta Studio
Tascam Porta 03 4 Track
Tascam MM1 Mixer
Fostex R8
Fostex 018
Fostex X28 Multitracker
Fostex X26 Muhti Tracker + compressor
Fostex 280 Porta Studio 8 Ch 4 Track
Yamaha MT 120 4 Track Recorder
Yamaha MT3X 4 Track Recorder
Yamaha DTR2 DAT (new product)
Tascam DA30 DAT
Teac DAP20 DAT (new product)
Casio DAI00
Casio DA7
Alesis 1622 Mixer
Yamaha NSIOM Speakers £129 each..£115 each

Normal Credit
Price Card Price

£459 £449
£1899 £1850

£499 £489
£299 £295
£225 POA

£699 £685
£1500 POA

£250 £240
£329 £339
£299 POA

£550 £539
£389 £369
£549 £499
#950 £929

£1195 POA

£586 POA

£549 £499
#359 POA

£699 £650

AMPLIFICATION
Marshall 30th Anniversary:
Marshall 6100 100w Anniversary amp head .4767 ... ..£767
Marshall 6101 100w Anniversary
1 x 12 combo £903 £903
Marshall 6960 A/B 4 x 12 cab £351 £351

Marshall Valvestate
Marshall 8100 100w amp head £280 £280
Marshall 8412 4 x 12 x 12 cab 1245 £245
Marshall 8240 stereo chorus 2 x 2 £439 £439
Marshall 8080 80w combo £320 £320
Marshall 8040 40w combo £259 £259
Marshall 8020 20w combo £185 £185
Marshall 8010 10w combo £94 £94
Marshall 8001 lOw micro stack £180 £180
Marshall 8004 40 + 40 stereo power amp....£182 £1 82

Marshall 8008 80 + 80 stereo power amp 1229 £229

Marshall JCM900 hi -Gain Master Volume
Marshall 2100 100w valve amp head £466 £466
Marshall 2101 100w valve 1 x 12 combo f.520 £520
Marshall 2500 50w valve amp head £387 £387
Marshall 2501 50w valve 1 x 12 combo £446 £446
Marshall 2502 50w valve 2 x 12 combo £502 £502

Marshall JCM900 HI -Gain Dual Reverts
Marshall 4100 100w valve amp head £498 £498
Marshall 4101 100w valve 1 x 12 £564 £564
Marshall 4102 100w valve 2 x 12 combo £618 £618
Marshall 4500 50w valve amp head £451
Marshall 4501 50w valve 1 x 12 combo £507 ......

£451507

Marshall 4502 50w valve 2 x 12 combo £566 £566
Marshall 1960A/B 4 x 12 300w cabs £351 ...... .£351
Marshall 5E100 speaker emulator £305 £305
Marshall 9001 valve pre amp £404 ...... 1404
Marshall 9004 solid state pre amp £159 01.59

Marshall 9005 50 50 valve pm amp £537 £537
Marshall 1962 bluesbreaker combo £579 ...... ...£579
Marshall 5205 12w reverb combo £118 £118
Marshall 5501 bass combo £98 £98
Marshall 5301 12w keyboard combo £112 £112 I
Marshall JMP1 MIDI pre amp soon - taking orders
Marshall MS2 Micro amp £25 £23
Hughes & Kettner ATS120 Combo £565 POA

Hughes & Kettner ATS60 Combo £329 POA

Hughes & Heffner ATS30 Combo £319..........£195
Crate TD35 35w lx10 + Rev. (Valve) i249 ..... .£229
Crate TD70 70w 1x12+Rev. (Valve) /339 ...... .f319
Crate G20 Chorus 20w 206 £229 ...... .f209
Crate G40 Chorus 40w 2x8 £359 £339
Crate G130 Chorus 130w 2012 £499 £479
Crate GIO XL lOw lx8 £89 £85
Crate G40XL 40w 1012 £219 £209
Crate G60XL 60w 1x12 £269 £259
Crate G80XL 80w 1x12 £309 ...... .£295
Crate G160XL 160w 1012 £399 £385
Crate 5260XL 160w 2012 £472..........£460
Crate 160XLH 160w /220w head £379 ...... .£360
Crate GS412 4012 Cab £349 £339

Credit available subject to status APR 39.0% variable. Written details on request. All our prices include VAT. E&OE

Normal Credit
Price Card Prlea

Crate TDP Valve Preamp /199 0189
Crate XLP Stereo Chorus Preamp £239 £230
Crate SPA 200 Stereo Power Amp £329 £319
Crate B40XL 40w lx10 Bass £319 £309
Hartke 115 Transporter 1x15 Cab £43B £428
Hartke 410 Transporter 410 Cab £521 £511
Hartke 115 XL 1015 Cab £535 £525
Hartke 410 XL 4x10 Cab £694 £684
Hartke 350w Bass Amp £480 £470
Trace Elliot 1215 combo £775 £777
Trace Elliot 1210 combo i850 £845
Trace Elliot Twin combo £850 £845
Trace Elliot A11300 head £850 £845
Trace Elliot AH200 head £525 £520
Trace Elliot GP12x graphic pm amp £375 £370
Trace Elliot RA300 Power amp £425 0420
Trace Elliot 1048 4 x 10 cab £499 £494
Trace Elliot 1518 1 x 15 cab £475 £470
Fender Twin £699 £690
Fender Princeton Chorus 0359 £350
Fender Studio 85 0289 £285
Fender Deluxe 85 £319 £309
Fender Super 60 £449 £425
Fender Pro 185 £449 £439
Fender Stage 185 £395 £370
Fender M80 Heavy Metal Combo £245 £225
Fender Champ 12 £229 £219
Squier 15 Combo £69 £59
Carlsbro Cott 100 Keyboard Combo 1335 £320
Carlsbro Colt 65W Keyboard Combo £255 £240
Carlsbro Viper 100 Bass Comb £322 £310
Carlsbro Cott 65 Bass Combo £287 #270
Carlsbro Stingray 65 Lead Combo £228 £210

P.A

Marshall PA 400w 1585 1585
Marshall I x 12 plus Horn Cabs £147 £147
Marshall I x 15 plus Horn Cabs £147 £147
Hughes & Kellner Stagehand 240w
PA Mixer Amp £699 POA

Hughes & Kettner 1x12 Cabs (pair) £399 POA

Carlsbro CMX 300w stereo mixer amp £677 £660
Carlsbro GRX7 Mixer Amp £469 £449
Carlsbro Cobra 100 PA i233 £220
Carlsbro Marlin 150 PA £317 £299
Carlsbro Manic 300 PA 04.04 £390
Carlsbro A110 Cabs (Pair) £219 0200
Carlsbro A112 Cabs(Pairl £234 £220
Carlsbro A115 cabs (pair) £296 £280
Carlsbro A158 cabs (par) £441 £430

CARRIAGE CHARGED ON SOME ITEMS.

Post This Coupon To Secure Any

Goods Advertised Here

Send Me Immediately

Name

I Address

MT/ /92

I Phone

I I Enclose Cheque Payable To Axe For £

I Please Debit My Access/ Visa/ AMEX NO

1 0000JCELICIOCIOCI001:1
Please Reply To: -

1
Axe Music

96 High Street

I Colchester

I Essex

I CO1 1TH
I 0206 765652

Axe Music

27 St. Johns Street

Bury St. Edmunds

Suffolk

IP33 1SN

0284 705571



APPRAISAL Yamaha SY35

FM Voice List

E Piano 1-6

E Organ 1-8

Brass 1-14

Wood 1-8

Strings 1-7

Vibes 1-4

Marimba 1-3

Bells 1-8

Metal 1-6

Syn Lead 1-7

Syn Sust 1-15

Attack 1-5

Move 1-7

Decay 1-18

SFX 1-7

Sine 4'/8'/16'
Sine 2'/2 2/3'
Saw 1&2

Square

LFO Noise

Noise 1&2

Digi 1-11

AWM Wave

List

Piano 1-5

Organ 1-4

Brass 1-7

wood 1-4

Guitar 1-8

Bass 1-10

String 1-5

Vocal 1-3

Perc 1-9

Synth 1-10

SFX 1-9

Hits 1-6

Tran 1-9

OSC 1-29

SEQ 1-8

Drums

Info
Price:1.599 including VAT

More From: Yamaha Kemble

UK Pro Music Divn

Sherbourne Drive

Tilbrook

Milton Keynes MK7 8BL-

Tel: (0908) 366700
Fax: (0908) 368872

would appear the perfect all-round synth keyboard. And
that's true to an extent, but the bottom line is that none of

these sounds is quite as impressive as on more expensive

rivals. Some of the sampled waves are short, there's a
certain sterility and lack of movement in many sounds
despite the use of DVS, and above all, the effects are not all

they could be.

Most modern synths rely on the quality of their effects,

and never have quite the same impact when these are
turned off. Obviously this can lead to problems if you decide

that the sound you're using is wonderful except for the
chorus, and then find that it's pretty dull without it. Where
the SY35 is concerned, there are no amazing 65 -second

reverbs to be found and the sixteen basic effects are not

editable except in terms of level, which can be limiting. On

the other hand it's pleasing to discover that a synth in this

price range has any effects at all.

As you'll see from the accompanying list, the range is
pretty comprehensive, but there are limitations; if you want

distortion followed by echo for a guitar effect for example,

you can't have it, and adjusting a delay to work in time with

a particular piece of music isn't possible either. Reverbs are

of reasonable quality, if a little short, and though generally

programmed at fairly low level, you can always increase this

on the RAM sounds.

o what else can you do to edit and improve your own

sounds? The first major editable parameter for single

mode sounds is Configuration and this offers two -element

sixteen -note polyphonic playing, or four -element eight -note

polyphonic playing. The pitch bend range can be set for each

patch, and aftertouch and modulation wheel can be set to

amplitude, pitch, or both.

Although detailed editing of envelopes is possible, there's

also a quick Attack and Release adjustment display, as well

as an unusual and potentially useful Random Element
setting. This offers a random selection of waves, levels or

detune settings each time the Yes button is pushed, coming

up with two or four randomly chosen waves depending on

whether the sound being edited

is in two -element or four -element

mode.

All elements involved in a
sound can be edited individually,

and of course the most

important aspect of each

element is which preset wave it

uses. Although the AWM waves

are, as discussed above,
generally fairly decent, the many

FM waves are rather thin, and

quite unlike the powerful six -
operator synthesis of the DX7.

Four- or even two -op synthesis seems to be the order of the

day, and the actual editing that can be carried out on FM

waves is pretty limited. In fact, the only parameter available

apart from envelope control is called Tone, and this simply

changes the feedback level of the loop in the FM synthesis

algorithm. Generally this will make waves sound brighter and

harsher when set to higher levels, but the effect is different

for different waves.

It's possible to copy all the parameters of a voice element

from one sound to another, as long as AWM parameters are

copied to AWM elements and FM to FM; it's also possible to

shift the frequency of each element in a voice up or down 12

semitones and alter the volume, pan and velocity sensitivity

of each. The keyboard's LFO can control amplitude or pitch

modulation using triangle, saw up or down, square or
sample and hold (random) settings, and of course, can be

introduced either by aftertouch or using the modulation
wheel. A delay can be set before the LFO effect is
introduced, together with the rate at which the effect then

appears, and of course the LFO's speed is programmable.

Editing envelopes is not too difficult - you can stick with

the envelope originally programmed for each sound, which is

referred to as the Preset Envelope, or switch to Piano,
Guitar, Pluck, Brass, String or Organ envelopes. If you need

something more specific, go to the User Envelope and you

can program a Delay before envelopes begin, an Initial
Level, Attack Level and Rate, Decay 1 Level and Rate, Decay

2 Level and Rate, Release Rate and Level Scaling (to
determine how the level of the current element changes in

different areas of the keyboard).

The Level Scaling display is accompanied by cute little
LCD drawings of the 16 available curves - offering sounds

louder at the top or bottom of the keyboard, cutting off
suddenly towards the middle, or fading gradually in and out

around Middle C (C3 - handily marked on the front panel).

Obviously this sort of facility comes into its own in Multi

mode, which allows the SY35 to assign 8 different voices to

different MIDI channels. Any voices which are assigned to

the current MIDI Send channel of the SY35 can also be
played from its keyboard - although you also have a Local
Off option if you only want the keyboard to control external
modules.

Multis can be given an eight -letter name and use any one

of the sixteen digital effects with variable depth. Preset,
Internal or Card voices can be
used in Multis, and the MIDI
Receive channel, Volume,
Detune (plus or minus 50
cents), high and low note limit,

and semitone shift (plus or
minus 24) can be set for each
voice.

Preset Multis include layered

orchestra, layered harpsichord

and strings, powerful brass,
layered strings and choir, and

bass/piano splits all with the
same MIDI channel, and multi -

MIDI channel splits for pop, rock and jazz composition. Re -

programmable Multis include layered backing pads, spacey

multi -layers with names like 'Mikado', 'Prologue' and
'Epilogue', and a bass/synth lead split.
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There's also a selection of Utility parameters many of
which remain in memory when edited - Master Tune,

Master Transpose, Save/Load/Format/Bank Select for
memory cards, Voice Initialise, Multi Initialise, Memory
Protect, Factory Voice/Multi Restore, and a handy Recall

Mode which lets you bring back the last voice or Multi setup

as edited in the buffer memory if you forgot to save it - even

if you've been playing other setups in the meantime.

MIDI utilities are as expected - Basic Receive and
Transmit channels, Local Control, Pitch and Modulation,

Aftertouch and Prog Change Send On and Off, System
Exclusive Send On/Off for patch dumping, and options for

transmitting all or single voices by Sys Ex.

As usual, Yamaha's documentation is excellent, with a 40 -

page 'Getting Started' manual, a 60 -page 'Features' manual

and an Edit Reference/Waveform List card included with the

synth. Physical features of the instrument hold no surprises -

at 7kg it's pleasantly lightweight, the five -octave keyboard is

smooth, sprung pitchbend and unsprung modulation wheels

pretty standard, rubbery pushbuttons pleasant enough, and

back panel provision of MIDI In/Out/Thru, Sustain, Volume,

Stereo Out, 12V power, Phones and Card sockets
unremarkable. Of course, there are some disadvantages to

having a synth powered by an external PSU, but this does

help to keep the weight of the keyboard down.

One slightly unexpected feature of the SY35 is what
Yamaha refer to as "Overlapping voice selection" and what

others refer to as dynamic voice allocation. In other words,

currently sounding or held notes will continue to sound when

you select a new voice. This was not implemented on Roland

keyboards until the JV80, but is standard on Kurzweils and

Ensoniqs. Apart from avoiding unpleasant glitches when you

change voices during performance, it allows you to hold a

drone chord with one sound and change to a new sound to

play a melody over the top - quite invaluable. In eight -note

Poly mode or in even less polyphonic Multi modes however,

voice allocation is not particularly clever, and is perfectly

prepared to cut off a held note when you exceed the number

of voices currently available.

As should be obvious from the general tone of this review,

the SY35 is not the kind of synth which excels in any
particular area. But of course, that needn't be a real
disadvantage providing the machine does a little of
everything. And this is indeed the case. Included are some

typical FM effects, some nice analogue-ish pads and leads,

some samploid sounds, some digital-ish vector synthesis
effects, a reasonable stab at multi -channel MIDI composing

facilities, reasonable drums, a good balance between full

editing facilities and the simplified systems demanded of an

entry level synth.

For a velocity and aftertouch sensitive synth with sensible

pitch bend and modulation wheels, which could happily
become the centre of a small composing setup, the price is

not too distressing either. No doubt the SY35 will sell in very

respectable quantities to first-time synthesists or those
looking for an inexpensive all-rounder. Don't expect it to set

your musical world on fire, but it should give you a great deal

of fun...

SAMPLE CD MANIA!
HOT PLASTIC. HOT SOUNDS. HOTTEST PRODUCT.

INSPIRATION & AMMUNITION FROM THE FRONT LINE.

S - The cult (Ds. "A REFERENCE AGAINST WHICH ALL SIMILAR SAMPLE CDS MUST BE JUDGED"

(MusicTechnology). Market leading dance oriented sample collection carefully selected from the personal library of leading

dance music pioneer Ed Stratton, alias MAN MACHINE (Rhythm King), a.k.a. JACK'N'CHILL (Virgin). Three CDs, 1000

samples on each, covering whole spectrum of dance production. Read the reviews in Music Technology, Sound On Sound,

Home+Studio Rec, DJ, etc, etc. CD VERSIONS: £49.95 each, £89 for 2, £129 all 3. 128Mb OPTICAL versions (Akai

S1100/1000 ) £199 each, £349 for two, £499 all three. 650 Mb OPTICAL or CD-ROM - all 3 Datafiles on one disk! £499.

AMIGA IFF FORMAT versions: 10 volumes for use with the best Amiga software - vols 1+2 out now £29.95 each.

. 12" PICTURE DISCS - OUT NOW! Time to hit the dex with these special new scratch DJ versions,

visually stunning! The first really pro production tools for the serious scratch DJ. £29.95 each pair.

A -STATIC G£ VE - The new rave. "BUY!..NO QUESTION!" (Sound On Sound). Hot new rival to Zero -G from Sweden.

Over 3000 samples packed on 2 CDs. Serious techno & rave. £79. REVIEWS: Sound -on -Sound July 92,etc. PACKAGE PRICES -

0 -Static plus I Zero -G CD: £109, plus any 2 Zero -G (Ds: £139, plus any 3 Zero -G CDs: £169.

DANCE+INDUSTRIAL - The pro dance collection from USA: Most professional Dance CD in the world - stunning
stereo audio quality (pristine & punchy), incredible rhythm programming (feel!). 100's of loops, then the individual

samples from within those loops, & then the optional midifile floppy disk for Atari or Mac allows you to re-create &

customise the loops for yourself - total flexibility! only £49.95. Midifile (not available separately) £10.

THE FUNKY ELEMENT - The classic funk / hiphop / rap production tool. NEW! Produced by MJ Dunne, the first of the

new Zero -G Masterclass CD Series (ZERO -6 MC1): no vocals, just blistering original funk using all the genuine -article funk

percussion sounds, sax, horns, and guitars. Now in stock £49.95

- Produced by Ian Daddy. Fantastic array of dreamy stereo atmos & environmental FX for

use in ambient dance, soundtracks or futuristic & spacey music of all kinds. A goldmine of analogue sounds and techniques

from early days of the synthesiser. Release: mid -July 92. £49.95. Other titles coming soon in the ZERO -G MASTERCLASS

SERIES: Zero -G MC3 "FUNK GUITAR", Zero -G MC4 "ETHNIC", Zero -G MC5 "RAVE".

E - double CD from a man who's racked up over 50 gold and platinum albums incl. 15 No.1 records: Some

of the best guitar & horn samples anywhere plus great backing vox, drums, exotic pert., piano, FX, panpipes, sitar, sax, etc

- 2 CDs: New low price from Jull 5: £49.95

BOB CLEARMOUNTAIN - original & best CDs for rock drums, percussion & bass from the top American producer: VOL 1.

DRUMS, VOL 2: PERCUSSION + BASS. "As near to a definitive breakdown of the drum kit as is currently possible. The

recording standard is immaculate - it simply couldn't be bettered with any of today's technology" (Music Technology). CDs:

£49.95, or both for £89. also on CD-ROM, DAT-RAM, & 600Mb Optical (Akai 51000, EMI or Samplecell) £199.

TAN TECHNOI - New Hi -0 (Ds from German sound developer Best Service. 1000's of brilliant new stereo techno,

spacey and BIZARRE but highly effective samples. Also perfect for film /TV/multimedia work. "Mean, moody & unusual....

idiosyncratic techno... Kraftwerk fans - this is for you" (Sound On Sound). 5 titles available as follows:

BIZARRE PLANET - space sounds from distant galaxies, dark, extraterrestrial long stereo atmospheres, short creaky /

crispy percussion sounds, speech synthesis, computer voices, laserguns. Programmed by acclaimed German electronic

musician Andreas Merz. £35

SCIENCE FICTION - Explosive effects, phaserguns, computer + vocoder voices, machines, alien motions, futuristic

alarms, interplanetary fireworks, percussive space FX and 100's of special effects between magic and metal. Galactic

vibrations, long stereo atmospheres, etc etc. audio quality stunning. £35

SOUND FX COLLECTION - More than 2 hours of brand new high -definition stereo sound effects digitally recorded and

mastered by top German sound engineers: Industry, Sports, Household, Human, Leisure, Transport, Special FX.
Atmospheres, machines, crashes, animals, applause, action, cars, trains, water, thunder, you name it. 2 CDs for £39.95

"LOOPING" CD - Crazy new German "Magnetic Dance Techno Hip CD" - plenty of cred sounds: 250 hi -quality stereo

loops, vocals, scratches, effects, natural / electronic / industrial perc., subsonic waves, fills, ambient FX, techno beats,

garage sounds, etc etc - only £29.95

LOOP CLASSICS -15 classic stereo breaks 130 seconds each). All great breaks, recording standard m high. £25.

PACKAGE DEAL All 5 German CDs for only £139 (Bizarre Planet, Sci-fi, SFX, Looping, Loop Classics).

STAR TREK CD - We now have the official collection on CD - ALL of the greatest effects, hits, moods, & background atmos

from the original Star Trek master tapes. £19.95

STAR TREK MAC SOUNDWARE - on floppy for Mac computers: Installed onto your Mac in seconds, each volume

contains sound playback utility programme SoundMaster (v1.7). Plays Star Trek FX & dialogue snippets as the Mac

performs its normal functions! VAL "The Logical Collection" - sounds even casual viewers will recognise, Vol.2: "The Final

Frontier" - sounds for true trekkers (the real gems!) New low price £19.95 or £34.95 for both.
(STAR TREK RECORDINGS TM & COPYRIGHT 1991 PARAMOUNT PICTURES. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. MINIMUM SYSTEM

REQUIREMENTS: MAC PLUS WITH 1MB RAM, SYSTEM 6.0.4 OR LATER. SYSTEM 1.0 COMPATIBLE!)

POOLSIDE DRUMS CD - Stunningly -recorded CD from the London Sample Workshop offering big range of unique live

drum samples with the rich natural ambience of a huge swimming pool complex! £39.

SLAM - Akai sample database, librarian & manager software (Atari) for Akai S1100/S1000/S950/S900. Catalogues your

entire sample library. For each disk, records the names of all samples and programs, the disk name & a unique library disk

number. Free templates of Zero -G CDs (names already catalogued!) for registered users £59.

AKAI SAMPLERS & ACCESSORIES - Time+Space can supply the complete package - the best samplers , the best

samples and the best sample storage drives & peripherals - at rockbonom prices. Ask us for a quote on any Akai hardware.

We offer a complete set of Zero -G Datafile dance sample -CDs lover 3000 samples) free with any Akai sampler.

DAC OPTICAL & CD-ROM DRIVES - We are also appointed suppliers of the full range of highly acclaimed DA(

removable drives including the amazing 3.5 -inch 128 Mb Optical (2U rack) and the superb DAC CD-ROM (doubles as

standard CD player). Buy any drive and get either a Zero -G Optical library cartridge or a set of any 3 sample -CDs FREE.

WHETHER YOU'RE SERIOUSLY INTO SAMPLING OR JUST STARTING OUT, DO YOURSELF A BIG FAVOUR ...

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

AND GET FULL DETAILED INFORMATION ON THE ENTIRE RANGE OF SAMPLING SOFT
AND HARDWARE.

TIME+SPACE
THE LEADING EDGE
OF SAMPLING
TECHNOLOGY
ORDERS & INFORMATION: Tel. 0442 870681 or Fax 0442 877266

(Visa / Access / Amex) or cheques/postal orders to:

Time+Space, PO Box 306, Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 3EP.

Please note: Delivery normally next working day but allow 7 days if paying by cheque.
International orders: add £5.00 airmail or £10.00 Express airmail
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PRO rA3 Tr 071 252 8573

Licensed By M.C.P.S S
NOW
G.S.

GENERAL MIDI

Midi song files on disk for Cubase. Creator, Pro 24, Cubeat and standard midi song file format for Atari ST, IBM-PC and MC500 Songs are
only £4.95 each (min. 4 per disk). Great for vocalists I live performance or simply for rehearsing instrumental parts.

Soloist song files are the closest you can get to the actual record.

Take A Chance On Me Erasure Boys Of Summer Don Henley

S.O.S. Erasure Respect Erasure

Save The Best For Last Vanessa Williams Big Area Then Jericho

I Wonder Why Curtis Stigers Faith (In The Power Of Love) Rozalla

Stars Simply Red Looking For Linda Hue and Cry

When You Tell Me You Love Me Diana Ross Mary's Prayer Danny Wilson

Black Or White Michael Jackson Waiting For A Star To Fall Boy Meets Girl

You To Me Are Everything Sonia Tears Of A Clown Smokey Robinson

When A Man Loves A Woman Michael Bolton Eye Of The Tiger Survivor

Wonderful Tonight Eric Clapton Love Changes Everything Michael Ball

American Pie Don Mclean Missing You John Waite

Wind of Change The Scorpions Love To Hate You Erasure

Salt Water Julian Lennon Stop Erasure

Everything I do Bryan Adams Your Song Elton John

Promise Me Beverley Craven West End Girls Pet Shop Boys

Holiday Madonna Can't Stay Away From You Gloria Estefan

Real Gone Kid Deacon Blue Walking In Memphis Marc Cohn

Smooth Operator Sade I'm So Excited Pointer Sisters

Addicted To Love Robert Palmer Manic Monday The Bangles

Walk Of Life Dire Straits Silent Running Mike & Mechanics

The Heat Is On Glen,Frey Domino Dancing Pet Shop Boys

What About Love Heart Bad Love Eric Clapton

Take My Breath Away Berlin Crazy Little Thing Called Love Queen

Hold The Line Toto Final Countdown Europe

Always On My Mind Pet Shop Boys What Have I Done To Deserve This Pet Shop Boys

Cuddly Toy Roachford Road To Hell Chris Rea

Higher Love Steve Winwood Kingston Town UB40

Let's Dance Chris Rea Simply Irresistable Robert Palmer

Light My Fire The Doors King Of Wishful Thinking Go West

The Way It Is Bruce Hornsby Rosanna Toto

GUITAR CLASSICS
Guitar based M IDI song files with guitar parts and solos played in by MIDI guitar

Stairway to Heaven Led Zeppelin Jump Van Halen

Born to Run Bruce Springsteen Still got the Blues Gary Moore

More than a Feeling Boston Tom Sawyer Rush

La Grange ZZ Top Layla Eric Clapton

Cocaine Eric Clapton Highway to Hell AC/DC

Parisienne Walkways Gary Moore Rock & Roll Led Zeppelin

Back in Black AC/DC Tush ZZ Top

Don't Fear the Reaper Blue Oyster Cult Won't Back Down Tom Petty

Shine On You Crazy Diamonds Pink Floyd Sweet Home Alabama Lynyrd Skynyrd

Full song list available

New Style Files
Tuition packages for Atari ST, PC, Mac and Amiga.

Learn to play different styles on keyboards, sax, bass guitar etc in easy stages.
Package includes step by step book, cassette and MIDI files with left/right hand
separate and full backing instrumentation.

Package 1 ...Jazz/blues/rock - Beginner/intermediate £19.95
Package 2 ...Jazz/blues/rock - Intermediate/advanced £19.95
Package 3 ...Contemporary - (new age, funk, country, hip -hop, fusion etc.) £19.95

I BEST SERVICE  BEST PRODUCT I BEST PRICES

.-- Songwriter
Superb Synth Sounds on Atari St self loading disk.

Roland JV30. Sound Canvas, 128 voices...new

Yamaha TG100, full editor...new

Sound Canvas, full

£15

£39

£39Roland J1/30, editor new

Proteus 1/IXR 64 voices - choice of 2 £20
Roland JD800 (64 voices) - NEW choice of 3 £25
Roland D50 (192 voices) - choice of 9 £15
Roland D110/20/10 (128 voices) - choice of 4 £15
Roland MT32 (256 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Roland Juno106 (128 voice Cassette) £15
Korg M1 (100 voices) - choice of 3 £15
Korg DW8000 (64 voices) - choice of 2 £10
Korg Poly 800 (64 voices) - choice of 2 £10
Yamaha DX7 (240 voices) - choice of 5 £10
Yamaha DX7 II (224 voices) - choice of 2 £10
Yamaha DX100/27/21 (456 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Yamaha TX81 Z (468 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Yamaha CX5 (288 voice Cassette) £10
Yamaha FB01 (96 voices ) - choice of 2 £10
Ensoniq ESO1 (240 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Kawai K1 (192 voices) - choice of 4 £15
Kawai K4 (64 voices) - NEW choice of 3 £15
Casio CZ (320 voices) £10
Oberheim Matrix 6/1000 (1 Vol) £10

Band in a box Version 5 RRP £69

V1Cetal RAM cards
NEW LOWER

PRICES!

Top quality Ram Cards loaded with great sounds from the USA
used by Jan Hammer, Madonna. Elton John. Huey Lewis,
Whitney Houston. Rick Wakeman, Donna Summer, Keith

Emerson, Foreigner etc.

Roland JV80 (2 cards)...SOON each £59
Roland JD800 (2 cards) each £59
Roland D70 (3 cards) each £59
Roland R8 (1 card) each £59
Roland U20 (1 card) each £59
Roland D50 (6 cards) each £52
Roland D10/20/110 (3 cards) each £52
Roland Blank Ram each £48
Yamaha SY77 (2 disks) each £29
Yamaha SY551TG55 (2 disks) each £18
Yamaha SY22/TG33 (2 disks) each £18
Yamaha Blank 64K Ram each £69
Korg Wavestation (4 cards) each £59
Korg 01/W (2 disks) NEW each £29
Korg 03R/W (3 roms) ...NEW each £69
Korg M1 (5 cards) each £59
Korg Blank Ram each £59
Ensoniq SQ1 (2 cards) each £59
Ensoniq SQ2 (1 card) NEW each £69
Ensoniq VFX SD1 (3 roms) each £44
Ensoniq VFX, SDI Blank Ram each £65
Kawai KI (5 cards) each £44
Kawai K4 (3 cards) each £55

PRO MUSIC Tel 071 252 8573 or
80 MEETING HOUSE LANE Fax 071 732 3819 for full song
LONDON SE15 2TX E3 list or synth sound brochure

Please add £1 to your order to cover postage & packing Same

day service for Access and Visa, Postal Orders and Cash.

Allow five days for cheques to clear.

Visitors by appointment only!



Swift Halves APPRAISAL

Heavenly Music's
Beat 'n' Bass
Text by Ian Waugh

Heavenly Music, the folks who brought you Dr Beat, Ram Jam and
other sundry MIDI files now bring you Beat 'n' Bass - a collection of

drum, bass and guitar grooves in MIDI file format. There are 50 patterns

in total, all very modern, including Rock, Dance, Disco, Funk, Soul and

even some Tangos (OK, perhaps not all of them are modern). And though

some do not feature a guitar track, a lot do.

The patterns vary in length, some are 12 or 16 bars long but others
are over 50. I find long patterns much more useful than those of one or

two bars as you can loop sections and extract, cut, copy and paste
together the bits you need much faster and easier.

All the instrumental parts (that is the bass and guitar bits) are in the
same key. Now wading through 50 sets of patterns all in the key of G can

cause severe ear fatigue, but the object of the exercise is to transpose
sections of the patterns into suitable keys to follow the chord progression

of your tune.

The way to work, I'd suggest, is to concentrate on the drum track. Get

that to fit your tune first then transpose the instrumental parts and finally

edit them. I know a lot of people actually work out the drum track first
and build a song around it - but each to his own. The point is, if your

rhythm programming isn't quite as accomplished as you would like, these

Desk File Functions Quantize MIDI Flags Options Edit Copy

Al 8 Slp Bass-... ROTATOR 3.1 (c) 1991 Lengelin /Adam
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The Boogie Dance file showing heavy Pitch Bend Wheel twiddling in the Slap
Bass part.

will save you a lot of time and effort. Same goes for your bass and guitar

licks.

As with other Heavenly Music disks, all the parts have been carefully
'fine tuned', quantised where necessary and blissfully humanised where
it counts. There are a couple of demo files to put you in the mood, but
they don't really show the full potential of the system.

There is a comprehensive Read Me file on the disc which includes a

drum map; Heavenly Music favour Roland's U220, although the files are

mapped to the MT32. The drums are on channel 10, but you may have to

select suitable channels and/or instruments if you have different gear.

And the patterns? Yes, they're grrrreat! I can see me nicking one or

two the next time I'm in a hurry. Well, no one's perfect...

Info: Price: £19.95
More From: Heavenly Music, 39 Garden Road, Jaywick Village, Clacton, Essex, C015 2RT.

Tel: (0255) 434217, Fax: (0255) 430699

Alfa Data Optical
Mouse
Text by Vic Lennard.

U aving mice always causes problems - ask anyone who's got one. The

n switches pack up and the small rubber ball picks up dust and dirt
and happily deposits it around the internal rollers making the movement

as smooth as treacle. No matter how often you take it apart and clean it,

the problem re -occurs. It's an unavoidable fact of life.

Or is it? There are mice without balls - and Alfa Data are one of the
companies that have developed one. The two rollers which are normally

used to translate mouse movement into cursor motion on the screen
have been replaced by a couple of LEDs which are situated underneath

the mouse. The light beam from these is reflected off the special mat,
included with the mouse, and picked up by a sensor. Obviously, less
moving parts are used, so there is less to wear out.

The mouse mat is a sturdy, plastic -backed affair which should stand

up to extensive use. With a resolution of 300 dots per inch, the Optical
Mouse causes the cursor to speed back and forth across the screen and

as long as good contact is made with the mat, the movement is very
smooth. The other advantage of not using a ball -operated mechanism is

that it is practically impossible to make it 'skate' - a problem that often
occurs when you move a conventional mouse very quickly and the cursor

on -screen doesn't keep up.

The switches are of the high -quality micro -switch type and produce a

very positive 'click' when pressed. They should
last for years - the manufacturers rate them at one million operations.
The overall design of the mouse ensures it fits very nicely into your hand

with none of the squat, box -like feel of most mice. And with six feet of
cable, you can happily position it wherever you wish.

The Alfa Data mouse may be used with either the Atari ST or the
Commodore Amiga - a switch on the base selects between the two - and

the package also includes a mouse holder which can be fixed to the side

of your monitor. The price is about double the cost of a standard mouse,

but remember, the longevity of the Optical Mouse is likely to be
measured in years. The manufacturers certainly seem to believe so; they

provide a two year warranty. Go on, treat yourself!

Info: Price: £29.95
More From: Alpha Data, Unit 2, Millmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, London N17

9QU. Tel: 081-365 1151, Fax: 081-885 1953
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Volume 1 - Pascal Gabriel's Dance
Samples
Pascal Gabriel is one of the leading lights on the current dance

scene. He has worked with such well-known names as Bomb The Bass, S -
Express, Coldcut, Jimmy Somerville, Erasure, EMF, and many more. This
CD is different to any other available. It is NOT A COMPILATION of sounds
from last year's records, but a resource of new sounds to help you make the
HIT RECORDS OF NEXT YEAR. People are describing it as 'fabulous',
'fresh', and 'superb value'. In the past a library like this would take years to
build-up and a huge amount of work and skill to achieve. Now it can be yours
in days for only £49! - Why wait!  "...house gold dust...breaks new
ground..." - MT, Dec '91.  "...off -beat, quite distinctive, and highly usable.
Better still you almost certainly won't have heard them before...useful and
memorable...a revelation...uniformly excellent...the basis for many a hit. -

SOS. Jan, '91. II Used by Pet Shop Boys, Propaganda, and Technotronic
 Loads of Drum & Percussion Loops & Breaks  Guitar
Hooks and FX  Vocal Riffs & Effects  Hits, Scratches &
Drop -Ins  Countless Snares and Kicks  Synth FX & Basses
 Brass & String Hits, FX and Runs! III Film & Media Snatches
 Orchestral Effects IN And Much, Much, Much More!  Over
1000 Samples, 72:23 minutes

Volume 2 - Danny Cummings' &
Miles Bould's Rhythm of Life
If your shrink fires the word 'Percussion' at you, and you know
your onions, then you're likely to respond - 'Danny Cummings'.

Currently on tour with Dire Straits, the man's got a well-earnt reputation the
size of an overweight elephant. Here he is joined by the emerging talent of
Miles Bould with devastating results. This CD shows why George Michael,
Pet Shop Boys, Tina Turner, Julia Fordham, John Martyn, The Beloved,
ABC, and many more have chosen these guys to give them the groove. We
presented them with 8 backing tracks and recorded their performances to
multi -track. After extensive editing and remixing, in some cases incorporating
Roland's RSS processing, we have compressed these sessions onto one
CD. Now you can give your productions the ultimate groove. Get this CD and
get a taste of the best in percussion. There's nothing else in it's class.  "...as
good as the best in the Synclavier library...inspirational...It's sonic credentials
are impeccable...A conoisseur's product." - SOS, July 92  Around 55
minutes of percussion grooves  Unparalleled performance and recording
quality  RSS Samples plus Mixes  PLUS an extremely comprehensive
collection of single hits and Much More! IN Superb value at Just £49! 
Instant Inspiration!

Volume 3 - Dancin' Dave Ruffy's
Drum Samples
There are a number of drum sample CDs on the market. Their

quality varies, we felt they were all somewhat out of touch with current trends
in drum sounds. This CD is the result of exhaustive recording sessions with
top session drummer David Ruffy and features modern acoustic drum
sounds. Dave's worked with some of the best in the biz - Sinead O'Connor,
Mica Paris, Yazz, Nenah Cherry, Alison Moyet, Aztec Camera, and World
Party to name but a few. Not only does this CD feature what we believe to be
the finest and most modern set of drum samples - but also some brand new
loops that are really far too good to make so widely available. If you've a
sampler and you ever use drums - you need this CD! E"Recording quality is
good...patterns employed cover a wide range of styles...He more or less has
a beat for all seasons, including emulations of many commonly used breaks,
and there are no copyright problems." - SOS, May 92.  Over 263 hits and
140 loops, 70:53 minutes  Snares, Kicks, Hats, Toms, and Cymbals II
Performance Velocities - 4 or more!  Miking Variations  Modern Usable
Drum Sounds  RSS Samples  PLUS over 140 brand new hot drums
loops - too good to sell!  Live & Sequenced Loops! and Much More! 
Superb value at Just £49!

"I can safely say that I've
listened to EVERY sample CD
out there and you guys are
definitely doing the most
creative, unique, quality work in
the field."_ Chief Sound Designer, Roland R&D, LA
NEW

Volume 5 - Pete Gleadall's Samplography
Pete Gleadall's worked with the very best - Pet Shop Boys, George
Michael, Aswad, Soul II Soul, Living in a Box, Sly & Robbie, and loads

more. We were honestly expecting his sounds to be
extremely solid, but perhaps a little 'boring'. You know really
good synth sounds, drums, etc. but not the kind of thing
that most people find instantly exciting. How wrong can you
be? Of course we still have the great synth basses, pads
and leads from MKS80's, various Moogs, Prophet V's, etc.
but on top of this there are loads of really choice drums
and percussion loops, a phenomenal collection of really
kicking guitar samples, amazing string sections, hits,
gospel choirs,house pianos, Brass, FXs, Sub -basses,
and more! All this for the amazingly small sum of £49 fully
inclusive.

Volume 6 - Norman Cook: Skip
to my Loops
Beats International's Norman Cook has remixed such
household names as James Brown, Fine Young
Cannibals and Double Trouble aside from producing a
string of hits, including international number ones, in his
own right. Along with Coldcut's and Pascal Gabriel's CDs,
this CD completes AMG's unholy trinity of dance samples.
A massive selection of tempo -grouped, totally devastating
drum and percussion loops project this CD into totally
uncharted territory. Loops range from 84 BPM to obscenely

fast and are complemented by a sensational collection of vocal ad libs, FX,
Basses, Drum & Perc. Hits, Guitar, Reggae, Flute, and Synth samples
plus loads more. Pascal, Coldcut, Norman - Great, Smashing, SUper. Each
unique and perfectly formed volume complements the other - totally different,
uniformly original. If you require the best - there's no alternative.  Over 70
minutes of samples  Just £49 fully inclusive.

Volume 7 - Neil Conti's Funky Drums
from Hell
Neil Conti may be familar to you as Prefab Sprout's drummer but he is also
one of the UK's most respected session drummers and a main mover behind

London's Backstage jam sessions at the Borderline. He has
worked with the likes of David Bowie, Robert Palmer,
Annie Lennox, Primal Scream, Thomas Dolby, and
many more.  This CD was specially recorded by Daniel
Lazarus at London's famous Metropolis Studios and
features some of the most serious breakbeats ever
recorded. II These drums breaks have real attitude and
are sure to become classics.  The CD also features
specially extracted single hits that you can use in perfect
context to customise breaks for yourself plus a selection of
much sought after hi -hat patterns to inject a human touch
into any production. II Funky Drums from Hell should be

available by the time you read this for just £49 fully inclusive.

Volume 4 - Coldcut's Kleptomania! Volume One
Coldcut are regarded by many as the UK's most innovative dance artists/remixers. Aside from their own successful recording career
and Kiss FM radio show, many will know them for launching the careers of both Lisa Stansfield and Yazz - now established as
international stars. Apart from one or two classics this CD once again conforms to our policy of placing originality as our top priority. If

you're serious about making dance music you're sure to be on the look out for hot new samples to make 'The Music of Now', not a rehash of the past. As with
our Pascal Gabriel CD - If you want inspiration, originality and the freshest sounds around. Look no further. "Coldcut's samples are raw, wicked and packed
into the terraces...the quality of the music content is very high...quite brilliant, and definately going into my S770...this CD represents another 'must have' for any
serious dance enthusiast." - SOS, May 92M The finest selection of ultra -rare loops ever compiled - over 400 unbelievable loops!  Male & Female Spoken &
Sung Vocals  Coldcut's Exclusive - Hed & HPN Samples  Superb range of mega scratches! II Media snatches, FX, Robot Vox  Full selection of drum &
perc samples  Hits, Stops, Breaks, Synth & Bass samples  BEYOND DESCRIPTION - HIGHLY USABLE! - Superb value at Just £49!  "Say Kids! What
time is it?"  Over 1165 Samples, Over 73 minutes



'he world's finest Sample CDs ono
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HitMusic's Producer Series Sampling CDs are well-known as market leaders. Their
Synth sounds have been equally popular and successful whilst being marketed as
Valhala's® International Gold® Series. Now the existing cards have been refined, re-
packaged, re -priced and relaunched by HitMusic as the SoundFoundation range of
cards. HitMusic's sounds are used by such well -respected names as Vangells,
George Michael, Pet Shop Boys, Talk Talk, Mike & the Mechanics, Midge Ure, and
more. Their first cards earnt a reputation for unparalleled quality their new cards are
sure to maintain.
KORG

- 3 Producer Series Gold Cards* - £50 each
WaveStation - 1 Producer Series Gold Card* - £50, 1 WSAD Card - £55
M3R - 2 Producer Series Gold Cards* - £50 each
T -Series - 2 Producer Series Gold Disks* - £45 each
ROLAND
JD800 - 2 Cards coming SOON!
D70 - Cards coming SOON!
D50 - 2 Producer Series Gold Cards* - £45 each
D 10/5/20/110 - 2 Producer Series Gold Cards* - £45 each
YAMAHA
SY/TG77 - 1 Producer Series Gold Disk* SY/ST/MC Formats - £40
SY/TG55 - 2 Producer Series Gold Disks* ST/MC Formats - £40 each
SY22/TG33 - 1 Producer Series Gold Disk* ST/MC Formats - £40
KAWAI
K4 - 2 Producer Series Gold Disks* ST/MC Formats - £40 each
K1 - 2 Producer Series Gold Disks* ST/MC Formats - £35 each
" Please note these sounds have previously sold as International Gold® cards please be careful to avoid
buying the same sounds twice. Please call to check if you are in any doubt.

Sound Foundation PCM Cards at LAST!
AMG are pleased to announce the release of brand new PCM Cards for the
Roland U -Series and D70 - The Classic Collection from the Sound Foundation.
Here's the first 10 titles, more will be forthcoming (also R8 format). Please call for
more details or to let us know what new cards you would like to see. All cards are
£59 each fully inclusive and should be available in the very near future.
TR Drum Classics + - Classic Beatbox samples.
Analogue Classics - Fat Basses, Warm Pads, Cutting Thips and more.
Sample Waves Classics - A wide selection of short waves ideal for the D70.
Rave Classics - Sub -Basses, Thumping Kicks, Stabs, 'Dominator' and more.
House Classics - Classic House Drums, Basses, and FX.
Techno Classics - Kraftwerk-eque Kicks, Thips, Snares, Synths and more.
Acid Classics - Squelches, TB303, SH101, and other acid classics.
Classic Dance FX - Hits, Scratching, Hooks, DJ FX and more.
,Ambient Classics - Mega -Chill for Ambi-Heads.
Classic Dance Drums - Hard and Happening Drums for the 90's.
FOR ROLAND U20, U220, U110, D70 and COMPATIBLES

Please call for a FREE copy c
catalogue

A
The Advanced Media Group

Hurst Lane Privett Nr. Alton Hants GU34 3PL UK

Tel 073088 383 Fax 073088 390
Please send cheques or postal orders and although orders are usually
completed within 7 days, allow 28 days for delivery. Or order by phone
using: = OD
All iradenames are the property of their respective holders. Becuase of the copyable nature of most of our products all
refundeerchanges are at the discretion of AMG. Any person found using pirated versions of any of our products will be pursued to the
fullest extent of the law. 'Norman and The Sound Foundation' are tradenames of AMG. All prices and specifications are subject to
change without prior notification. Cu AMG 1992.
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NOW that's what I call
Sampling!
AMG are proud to introduce the World's first
compilation sample CD. This CD acts as an ideal
introduction to the HitSound Producer Series that
is respected Worldwide as the market leader. It is
also a superb supplementary volume for people
already successfully using Producer Series CDs
as it features around 50 samples from each
of the existing Producer Series artists namely 

(Bomb The Bass/S-
Express/Inspiral Carpets/EMF etc.) 

(Dire Straits/George
Michael/Pet Shop Boys/Tina Turner/Beloved/Julia
Fordham) (Sinead O'Connor/Alison
Moyet/Mica Paris/Neneh Cherry) Ill (Lisa
Stansfield/Yazz) plus previews of forthcoming
CDs which won't be duplicated when are
released. Artists set to feature are 

(Pet Shop Boys/George Michael) MI
(Beats International/James

Brown/Fine Young Cannibals)
The Art of Noise  Neil Conti (Bowie/Level
42/Robert Palmer/Primal Scream/Thomas Dolby)

(Talk Talk/PWL). Plus new
samples from the Pure & Old Gold Synth, and
Guitar CDs.
That means  Loads of Loops 
Hundreds of choice drums and percussion hits 
Specially selected Synth Sounds  High quality
Guitar samples  A huge collection of classic
dance samples - vocals, FX, and loads more! 
Absolute exclusives from proven artists plus
specially recorded sessions by the finest
musicians  All on one superb CD! As if this was
not good enough we are actually giving this CD
away FREE with every order*.

Why are Producer Series CDs the
BEST?
1. - Funky Drummer is NOT
featured. We want to give you new samples that
YOU CAN USE. That means good value too.
2. - Big names with reputations to
maintain. These guys aren't going to give you any
crap.
3. - We've been producing CDs for
longer than anyone else in the UK and we intend
to be doing them for years to come. Therefore we
have the ability and desire to make EVERY CD a
cracker.

To get your copy of 'Now that's what I call Sampling!"
simply order any product currently held in stock by AMG
and we will supply your order along with your free copy
of "Now that's what I call Sampling!'. This offer is
applicable against any sampling CD, synth card,
software, expansion, etc order but NOT MIDI
sequences. AMG reserve the right to reject any order.
One one CD per household. Any customers who have
already ordered 'Now that's what I call Sampling!' should
contact AMG to arrange for their FREE copy. Enjoy your
CD!

Send to: AMG, Hurst Lane, Privett, Nr. Alton, Hants GU34 3PL, England
Please rush me the following items:
Quantity Description Unit Price Total

0 Please send me a FREE copy of 'Now that's what I call Sampling!' in respect of above order.
Mr/Mrs/Ms" Initials Surname
Address

Order Total:
Signature:

Postcode 'v/Fax
I enclose a cheque/Postal order for £ payable to 'AMG' or please debit my credit card:
D Access D Visa 0 Mastercard D Amex Exp: /
At prices include VAT and Delivery. Overseas prices include insurance and delivery.  Delete where applicable.
At stock items are despatched same day on credit card/PO orders. Allow 7 days for cheque clearance.

Phone: 0800 252936 (orders only), 073088 383 or Fax 073088 390



A Mackie 1202 mixer a Novatic

Yep, it's competition time again. This month we're giving

away this wonderful little twelve channel Mackie mixer
and the excellent Novation MM1O MIDI Controller keyboard.

A neat combination, you have to agree, and they're both up

for grabs by the first correct entry drawn from the Editor's
hat (...it's a big one).

The prizes

The arrival of Mackie onto the mixer scene over the past
twelve months or so has been greeted with enthusiasm by

everyone who has heard one of their superb range of
mixers. With eight channels and twelve mic/line inputs, two

band EQ on all channels and two auxiliary send/returns,
the 1202 would make an ideal desk for small home set-ups

or as a keyboard mixer for recording or live work.

If you read our very favourable comments about the
Novation MM1O portable MIDI keyboard in last month's
issue, you'll know what an excellent controller it would
make in any small MIDI system - particularly for those
using the Yamaha QY1O Walkstation. Battery or mains
powered with a 25 -note keyboard, pitchbend and
modulation controls, the MM1O is straightforward to use
and easy to program.

How you can win

By way of a contrast to the usual list of questions, we
decided to opt for something a little more visual. As you
can see, there are five 'silhouettes' reproduced here - all
of them taken from photographs of artistes featured in MT
this year. What you have to do is identify who the artistes
are. That's simple enough isn't it? And this month, we're
not even setting a tie -breaker. The winner will be the first

correct entry drawn from the hat on Thursday 1st October,
1992.

When you think you know who these five mysterious
shadows are, simply fill in the attached coupon (or write
your answers on a post -card, if you prefer not to cut the
page), fill in your name, address and telephone number (if

you have one) and send it to:

Mackie/Novation Competition
Music Technology

Alexander House,

Forehill,

Ely,

Cambs,

CB7 4AF.

All entries must be received by 2nd post on the 1st October

1992. Only one entry per household will be permitted and
the Editor's decision will be final.

Good Luck!

August 1992

February 1992

January 1992
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MasterBits Sampling Collection
Sampling Collection 500 - M1 - D50 - K1 - K5 - K1000 -
MiniMoog - TR808 - HR16 - Linn 9000 - Plus!
Sampling Collection 600 - MicroWave - T1 Proteus - K4 -
VFXsd - VS - Xpander - Plus!
Sampling Collection 700 - WaveStation - SY77 - SY22 -
TR909 - TR606 - Prophet V - Elka Synthax - Plus!

Sampling Colic eon 800 - VFX PX1000 - HX1000 - R8 - Matrix 1000 -
MKS70 - Plus!
Sampling Collect on 900 - Just Released! - Emu Procussion - JD800 - SY99 -
01/W - Plus loads more!
Sampling Collection 1000 - Coming Soon - Kurzweil K2000 - Extended JD800
- Plus!
Each volume cost £29. Buy the set of five for just £125.

MasterBits Climax Collection
Climax Collection Volume One - Just Vocals - 664
Samples - A range of vocalists and styles featured - from
Motown to Opera! Sustained, Percussive & Freestyle
Vocals.
Climax Collection Volume Two - Classic - 551 Samples -
Orchestral samples recorded with the Gothenburg

Symphony Orche tra. Typically 3 performance styles from every instrument in
the Orchestra, full range of pitches at Intervals of a minor third.
Climax Collectio Volume Three - Guitar - A wide range of guitar samples
including HM and Soul. Single notes plus highly processed licks.
Climax Collectio Volume Four - Grooves - Newt - 280 New House, Dance,
Rap, Funk and Techno Grooves.
Each volume cost £45. Buy all three for just f120.

USERSCiiALL

Uberschall Collection
Volume One - Guitar samples from hard rock to funk -
Synths - Samplers - Mellotron Holophonic effects and
much morel - 787 samples.
Volume Two - Drums - Holophonic samples - percussion
FX - Synths - 921 samples.
Each volume costs £45 or buy both for just £80.

MasterBits Special Editions
Klaus Schultze Sampling CD
Numbered Limited Edition featuring countless rare synths
plus RSS samples Over 25 years of synthesis! £75.

DANCE SERIES 1 by Megamidi
IN 17 'Song Kits' featuring 200 riffs  75 Loops from acid
house to live funk!  170 drum and 120 percussion
samples!  Guitar licks & Orch Hits! II Scratching, Sci-Fi
FX!  Over 110 vocoder, robot and computer noises! 
Loads of hooks and vocal samples! IN All on one brand new
CD from France - £55 fully Inclusive. Volume Two - Soon.

AudiosOuest SAMPLE IT!
 Breaks, Grooves & Rhythms 1 & 2 - Superb selection of
newly created loops that sound as if they're off vinyl!,
Volume 2 features TR-Loops and Kraftwerk-style electro
loops!  Sample Wave Sounds & Textures 1 & 2 -
Prophet VS, Vocoder samples and more.  Classic Synths
& Beatboxes 1,2, 3 & 4 - Featuring such classics as the
Jupiter 8, MiniMoog, Prophet V, TR808, TR909, and many
many more. Call for details on each volume.  FX's &

Bizarre Samples! & 2 - A collection of natural and synthesized effects - sonic
icing for your music.  £39 per CD

HitSound CDs - £35 each or £70 for the set of three
Volume One - Pure Gold Synth II " assorted pad and atmosphere sounds
include some stunning textures, and these are complemented by a superb
range of bass sounds, and some quite surprising, quirky sounds dotted
around..40 in all, a good mix of high-class bread and butter sounds with a hefty
dose of sonic icing on top" - SOS, Sept 1991.  490 of the best samples in
Valhala's International Gold Series from WaveStation, T -Series, 070, M1, VFX,
SY77, SY55, D50 and Morel
Volume Two - Old Gold Synth 'This volume is a (Gold)mine of glorious
sounds that. whilst certainly biased towards dance music, should be useful to
anyone with a sampler and a little imagination." - SOS, Sept 1991.  A huge
collection of classic synths - ARP2600, Moogs, MC202, Octave Cat, MKS70,
Xpander and many more! Superb synths, superb sounds all on one £35 CD
ready to sample! 721 Samples, 63:44 minutes
Volume Three - Guitar  *..instantly useable...perfect for creating a basic
'instant rock guitarist' on your sampler.. Things get even better...It's really lust
like having a good selection of records from which to sample useful snatches of
guitar but without all the other music happening on top - SOS, Sept 1991. 
"...devastating results...Handle with care: highly recommended." - Music
Technology, Oct 1991. Chords, Bends, Solos, Licks and Effects from Electric,
Wah Wah, Acoustic and 12 String Guitars - Clean and dirty versions! 605,
Samples, 63:18 minutes - Just £35.
III 'Altogether or individually, the HitSound CDs otter good value for money...an
excellent start in bringing a great selection of expensive -sounding and highly
usable instrument sounds to anyone with access to a sampler." - SOS, Sept
1991.

MasterBits DAT-RAM
These DATs contain well over 300 Megabytes of ready to use samples for your
Akai S1000/S1100 fitted with the 18104 Digital 10 board and any DAT player
featuring digital output. Samples are quick to audition and use. Three volumes
are now available - Each for the new low price of just £199, please call for more
details on each of them.

A

CM AUTOmation MX816 MID]
Automation System

CM AUTOmation's new MX816 is a breakthrough in
terms of affordability, simplicity and quality. It brings
MIDI controlled mixing & muting into everyone's reach for
the first time. It's unique memory features allow it to be
used in the studio or live with equal success. The
MX816 can be programmed and controlled by any MIDI
device and then used independently if desired.  High
quality dbx VCA system  Separate receive channel for
patch change  8 or 16 channel versions, easily
upgradable  Channel mute assignable to key number 
Compatible with any MIDI sequencer  S/N better than
95dB  No need for expensive custom wiring 
Frequency response 10Hz-30kHz +/- 1dB IN Mute & Max
buttons for easy manual control  Dynamic range better
than 106 dB  100 internal memories to store and recall
snapshots  Noise level better than -95 dB  28 internal
pre-programmed autofades, up or down  All outputs in
phase with inputs  Groups of 8 channels are summed to
produce mix/send out, in addition to each channel's
in/output.  The MX816 comes in three versions: 8 -
Channel - £345, 16 -Channel - £579 and an 8 -Channel
Expander for the 8 -Channel unit for £235.

oaulAt), 004-M1-3 -6.-1411)1

-Eixpander for Korg I,
WaveStation, M3R and T -Series
This new expander fulfills a range of important functions:
 Primarily it is a sample expander that allows you to
inject half a Meg (Soon expandable to a full Meg) of your
own samples into most Korg synths.  It is also a MIDI
Data Filer that allows you to save any SysEx info to disk,
it even plays back MIDI Song Files!  Because it can
load S1000, EPS, S330 and S550 disks and transfer
samples via MIDI it can act as a sample converter - more
formats will be supported in the near future such as
Emax 2 and Prophet 2000.  The SAM -1 is available
now for £649 inc. VAT but supplies are scarce so hurry,
please call for more details.

COMING SOON
Musitronics SY/TG77
PCM.EX Expansions
New expansions for the SY/TG77 that add 4 Megs of
new PCM samples doubling the total PCM memory to a
staggering 8 Meg! The SY/TG55 version now also will

add 4 Meg taking total memory to 6 Meg!
Each also adds a new bank of programs
that utilise these new PCM waveforms. A
wide selection of new PCMs will be
featured - Keys, Strings, Brass, Synths,
Drums, TR Drums, Percussion, Basses,
FX, and more. Exact spec and prices
TBC, please call for the latest information.

The Advanced Media Group
Hurst Lane Privett Nr. Alton Hants GU34 3PL UK

Tel 073088 383 Fax 073088 390
Please send cheques or postal orders and although
orders are usually completed within 7 days, allow 28
days for delivery. Or order by phone using:= El

and SY/TG55

JUST RELEASED!
si.-7M1C

MasterBits Special Edition Orchestra CD
MasterBits have just released the second of
their Special Edition CDs which is packed
with hard -to -get quality full Orchestra
samples. In addition to a full range of multi -
samples with varying velocities, this CD also
includes a selection of impossible -to- imitate
hits, runs, swells, etc. This CD was originally
developed for the Synclavier but now is
available on CD for any sampler for just £65
- So you needn't sell Grandma after all!

Denny Jaeger's Master Violin Library
Denny Jaeger's World famous Violin library
has now been released on a much more
digestable single CD-ROM format for the
S1000/1100. The price is now also more
accessible at just £399 inc. VAT. Only 80
Megs have been lost from the original library
and all the samples have been re -looped
and their programs re -organised. The whole
thing has been repackaged and improved to
make it more accessible than before. Please
call for more information.

Editing Software for the
Atari ST from EMC -

Einstein Music Software
EMC's famous line of highly

affordable easy -to -use editors has just been
bolstered by the introduction of SY22/TG33,
JX1 and Sound Canvas Editors. All are very
easy to get into and make your synths so
much easier to use. At just £55 they cost
less than you'd expect to pay for a RAM
card, so they're a cheap means of storage,
an aid to editing, and the SY22 and JX1
editors also come with sounds.
Other Synths supported include - SY55, U20/220, D10 Series, K4,
M1, M3R, Proteus 1/2, D70, JX1, D50, K1, VFX, 0B8, LXP5,
PCM70, etc. with programs being added all the time!
 'Impressive...it's a competent, comprehensive program which
can be highly recommended to anyone...lt could well be selling for
two to three times the amount - It really represents excellent value
for money. Buy It before they read this and put the price up.' -
Music Technology SY/TG55 Review, May 91.
 SY/TG55 Editor/Manager - £55 MI K4 Editor/Manager - £55 
SY22/TG33 Editor/Manager - AVAILABLE NOW - £55  U20/220
Editor/Manager - £55  LXP1/5 Editor/Manager - £55 
D10/20/5/110 Series Editor/Manager - £55  D70 Editor/Manager
- £89 III M1/M3R Manager/Combi Editor - £55  Proteus 1/2
Editor/Manager - £75  Please call for full details and prices!  All
programs run under M.ROS and SoftLink and require a hi-res
mono monitors and at least 1 Meg (except the K1 Manager) of
RAM.

Musitronics D50
Expansions
If you own a D50 or D550 then these expansions are
bound to interest you:
M.EX - Multi-Timbral Expansion offers  8 -tone multi-
timbral operation with dynamic voice allocation 
Additional MIDI transmit channel  Loads of new
parameters II Optional 128 patch memory expansion 
£199 or £245 with additional RAM
Speed System is an optional extra for the M.EX that
makes your D50/550 run up to 40%+ faster. Quicker
responses from keyboard or over MIDI are now possible.
The Speed System costs £45.
PCM.EX offers  50 new waveforms including 3
complete drum kits and new piano waves II Accessible
in addition to existing waveforms NI £245 (not available
for D550)
D50 Power Pack offers  M.EX with RAM  Speed
System II PCM.EX  Usual price £535 - Special offer
price £399

Al tradenames are the property of their respective holders. Becuase of the copyable nature of most of our
products all refundsiexchanges are at the discretion of AMG. Any person found using pirated versions of
any of our products will be pursued to the fullest extent of the law. 'Norman' and 'The Sound Foundation' are
tradenames of VMS. All prices and specifications are subject to change without prior notification. a AMG
1992.

Tease L, 11 for a E copy of our new catalogue



The drumKat
MIDI Percussion controller
If you find yourself with
nothing to do with your hands
on stage or prefer to maintain
an element of spontaneity in
your rhythm programming -
try beating a Kat...

You'd expect an instrument called Kat to have a
distinctive appearance, and the first of the breed, the

Kat Percussion Instrument (designed with mallet players

in mind), certainly was remarkable if only for its utilitarian

design - foam rubber pads and battleship grey boxes.
Anyone with an interest in such things may remember its

release back in 1988, when the general concensus of

opinion was that it was one of those machines which was

brilliant in concept but lacking in visual appeal and
(probably) durability.

Now there's a new instrument - the drumKat - this
time aimed at all percussionists (not just mallet players),
but equally distinctive in appearance - though with its
two, rounded, ear -like protubances on top of a larger,
rounded, head -like cluster of pads, that appearance is
considerably closer to a mouse than a cat. In fact, without

wishing to seem to be taking the Mickey, there's
something decidedly Disneyesque about it. It definitely
takes a little getting used to. Kat themselves, would, I'm
sure, claim this to be a sensible and ergonomically sound

design for a drum pad controller. Myself, I'm in two minds

about it - for reasons I shall come back to later.

Though it may not be obvious from the photographs,
the playing area of the drumKat is actually divided up into

ten separate pads, though programming allows you to 0

Text by
Nigel Lord
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External
Control

With the same control

parameters being extended

to the external pad inputs,

you have, in total, some

nineteen playing surfaces

with which to work. This

effectively makes the

drumKat two machines in

one -a MIDI triggering unit

and a self-contained

instrument which, like the

Roland Octapad, may be

stand mounted and played

with sticks. As with most

triggering devices of this

type, extensive use is made

of the player's feet in

switching parameters and

altering kit set-ups; in

addition to the supplied

single foot switch, a triple

unit is available from Zildjian

(the distributor in this

country), and really is to be

recommended if you are to

get the most out of the

drumKat as a performance

machine.

Info
Price: £487 excluding VAT

More from: Zildjian

Music Ltd

4 Kings Ride Park

Ascot

Berkshire SL5 8BP

Tel: (0344) 872262

Fax: (0344) 873142

0 combine these to form fewer, but larger, playing 'zones'.
Much like a MIDI controller keyboard, the drumKat
provides no sound of its own, but rather, generates MIDI

information which can be used to trigger sounds from any

MIDI source, of which the drum machine is only one
example. In addition to the onboard pads, it is possible to

connect up to nine further drum pads - or bugs attached

to drums or other surfaces - and derive MIDI triggers
from these.

Given centre stage on the top panel is a four -line (4 x

16 character) display which provides you with all the
information you require when programming, and this is
back -lit for use in darkened areas and adjustable for
viewing angle to remain readable irrespective of how the

drumKat is adjusted on its stand. Round t'back, you'll
find all the connection hardware - a three -pin mains
socket, a set of nine jack trigger inputs, a 'click' out jack,

the four footswitch sockets and a generous complement

of MIDI in and out ports - two of the former and four of
the latter. In addition, there's a miniature jack socket for
'breath control', an extra 9V power supply input socket
and a 'CV' input on the side of the drumKat.

These latter items all relate to new features and
facilities which will be included in the drumKat with its
next software upgrade. The review model came with
software version 2.5 installed, but apparently this is soon

to be upgraded to version 3.0. The upgrade is offered
free to users of the drumKat (as, presumably, future
upgrades will be).

It may have occurred to you from looking at the
accompanying pictures, that for a sophisticated MIDI
control device, the drumKat seems to have precious few

switches and knobs with which it can be programmed.
More specifically, it doesn't seem to have any switches
and knobs with which it can be programmed. In fact, the

onboard pads are used to enter data and perform the
many editing functions which are provided across the
three main operational modes: Play, Pre -Edit and Edit.

Play mode, as you might imagine, is where you should

be if you wish to simply play the drumKat; Pre -Edit moves

you around the various editing pages - or 'Screens' as
Kat refer to them - while Edit is where the actual
programming and editing operations are carried out. In
this mode, the pads cease to be referred to by their Play

Mode numbers, but take on the name of the editing
function they are used to perform:

Pad 1 = Screen Advance

Pad 2 = Cursor Advance

Pad 3 = Reverse

Pad 4 = Sound Advance

Pad 5 = Hear Sound

Pad 6 = Value Advance

Pad 7 = Save

Pad 8 = Default

Pad 9 = Duplicate

Pad 0 = Recall

The system works by selecting Pre -Edit Mode, and
hitting one of the pads. At this point the screen tells you

the number of the pad you've just hit and what screens -

or editing functions - you then have access to. For
example, Pad 1 (Screen Advance) is used to move
through the Screens, Pad 2 (Cursor Advance) allows you

to move the cursor around within the current screen, Pad

3 (Reverse) reverses the direction of movement through

the other functions, while Pad 6 (Cursor Value) is used for

increasing (or decreasing, after hitting the Reverse Pad)

the value of parameter underlined by the cursor.

Most of the editing that takes place on a MIDI
controller of this type has to do with determining the

parameters associated with each of the pads. On the
drumKat this takes place within the Kit Edit screen -
selected by hitting Pad 2 in Pre -Edit mode. Here you can

name the current kit you are working on, view the overall

pad assignments and edit individual parameters including

MIDI channel and note settings, velocity levels (minimum

and maximum) and velocity curve.

There's a choice of fourteen of these available and
they include gentle and steep gradients, linear and
stepped curves (...if that isn't a contradiction in terms)
and also reverse curves which produce less volume the
harder a pad is hit. Some quite fascinating effects can be

produced here, or alternatively, curves may be selected
simply to suit your playing style. But quite often, you find

yourself having to adapt your playing style to suit the
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drumKat

selected curve - particularly where this involves non-
linear settings.

Also adjustable within Kit Edit is the Gate Time
associated with each pad hit. On most drum machines
and percussion expanders this isn't really necessary, but

where you wish to trigger longer sounds - perhaps on a
sampler or synth - you need to be able to produce a long

enough trigger to ensure the sound does not cut off
prematurely. On the drumKat, gate times from 25ms to
6.325 seconds are programmable and it is also possible
to sustain a trigger simply by continuing to press down on
a pad after hitting it.

All the above relates to programming simple one -sound -

per -pad set-ups, but it is also possible to generate
multiple triggers (in what is known as Complex mode)
capable of sounding three different notes, either together

or staggered over a predetermined period of time. All the

programming parameters available for single notes may
be applied to each of the notes making up a Multiple
trigger, and you can direct individual notes to specific
MIDI output ports to make routing easier.

Having set up a Complex trigger, it is a relatively easy
matter to relate the triggering of each sound to the playing

dynamics you bring to bear on the pads. In other words,

you can produce different sounds the harder you hit the
pads. Obviously this can be used for special effects, but

perhaps more interesting would be the assignment of
different sounds derived from the same instrument to

simulate the change in timbre with increasing dynamics -
as occurs in the natural, acoustic world.

In a similar way, you can also use a multiple trigger to

generate notes which rise in pitch relative to playing
dynamics, or, alternatively, which increase in length.
Clearly, the choice of velocity curve will have a significant

effect on all these functions, and of course, changes in
pitch, length and note assignment will be reversed,
should a Reverse curve be selected.

o make programming easier, and hopefully less
'

time-

consuming, the drumKat is equipped with a number of

copy and duplication features which allow you to transfer
existing parameter set-ups to other pads and kits, etc. In

addition there's a wide variety of utility functions to aid
the setting up of pad, kit and MIDI parameters. Principle
among these is a MIDI program change enable/disable
function, the viewing angle adjustment I mentioned earlier

and the provision of a Song Creation Screen where kit
set-ups may be chained together in up to 16 steps of
eight songs and stepped through using one of the foot
switches.

Also here, you'll find a function for setting the overall
threshold level for each of the ten pads to determine the

point at which they trigger, and linked to this, is a Pad
Interaction Suppression facility intended to overcome any
problems you might encounter with one pad triggering
another. It should be stressed that the pressure sensitive
material underneath the pads makes this somewhat
unlikely, but there are circumstances in which it could
occur particularly in extremes of temperature and/or
humidity.

Finally, there's a facility for writing into memory two of
your own velocity curves (this is in addition to the fourteen

already included) and this clearly will be of use in ensuring

that you obtain a playable response from any external
trigger devices. Coupled to it is a learn or 'Training' facility

through which it is possible for the drumKat to recognise

the shape of a trigger generated from external sources
and also to respond to your anticipated minimum and
maximum dynamic playing levels.

So that, in broad outline, is what the drumKat does.
The question which remains to be answered is how well
does it do it?

Motifs
Of considerable potential is

a facility on the drumKat

which allows you to record

note sequences and trigger

these by means of a single
tap on one of the pads. A

total of eight different

sequences - or 'Motifs' -

may be recorded - one up to

380 events in length, four
up to 104 events and three

up to 52 events. How these

figures were arrived at is
unclear, but in practice they

are pretty usable. Recording

is quite straightforward and

there's a simple Tap Tempo

function which allows the

drumKat internal clock to
follow you, rather than vice

versa. A quantisation

function may be pressed

into service to correct your

playing as it is being

recorded, and this is

adjustable so that note

placements aren't rounded

down to an unacceptable

degree.

Having recorded your motif,

you have a choice of four

playback modes to select

pad for external trigger) acts

simply as a toggle switch:

hit it once and the motif

begins to play. hit it again

and it stops. In Loop mode,

the motif plays through a

pre -determined number of

times unless the pad is hit

to stop it. Once mode

causes the motif to play

through once and then stop,

while Slice allows you to

play successive 'slices' or
sections of your motif each

time the pad is hit.

A s a performance instrument the drumKat has clearly
been thought out in great detail and would serve as

an excellent central control unit at the heart of any
electronic percussion set up. It has been designed to be

easily programmed, and perhaps more importantly, to be

re -programmed on the hoof - so to speak. With the
display right in front of you and the ability to enter data
using the pads (and footswitches) - making adjustments

mid -set (or even mid -song) becomes possible. And that's

something you can't say about all MIDI triggering units.

The programming system itself is relatively0
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YAMAHA free adaptor
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TG100 TG33 £345
£349 TG55 £449

SY35 £549
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Clavinova PF-p100
Portable piano, with pitch and

mod wheels
excellent MIDI spec
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MS800 Digital Wave Synth £1 99

MQ8 8 -Track SEQUENCER £149

C -LAB SYNC
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Creator V3.1 £199
Notator V3.15 £299
Unitor II SMPTE £175
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SR16 Drum Machine £249
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MX16 16:2 Mixer £399
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JD800 £1199 DX21 £175 Alesis Datadisk SQ £275
TR808 £299 DX27 £149 Korg Mt £749
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straightforward and once grasped, is easily remembered. Sadly,
learning is made rather tedious by what I can only describe as an
overly -helpful instruction manual. It's not that it's badly written or
anything, it's just that the writer always insists on going back over
what's just been learnt and what's just about to be learnt before
actually giving you the information you require. Apart from anything else

this has the effect of making the manual much longer than it need be,
and making it impossible to

"As a performance turn straight to a particular
page to find out how to

instrument the accomplish a certain task.
It's also, perhaps, why thedrumKat has been drumKat arrives with its own

thought out in great video tutorial, which is in all

ways superior to the manual,

detail and would though not actually a

replacement for it.
serve as an excellent Of far greater concern, of

course, is the question ofcentral control how playable the drumKat

unit at the heart of is. Personally, I got on
extremely well with it as an

any electronic instrument - it's sensitive
and yet you really can give it

percussion set up" a good wallop and get an
appropriate thwack out of

the speakers. That said, as I mentioned earlier, I am in two minds
about the layout of the playing area. The problem centres around the
rather peculiar shape of each pad, arranged in a semi -circular pattern.

When playing any percussion instrument one tends to form a mind's
eye image of the size, shape and layout of the playing surfaces. Once

formed, we rely on this image to ensure the accuracy of our strokes -
particularly as we play the instrument in conditions where we cannot
rely on our sight.

What concerns me about the drumKat is that the pad areas are
rather small, and it's extremely difficult to form an accurate mental
image of their perimeters. Obviously there's nothing to stop you looking

at the pads until you get used to playing them, but with no real
divisions between adjacent pads (the rubber is simply indented), even

this is difficult - especially under stage lighting conditions. A layout like
that of Roland's Octapad (two rows of four square pads) though
considerably less imaginative, is actually much easier to hold in mind,

and that can be crucial when attempting to place one's sticks in such a

small area.

That aside, it would be difficult to fault the physical construction of
the drumKat. It's extremely well built and certainly looks like the kind of

instrument you'd want to get to know ...and it's not often you can say
that these days.

Operationally, I cannot conceive of any rhythmically useful function
that could be provided by a MIDI controller that isn't included on the
drumKat. As I said earlier, it is effectively two instruments in one, and

with a full complement of external pads or drum bugs connected, you
would have a set-up of potentially awesome flexibility. Even if you're
only involved in the programming of drum machines, playing an
instrument like the drumKat has a whole lot more to recommend it than

pressing buttons or clicking mice. Anyone for whom rhythm plays a
major part in their work should find this an instrument worth
investigating.
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Tascam 464
Portastudio

Text by Ian
Waugh

It's all very well putting a
studio in a box and cutting
the price to the quick, but if
you end up with a machine
that looks, well... `Amstradian'
- it could prove to be a
mixed blessing...

rven though multi -track cassette recorders have
traditionally represented good value for money (when you

see what you get and add up the cost of the individual
components), it is important that they preserve the feel of

quality about them - particularly when you consider the

amount of work they are expected to perform.

Where the 464 Portastudio is concerned, quality definitely

seems to have been put high on the agenda. In fact, at the

risk of pre-empting those who immediately turn to the
concluding paragraph of a review, let me just say Tascam

seem to have done their sums and put together a very well -

engineered, professional machine.

The restrained grey finish is easy on the eye and nicely

complimented by the curves at the back and front. The push-

button controls all have a positive click action, while the sliders

are responsive - if just a might uneven in their travel - and the

rotary controls click nicely into their centre détente positions.

The knobs themselves feel rather like the erasers you find on

the end of pencils -a little slim, but not difficult to use.

A large LCD shows the meter levels, tape counter, record

indicators and several other functions which we'll come to

presently.
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Tascam 464 Portastudio

T he 464 has a 12 -input mixer section. The first four
I inputs are the main ones and have jack and XLR inputs -

but you are warned in the manual not to use both of these

at the same time. Each channel has a Trim pot followed by

an Input selector which determines where the signal is
coming from and where it's going. As well as being able to

select Mic/Line or Tape you can also select a third option

here which sends the tape signal directly to the left or right

Master output - effectively creating a Bus Input. In the
conventional way, channels one and three go left and two

and four go right.

Next along is a three -band EQ section with a sweep
control in the Mid range. The High shelving point is 10kHz,

the Low is 100Hz and the Mid range is variable from 250Hz

to 5kHz. You can be creative with this if you've a mind to. I

generally don't use much EQ (though many's the
'discussion' I've had with pro-EQ friends) but then most of

the stuff I record comes direct from an electronic source

and I reckon the shaping should take place before it hits the

mixer. Audio sources are another furrow of fourier
frequencies of course, and it's standard practice to use the

EQ to compensate for tracks which have to be bounced - so

it's perhaps as well to have the 464's comprehensive
facilities there if you need them.

There are two Effects Send controls which receive signals

after the channel fader (post fader send) and route it to two

Effects Masters. After these comes the Pan pot followed by

a fader which feeds the Master fader.

The remaining inputs (jack only) are grouped together in

stereo pairs - five and six, seven and eight and so on - but

each run through a single signal route. You can also use a

mono signal with these which will be fed to both left and
right channels. Inputs five and six, and seven and eight,

have a slightly simpler signal path compared with the first

four inputs. There is no Trim control (the level being
nominally set to -10dBv), no Mid EQ (a blank fascia marks

the place) and the Pan pots become Balance controls.

The Input switch has three options: Main, Off and Cue.

The Main setting sends the signal to the main stereo bus for

recording, while Cue sends it to the Cue mix for monitoring.

The manual suggests that if you are using sequenced
`virtual tracks' you should use channels 5 to 12 so they can

be sent to the Cue without being recorded. This is good
advice and makes obvious sense unless you're prone to
heavily EQing your sequenced material - which is where my

anti-EQ argument, er, discussion comes in again...

There are four Master Cue controls - one for each track -

which control the balance between the tracks, plus a Cue

Master which adjusts the overall volume in the headphones.

Channels 9, 10, 11 and 12 each have a control to vary the

level going to the Assign switch which, again, has three

positions L -R, Off and Cue. The L -R setting sends the signal

direct to the left and right sides of the main stereo mix for

recording. There are no EQ, Effects Sends or Pan controls in

this section.

The input sockets are all located at the rear of the
console but face upwards so you don't have to fiddle around

the back of the machine to make connections. On the back

panel itself there are two Inserts, two Effect Outs, four Tape

Outs, two Line Outs, two Monitor Outs, Cue Out and two

sockets labelled 2TR In which provide a route from an
external two -track mixdown recorder to the 2TR In switch in

the Monitor section.

Also on the back is a dbx On/Off switch, Sync In and Out

sockets for connection to a MIDI Sync unit or SMPTE
timecode generator, and a Sync On/Off switch which
switches out dbx from track four so it can be used for a sync

signal. Other sockets include a headphone jack and a
remote Punch In/Out jack - both situated just below the
front panel.

Recording on the 464 can be done two modes. In Direct

mode you hold the Direct switch below the LCD and then

press any of the Record (track) buttons from one to four. The

selected track(s) will be recorded with the direct output from

the corresponding channel. For example, channel one goes

to track one, channel two to track two and so on - the
recording level being adjusted by the channel fader.

If you don't use Direct mode then tracks one and three
will be recorded with the Left mix and tracks two and four

with the Right. You can, therefore, record any input channel

on any tracks using the pan pots. The recording level is
adjusted with the channel and Master faders. The four
meters show the level of the respective tracks and the two

Monitor meters show the level of the mixes selected by the

Monitor switches. There are six of these located just below

"First gent
good. Anyone using a MIDI sequencer and
requiring a couple of acoustic tracks should be

able to produce excellent results"

Auto
Drop In
Like many better quality

multitrackers. the Tascam

464 features an Auto Drop -

In function. Set a track to

record, cue the tape a little

before the section where

you want to punch in, press

Rehearsal then Play. When

you reach the point at which

you want to punch in press

Record, when you reach the

point at which you want

punch out, Press Play. The

tape will rewind to the start

point. Having entered the

punch in and out points, if

you now press Play the

machine will drop you in and

out at these positions and

switch the monitor from tape

to 'live' correspondingly.

co` ,ngs

the Monitor Level control: Left, Right, Effect 1, Effect 2, Cue

and 2TR In.

In addition to the usual tape transport buttons and the
record select switches, the recording panel is replete with a

series of buttons and controls. A real-time tape counter, for

example, shows the current tape position in minutes and

seconds, while a Reset button changes the counter to

ar,
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APPRAISAL Tascam 464 Portastudio

0 '00.00'. In conjunction with this, an RTZ (Return To Zero)
button switches the tape to fast wind (in either direction) to

the zero point. If Play is pressed after RTZ, the tape will

immediately begin playback, whereas if Pause is pressed

the tape will stop and enter pause mode.

There are two Locator buttons which load the current
location counter position into memory; press Repeat 1-2 and

the tape will loop between these two points. This is great for

Info
Price: Tascam 464

Portastudio £680.33

inc. VAT

More from: Teac UK

5 Marlin House

The Croxley Centre

Watford

Herts, WD1 8YA

Tel: (0923) 819630

Fax: (0923) 226290

rehearsal and working out additional parts to go with a
recording - something you take for granted with a MIDI
sequencer.

You can select High or Normal tape speed, though you
probably don't need me to tell you that for best results you

should use the higher speed whenever possible. The control

centre is completed by a large Pitch Control knob should you

decide you want to record the school piano. The LCD display

advises you as to what buttons you've pressed, what mode

the machine is in and generally tells you what is happening

at all times. The only omission here is, perhaps, a pitch
control indicator, which might have been useful.

Noise is the bane of any multitrack user's life, but all
things considered, the 464 acquits itself pretty well in this

regard. The mixer is respectably quiet, so most of the noise

you're likely to encounter will come from the recording
source and the tape. The dbx (Type II) noise reduction helps

enormously, of course, and the manual suggests you record

at an average of OdB with a peak of +6dB and use only high

bias Type II cassettes.

I know there's a widespread belief that you should get as

much signal level onto the tape as possible - and most
brands of tape can be severely overdriven without any ill -

effect. However, this can lead to the well -documented dbx

'pumping' effect. If you're having this sort of problem, let

the noise reduction do the work for you and don't overdrive

the tape. After all, that's what it's there for.

Overdubs are easy as you can route any input to any
track. It's also easy to record several inputs onto one track

and indeed, multiple sources onto two tracks - although
there are restrictions here: the mixer section only has two

main mixes, so you can only record two tracks at once. But I

think that's pretty good going for a multitracker. If you need

more sophisticated routings you need to look at a more
sophisticated set-up altogether, probably incorporating a

separate mixer.

The manual is well -written and informative. It includes a

brief Guide section and step-by-step coverage of each
operation, while the reference section explains clearly what

all the individual controls do. On which subject, the machine

is laid out very logically and even the relative newcomer to

recording should be able to get to grips with it fairly
painlessly. The main thing to understand is how the inputs

are routed, but a few minutes with the manual and a little

experimentation should soon sort that out.

Just about the only niggle is the cassette cover, which
looks as though it should come off to give you better access

to the heads for cleaning - but doesn't. Still, cotton buds
are flexible, I suppose, and the unit actually has a 'Clean'

mode which brings the heads forward and rotates the
capstan.

First generation recordings on the 464 are very good.
Anyone using a MIDI sequencer and requiring a couple of

acoustic tracks should be able to produce excellent results.

Inevitably, any bouncing will involve a loss of sound quality,

but the 464 handles bounces as well as any multitrack in its

price range. Even after a number of bounces the results
were still acceptable - though if you expect to do a lot of
third -generation work, I think you should seriously consider

whether a four -track recording is the right format to be
working with.

If you decide it is, the Tascam 464 is a worthy machine
and should prove an excellent workhorse for the small
recording set-up. It certainly makes a welcome change from

those machines which suffer from multi -function button
syndrome, and has all the features, inputs and routings that

most users are ever likely to require. Full marks for user -

friendliness, too.

Of course, the most important decision you have to
make in these recessionary times, is whether or not it lies

within your price range. There are, of course, machines on

the market significantly cheaper than the 464. But if you

do decide you can afford something more than a budget
model, I can only say that the 464 represents excellent
value for money and a considerable step up from 'entry

level' multitrackers. This shows in the quality of the build,

the thoughtfulness of the layout and design and, perhaps

most importantly, in the quality of the recordings it can
produce.
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!CtIETHING BIG?

What's the most
desirable keyboard
instrument in the world?
A Bosendorfer or
Steinway grand? Maybe a
Synclavier? It seems that
age and rareity value
have combined to make
the Moog Series III the
ultimate acquisition for
the devotee of vintage
synthesizers. But don't
bother scouring the
Readers' ads...

Had you been a member of the audience

at New York's Museum of Modern art on

August 28th, 1969, you would have
witnessed a unique musical performance by

two men - Herb Deutsch and Chris Swanson.

Depending on your perspective, you would

have considered the performance a product

of either hi -tech electronic gadgetry or a bona

fide musical instrument. Either way, what you

would have been listening to was the world's

first live performance of an electronic sound

synthesiser -a Moog synthesiser...

Robert Moog had been working through
most of the sixties on making sound
synthesis more manageable by improving the

giant RCA Mkll punched tape machine. By the

middle of the decade he had published a
paper on the secret to his eventual success -

voltage control - and had demonstrated a
voltage controlled oscillator and other
modules to the AES convention in America.

It didn't take long for his instrument, the

Moog Synthesiser, to be seized upon by
musicians and not long after that before it

spawned a massive hit in the unlikely form of

Walter Carlos' Switched -on Bach. This
became the biggest -selling classical album of

all time with sales of 50,000 in the first six
weeks, rising to virtually a million. Suddenly

everyone knew what synthesisers sounded

like and when Keith Emerson used a Moog

live with the Royal Philharmonic playing the

Five Bridges Suite - everyone knew what they

looked like, too. Moog became a generic
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Moog Series III Synth

term - like Hoover or Tannoy - and new
models of greater sophistication and
diminishing size were developed.

The most impressive -looking (and

sounding) of all the Moog modular systems

was the IIIc - three consoles each in a
handsome walnut casing stacked on top of

each other. If you wanted to gig with a Series

III, you could opt for the II1p version on which

the walnut was replaced with leatherette -
covered ply. But Keith Emerson seemed to

manage OK with his standard IIIc - although

this had all three consoles joined together in

a single large walnut case.

The largest of the three consoles was
situated at the bottom of the stack (raked at

an angle of about seventy-five degrees), and

the other two were positioned vertically
above it, on rubber feet. The lower -most
console contained the oscillators, mixers and

noise generators; the centre unit held the
filters, envelope generators, multiples (see

later) and amplifiers; and in the top cabinet

were the sequencers and interfaces.

At the heart of the Series III were the
VCOs - switchable from 32° to 2°, with

sine, triangle, sawtooth and pulse waves all

available simultaneously. As you might
imagine, these produced a very fat sound -

though this was as much to do with their
tendency to drift as anything else! On the
MiniMoog there were three VCOs; on the
IIIc there were nine - and a tenth which
was usually used as an LFO, but could just

as easily be pressed into service as an
ordinary VCO if things were sounding a bit

thin.

Though adjustable manually, there was no

input for pulse -width modulation, but really,

this development only came about through

the need to fatten up weak or static sounds.

With the huge complement of oscillators on

the Series III there was little likelihood of
that. Later, a more stable oscillator (module

number 921) was developed for the 35 and

55 models, and was actually made available

to Series III owners as an update. But
despite having sync and pulse width
modulation, and being less liable to drift,

these are not considered as desirable
nowadays as the 901B's. As former Moog

developer (and owner of two of the very few

IlIc's in England) Zak Matelon puts it, "In the

hands of a sensitive operator, the earlier
VCOs are superior". In other words you have

to keep your ears open and your wits about

you - and be able to tune accurately. Looking

to technology for a solution, Keith Emerson
opted for an early forerunner of a digital
readout tuner now commonly used by
guitarists.

Below each bank of oscillators was a four -

input mixer used to combine several signals

into a single output, switchable to provide
positive or negative voltage. On the same
panel there were four jacks which formed a

'multiple' - a patching system which routed
input signals to jacks at the rear of the
synthesiser - and four switching panels which

could duplicate the job of patching control
voltages into the oscillators. There was also

a white or pink noise generator, a 4 x 4
matrix mixer with bass and treble cut on each

of the four outputs, and a patchbay which
could link keyboard outputs to any other part

of the synthesiser.

Incidentally, each module carried the
quietly understated 'RA Moog' trademark
along with a symbol that looked like a
stylised version of the top of a semi -quaver.

Later Moogs had an altogether more 'brash'

logo with this symbol incorporated into the
first 'o' of Moog, and the initials 'RA'
discarded (presumably in the interests of
modernity and mass appeal). I know which I

prefer.

In the middle of the three consoles came

the modules that shape, filter and modify the

VCO and noise outputs. First off were a bank

of fixed filters: every electronic music studio

in the '60s used filters of this kind, and the

perhaps difficult to imagine a time when a

simple set-up like this was considered state
of the art. But the fact remains that even
today, only a system like the Neve EQ module

could better it for warmth and sound quality.

Perhaps even more crucial to the sound of

the Moog were the famous voltage controlled

filters. Unusually, the Series III included a
high-pass version of the design, which could,

for instance, eliminate the fundamental from

a timbre, making it instantly thinner, more
cutting and less inclined to clutter up a mix.

Where this differed from using the EQ (say on

a mixing desk or outboard processor) to take

out bass or lower mid frequencies, was that

through the use of voltage control, every note

up or down the keyboard could be given the

same degree of timbral alteration.

When the action of the low pass filter was

taken into consideration, the possibilities
were further enhanced: used in series or
parallel, or forming a band-pass/band-reject

system (by using the Filter Coupler), the two

major voltage -controlled filters could produce

almost limitless variations on a basic sound.

For many people, the low-pass filter
represented the heart of the Moog
synthesiser. Even on the subsequent (and

comparatively insubstantial) Minimoogs, the

VCF was reckoned to be the key to its great

sound. Indeed, early Minimoogs are judged

by aficionados to sound better than those
with serial numbers over 6000 - in other
words, after the take-over by Norlin. One
explanation of the difference in sound may

"Remember that in those days, sequencers were used as

much for changes in tone colour as for playing tunes or
bass lines. What might appear to be an astonishingly
primitive sequencer was actually a useful, and even
quite versatile piece of equipment"

fact that Moog had pioneered the use of
voltage control didn't stop him including a
fixed filter bank on the Series Ill. Fourteen
separate controls were used to set up the
low-pass, high-pass, and twelve band-pass

filters.

Although the latter were only 12dB per

octave, the fact that they were band-pass
meant they could produce resonant peaks
and troughs suitable for the recreation of
double reed sounds, for example. With the
widespread availability of cheap (and
occasionally musical) graphic EQs, it is

be that the later models used 3080 op -amps,

as opposed to the discrete transistors of
earlier models - and of the Series III modular

Moogs, of course.

You might be forgiven for thinking that a

VCF is a VCF, but in the case of early Moog

filters, common-sense just doesn't apply.
They were, and possibly always will be, the

best. Their 24dB per octave cut and boost

gave them a power which, right up until the

patent ran out, always ranked them well
above the competition. And even after 24dB

became the norm, there was still an
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0 indefinable something - perhaps the signal
path to and from them, maybe the pleasing

distortion they introduced - which made then

so distinctive.

It may be a little hard to credit that the
Series III with a retail price of approximately

$8995 in its day (...something like five times

that in today's money) should have had a
rather crude spring reverb included in its
complement of modules. On the other hand,

it is, perhaps, an indication of the machine's

quality that the basic sounds were so good

even without complex digital signal
processing. That said, I love using digital

effects with old analogue synths (and equally,

warming up modern sounds with a bit of
Space Echo or AC30). With vintage Moogs,

even a fairly thin and ordinary reverb like that

on an SPX90 seems to work them really well.

But I digress...

Next in the middle console come the three

VCAs - voltage controlled amplifiers - which,

interestingly, included linear as well as
exponential responses. What this meant in

practice was that you had more control over

how the envelopes affected the overall sound

- exponential was more useful for
struck/percussive sounds, and linear for
more 'bowed' type sounds.

Though VCAs and VCFs are still common in

analogue synths, the other principle Moog

module certainly isn't. The Dual Trigger
Delay's job was to delay the trigger to the
envelope generators by variable amounts.

This being the Series 111c, you were provided

with considerable flexibility in how you choose

to use the delays. You could have them both

independently triggered, or direct a trigger
voltage to the top unit, starting the timing

circuit of both simultaneously. Alternatively,
the second envelope could be triggered only

after the first has run its course.

Complicated stuff, but useful if you needed

to maintain full control over complex
envelopes. In the 1980s, many synthesiser

manufacturers seemed to reach the
conclusion that ADSRs have inherent
limitations, and as a result added extra
stages to their envelopes (Korg's Poly 800

was a good example). Very few of these,
however, even approached the complexity of

the Series III system.

The final module in the centre cabinet was

the Envelope Follower - an early example of a

manufacturer trying hard to interface 'real'

instruments with synthesisers. Here, various

functions could be controlled

by the voltages provided by

an external instrument. For
instance, you could produce

automatic wah, or use the
external instrument to trigger

the envelope and raise or
lower the VCA controls -
useful as a noise gate or as

a more subtle volume

control.

Being modular meant that

there could always be

variations in individual Series

Ills, but because it contained

the least essential of the
modules, the top panel often

tended to reflect the
individual requirements of

the buyer. Though in the usual run of things

you could safely assume the cabinet would

house the sequencer and interface
equipment, this was by no means always the

case.

The Moog on which this retrospective was

based included an interface, two sequential

switch modules, and a double complement of

sequencers - though the standard format
comprised only one sequencer, with a
blanking panel. The sequencers were driven

by an analogue voltage controlled clock
oscillator and provided a maximum of twenty-

four steps in three rows of eight - your
position in the sequence being marked by a

series of indicator lights.

But hang on a minute - how did you set up

a sequence in the first place? The answer lay

in the twenty-four pots, which could be
adjusted to provide a different voltage for
each step. Further, for each row you could

control the voltage range - doubling or

halving the value from a nominal centre figure

of four volts. Using this facility, it was
possible to vary the pitches of different rows

of the sequencer for different octaves, or
produce different degrees of VCF or VCA
change for each row. And of course with two

parallel outputs for each row, you could (for

example), control VCAs and VCOs

simultaneously.

You could also use the output jack under

each column to trigger anything you wanted.

This was in addition to the jacks for trigger

inputs beneath each column (which could
trigger voltages independently of the clock)

and (one of my favourite bits on any modular

synth), the manual trigger buttons.

Remember that in those days, sequencers

were used as much for changes in tone
colour as for playing tunes or bass lines. And

what might at first appear to be an
astonishingly primitive sequencer was
actually a useful, and even quite versatile
piece of equipment. You could skip or stop

with dedicated switches; you could treat a
sequence as three rows of eight, one row of

twenty-four, or eight rows of three - or you
could reduce it to sixteen steps, using the
third row to determine the length of the
steps. Being in the analogue voltage control

domain, you could also use an external clock

voltage either exclusively or (...and this is the

interesting bit) in combination with the
Moog's internal clock.

As I said, this was sequencing quite unlike

anything heard today. People produced things

on the Series III sequencer which I've never

heard anyone achieve on Cubase or Notator.

It's not that computer software isn't up to the

job - it's just that no-one seems to
investigate the possibilities of working with a

strictly limited palette - not when there are
virtually limitless possibilities available to
them at the click of a mouse button.

In addition to the sequencer, Series III
Moogs all had an interface module in the top

cabinet combining various circuits - all
available individually or in combination. One

of them was for audio -in to voltage -out,
another linked S -trigger in to V -trigger out,

and a further two converted V -triggers to 5 -

triggers. It was a pretty utilitarian module; its

function was simply to enable all the other
modules to talk to each other. The conversion

of V -triggers to S -triggers, for instance, was

often used to change a voltage trigger from

the sequencer into an S -trigger needed to
trigger an envelope.

The last of the modules on the Series III
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was the Sequential Switch system. As its
name suggests, this was used to select the

various sequencer parameters outlined
earlier: whether you used two or three rows

of eight voltages, for example, or how you

chose to program the steps. It was also used

to step sequentially through different VCOs

when you were playing the keyboard - a
facility that Oberheim were later to assimilate

into their machines. You may also have come

across it on something more recent like the

Yamaha TX81Z.

The whole instrument could be controlled

by the voltages from two performance
sources - a ribbon controller (a beautifully
engineered piece of gear ideal for
portamento or smooth changes of volume or

timbre) and a keyboard. The keyboard was

monophonic, of course, but it did have a
generous (for the time) five -octave range, and

variable portamento. You could also alter the

scale and range of the keyboard, for
microtonal work.

With talk of the sequencer and keyboard,

this tour of the Illc may seem to have

Series Ill MOOG
Modules
901 - oscillator (usually low frequency)

901A - oscillator driver

90113- oscillator
902 - voltage controlled amplifier

903A - noise generator
9048 - voltage controlled high-pass or low-pass filter

904C - filter coupler
905 - spring reverb

911 - envelope generator
911A - dual trigger delay

912 - envelope follower
914 - fixed filter bank
950 - keyboard controller
956 - joystick controller (optional extra)

960 - sequential controller
961 - interface
962 - sequential switch
984 - 4x4 matrix mixer
992 - control voltage panel
993 - trigger and envelope voltage panel

1150 - ribbon controller
CP3A - mixer

finished on something of a low note for
devotees of the Moog sound. Undoubtedly,

the real power of the instrument lay in the
combination of VCOs and VCFs: there is still

nothing to touch it in the eyes of many
people. If you're on the look out for a series

III... good luck. This is one very scarce
machine. Only about three hundred Moog
modulars systems were ever made and only a

handful of these ended up in the UK. They

are, as a result, one of the most valuable
late twentieth-century instruments. For any

111c, you're talking about a price tag of five

figures and for one in pristine condition, you

can expect to pay in the region of £20,000.

The machine supplied for this article was

bought by ace synth collector Bob Williams,

and lovingly restored to its original condition

by Stephen Dyer of Cornwall, who has made

something of a speciality of restoring and
renovating Moog products for the growing
band of enthusiasts for whom only the best

is enough. Bob owned it for less than a year

before he had an offer (he couldn't refuse)
from an intermediary for a 'well known
name', but this was time enough for him to

reach the conclusion that no synthesiser yet

made has rivalled the awesome power of
this, the king of modular synths.
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The Digital Maze
ADAT, ADAS or ADAP? - You could
be forgiven for being confused by the
choice of digital audio systems
currently available. Vic Lennard
attempts to shed a little light...

The appearance of ADAT in January 1991 at the Los Angeles NAMM

Show, and the subsequent reports on its specification and
capabilities, caused quite a stir in the music industry. For less than the

price of a 16 -track analogue multitrack recorder, here was an 8 -track

digital machine running on low-cost S -VHS tape. And there's been no

secret about Tascam's intention to launch a similar recorder - at a not

dissimilar price - but using the Video -8 tape format.

On the other side of the coin there is currently a variety of direct to

disk systems running on the PC, ST and Apple Mac as well as free-

standing units such as the Akai DD1000, Plasmec ADAS, Roland DM -80

and Yamaha CBX-D5. Clearly, there's never been a better time to start

thinking about going digital - but how do you decide which system is best

for you?

TAPE -BASED SYSTEMS
Digital multitrack recorders have been available for some years - at a

price. When Akai launched A -DAM, a 12 -track 'budget' unit using Video -8

tape, it broke a number of barriers at £20,000 when balanced against
comparative recorders from Sony and Mitsubishi. ADAT from Alesis is the

first of the next generation of price -breaking digital recorders, costing
around £3,500.

Compared with a direct to disk system, the tape -based recorder has

the immediate advantage of price. Part of this is down to the relatively
cheap medium of tape and the fact that the system works without the aid

of a computer, monitor and hard drive. In terms of pure audio quality,

there should be little to choose; although the tape is used, it is handled

in a similar way to DAT and therefore should generate no tape noise.

However, the fallibility of tape has to be considered, as flaws can occur in

spite of rigorous quality control checks, and such faults will not be heard

until playback.

When it comes to comparing the audio quality of a digital recorder with

that of an analogue machine at this end of the market - you simply can't.

The budget 8- and 16 -track machines from Tascam and Fostex are
undoubtedly excellent value for money, but their sonic quality is certainly

coloured in the low and high frequency ranges. While Dolby S has gone a

long way to improving the inaccuracies of both dbx and Dolby C, a
multitrack digital recorder should be capable of exhibiting a far superior

audio performance.

At current prices, eight tracks on ADAT is a little cheaper than 16

tracks on a Tascam or Fostex analogue recorder. But then, your decision

may not come down to audio quality; it may be a simple fact of life that

you need 16 tracks for recording. This is still possible using two (or more)

ADATs synced together, but of course, at double the price. I suspect,

however, that many ADAT recorders (and the Tascam equivalent when it

surfaces) will find their way into MIDI -based studios whose primary
requirement is for the recording of high quality vocal and acoustic
instrument tracks to accompany the virtual tracks played back via
sequencers.

It also has to be remembered that the maximum recording time is
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restricted to the tape capacity - though in the case of S -VHS this is not

likely to be a problem. However, the use of any tape means that cueing

to a particular part of a song does take time, but, of course, this will be

less on a small 'cassette' based system such as S -VHS than it is on a
reel-to-reel machine.

DIRECT TO DISK
In the last year or so, it has become commonplace to see direct to disk

recording systems as an extension to sequencing programs on a
computer. Studio Vision, Digital Performer and Cubase Audio all require

an Apple Macintosh with a sampling board, (based around a Digital
Signal Processor DSP) installed in the computer. Standard is two tracks

of audio, but by using special sampling boards, this can be increased to

eight tracks and beyond. Digidesign's Protools is a good example of a

true multitrack system, but eight tracks will cost about £14,000 - in
addition to the cost of the Macintosh and hard drive(s).

The main advantage of such a system is that to all intents and
purposes, the digital audio is simply another track (or pair of tracks if
you're working in stereo) on -screen. These can be viewed and treated in

many ways like those containing MIDI information. By opening up an Edit

window for a digital audio track, you are presented with the audio
waveform instead of a list of MIDI events, and it is

possible to carry out cut, copy and paste routines

from there. Using this system, you could record a
vocal part, trim off the beginning and end and cut up

the remainder to precisely fit the MIDI data recorded

on the same sequencer. This highly visual approach

is not to be underestimated - but remember, digital

audio cannot be mixed and then unmixed in the way

that MIDI data can.

Yamaha launched the CBX-D5, a 4 -track digital

recorder at the Frankfurt Show this March and in

doing so introduced an interesting idea. The system

requires a computer -based program to provide a

remote control facility and both Steinberg (with
Cubase Audio) and Mark Of The Unicorn (with Digital

Performer) are providing the necessary software for

the ST and Macintosh respectively. Other companies

may well follow suit, especially with the launch of the

Atari Falcon (see last month's Newsdesk) which has

an in-built DSP - and an extremely low price tag.

With the use of a hard drive to record data, the
maximum time allowed is directly proportional to
the size of the drive itself - with approximately 10
Mbytes being required per minute per track of
stereo (16 -bit audio, recorded at 44.1 kHz). Of course, hard drives are

now available with capacities measured in Gigabytes - or thousands of

Megabytes - so maximum recording time isn't a problem, although

price is!

There are also various stand-alone systems which work with or without

a host computer. The Plasmec ADAS system is now multi -platform, and

as such, can be used on the ST, PC, Mac and as a freestanding unit. It

only provides a 2 -track system, which is fine for editing or spooling -in

vocals etc, but cannot be used for multitracking purposes.

Other similar offerings come from Hybrid Arts, with ADAP and Digital

Master on the ST, and Digidesign, who produce Soundtools on the Mac.

"Most of us would love

to have an 8- or 16 -

track direct to disk
system with full random
access of tracks, and cut,

copy and paste facilities
- but is it something we

actually need?"

Such systems may be capable of using removable Syquest cartridges - a

relatively low-cost alternative to the fixed hard drive. The standard
capacity is 44 Mbytes which allows a little more than four minutes stereo

recording at CD quality and 88 Mbyte cartridges are now becoming
available. Typical price for a Syquest drive is around £350-400, with

cartridges retailing at about £50.

Another possibility is to use a Magneto -Optical (MO) drive which
utilises a CD -style cartridge. The standard version has a capacity of 650

Mbytes, but uses a single -sided drive which means that the cartridge has

to be turned over when one side is full. Still, this gives around 30
minutes of stereo, CD -quality digital audio per side, the drives costing

around £2,500 and the disks about £200.

Roland's DM80 is a true, multitrack direct to disk recorder with the 8 -

track version costing just under £8,700 - including the remote controller

and two 100 Mbyte hard disks as standard. The system is aimed
squarely at the high -end professional user and Roland have now
developed software for the Macintosh which acts as a remote control

system.

Akai are currently developing the HDR100, a 4 -track system which can

be expanded to 16 tracks. The starting price for four tracks will be
around £1,400, but this does not include a controller or the hard drives.

Other Akai products include the evergreen DD1000 - which can record

on two tracks and playback on four and uses an MO drive - and the
version 2.0 software for the Akai S1100 sampler
which allows for 2 -track digital recording thanks to the

S1100's onboard DSP.

Balancing the pros and cons of a stand alone unit

and a computer -based system is difficult. While direct

to disk recording via a computer has the advantage of

easy incorporation into a sequencing program (and so

very little extra to learn), it has the disadvantage of

the fallibility associated with a non -dedicated system.

For instance, the Apple Macintosh has its operating

system installed onto hard drive and so can be
damaged by system crashes - often without the user

realising it. This can lead to programs freezing, or
locking up, a situation which is far less likely to occur

in a stand-alone unit. A further disadvantage is the

need to regularly clear the hard drive by dumping data

to a tape based medium such as DAT.

The cost involved in multitrack direct to disk
systems also needs to be taken into consideration
and would preclude their use by all but a select
handful. However, many of the 2 -track systems are

affordable, especially if they run on your existing
computer. Like many things, it is very much a
question of need versus desire. Most of us would

love to have an 8- or 16 -track direct to disk system with full random

access of tracks, and cut, copy and paste facilities. But is it something

we actually need?

With the advances in MIDI, many studios use their multitrack recorders

less and less. These days even backing vocals can be recorded onto a

sampler and triggered from a sequencer, thereby cut out a generation of

signal degradation. The release of ADAT is likely to make many of us

consider the option of recording all of our various instruments onto eight

tracks doing any tracks, bouncing as and when necessary. On the other

hand, the fact that up to 16 ADAT recorders can be linked together to

give a maximum of 128 tracks is also interesting...
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APPRAISAL Hitsound CD Volume Three

David Ruffy's Drums

Info
Price: £49 including VAT

More from: AMG

Hurst Lane

Pr -wen

Nr. Alton

Hants. GU34 3PL

Tel: (0730) 88383
Fax: 10730188390

David Ruffy's Drums

Nof only David Ruffy's drums, but also David Ruffy's drumming

can be found on this HitSound sample CD, which contains 140

drum loops and 265 single drum hits. Although a few programmed

electronic loops have been included, the emphasis is firmly on live

acoustic kit playing by Ruffy, an established session musician who

has played with artists as diverse as Sinead O'Connor, Mica Paris,

Alison Moyet and Aztec Camera.

Many of the loops on the CD are actually one -bar rhythms which

have been cut'n'pasted in the digital domain at the editing stage to

create eight -bar loops, though there are also loops which contain

fills and variations. All samples on the CD have been level -matched,

so you only need to set the input level on your sampler once. Track

one of the CD gives you 20 seconds of 1kHz test tone played at

maximum level for this very purpose.

Ruffy has provided a rich vocabulary of dance -orientated rhythms

for you to draw on, ranging in tempo from 61.9 to 139.5 bpm (every

loop is bpm'd with great precision in the accompanying booklet). To

give some examples, loops include Swingfill: Straight 4s With Ride
Variation, Shuffle Loop With Tambourine, Clean Hippy (!), Clean

Swing Loop With Fill, Dance Loop On Eights, Grungy Loop Swing

Variation, Funky Laidback, Garage Loop, Ambient Multiloop, Ride

Cymbal Layback, Ambient Congas, Manic Bongos, Ballad Offbeat,

and Groovy Loop with Cymbal Crash! The overall recorded sound

quality is slick, professional, sparkling clean, while the individual kit

sounds are crisp and punchy with a contemporary -sounding
brashness.

The CD's collection of individual instrument samples covers
kicks, snares, toms, hi -hats and cymbals. As mentioned earlier,
there are 265 single hits. This isn't to suggest there are 265
different instruments: many of them have been sampled several
times in order to capture the timbral nuances produced by hitting a

real drum with different strengths and at different positions on its
playing surface. You can easily work these variations into your own

programmed rhythms by sampling them and assigning them to
different MIDI notes or to MIDI velocity splits.

Fourteen samples have been treated with Roland's Sound Space

3D sonic imaging system, but, it has to said, the results aren't
particularly impressive. What's more, you need a sampler which can

play back stereo samples if RSS is to have any effect at all.

The subject of copyright on the individual drum loops and
samples is covered by one ambiguously -worded sentence in the

accompanying booklet:"Purchase of this CD entitles the purchaser

to use the audio material featured in their music." Er... quite.
Presumably, Mr Ruffy won't come knocking on your door if your
smash hit single features one of his loops - or one of your own!

If your idea of a good sample CD is Coldcut's Kleptomania! or
Norman Cook's Skip To My Loops - in other words, the DJ approach

to sampling - David Ruffy's Drums might not be so appealing.
There's something much more self-contained about these loops,

the sounds are very clean and respectable, and this does tend to
make the CD a little lacking in sonic diversity. However, the wealth

of rhythm loops on offer provide a great resource for anyone who

wants to learn how to put rhythms together. And if you like the idea

of working with the sonic nuances of individual drums to create
more realistic, natural -sounding rhythm tracks, the single -hit sample

variations are a great idea.

--=V1A "Hands on" Midi Software Ltd. - The MIDI Music Specialists 777V Vk
OnStageTM

MIDI FILE PLAYER FOR ATARI ST

No monitor required! Reset proof!
2 MIDI channel playback
Load whilst playing / 64 Tracks
Remote control via MIDI Keyboard
32 songs in memory at once

DEMO DISK AVAILABLE

only £99.95

16+ Cartridge for Atari ST
Run out of MIDI Channels??

Just plug in your 16+ cartridge and access
another 16 MIDI channels for use with:-

Creator/Notator Alpha
Cubase/Cubeat/OnStage

Virtuoso/Trackman 2/Sequencer One Plus

only £29.95

MIDI SEQUENCES
From the company who produced the song
data for Rolands Tentrax DTMS.
Bohemian Rhapsody Queen
Music John Miles
Stars Simply Red
Deeply Dippy Right Said Fred
New York, New York Frank Sinatra
Everything I Do Bryan Adams
Sacrifice Elton John
Another Day in Paradise Phil Collins
Love to Hate You Erasure
You
Jump
Are You Ready to Fly

I Love Your Smile
Black Velvet

Ten Sharp
Van Halen

Rozalla
Shanice

Alannah Myles

Hundreds more titles to choose from...

Roland Sound Canvas Editor
Yamaha TG1 00 Editor

for Atari ST

Edit and save hundreds of different parameters of your
favourite module. Change reverbs, chorus settings,
voice structures and much, much morel
All changes can be saved as a Standard MIDI File and
imported, into your own sequence package to give you
ultimate control!
Each program works within Soft Link and MROS giving
multitasking capability.

Bargain at £39.95

MIDI Sequences by Tran Tracks
Now you can get your "Hands On" to the best data
from the U.S.As 'Flagship' sequence data company,
coupled with the complete back-up, support and
service from the "Hands On" team.

What a partnership!!

All songs are available as
Backing Tracks

"Hands On" products are also available from:
USA - Tran Tracks (201) 383 6691
Germany - M.C.S -(0231)759283
Scandinavia - G Major Music (081 612 7066
Australia - Bava's Music Store (02) 727 4999

If" "Hands on" Midi Software Ltd. Tel: (0705) 221162 or fax (0705) 382865 3 Bell Road, Cosham, Portsmouth, Hampshire P06 3NX vis. (--



30 DRUM MACHINES FOR UNDER £40!

1113,44=11--Bit-

MEGA BEATS IS A SAMPLE C.D. OF QUALITY

FEATURING ALL THE ORIGINAL SOUNDS

DIGITALLY MASTERED FROM THE FOLLOWING

30 BEST SELLING DRUM MACHINES.

USING MEGA BEATS IS SO EASY!
Every sound has been professionally recorded twice
so it is easy for you to use the first sounding to set
your sampling level and then to record on the second
sounding. What's more there are over 700 sounds to
choose from, loads of kicks, snares, hi -hats,
percussion, claps, cymbals etc, both sampled and
synthesized sounds. Mix 'n' match any way you wish
to create your own drum sets - THE POSSIBILITIES ARE
ENDLESS.

Many of todays hit records have been created using
the sounds of one or some of the above drum
machines. Mega Beats brings you the sounds of
success together on one C.D. for under
£40.00! Don't just take our word
for it here's what the

cnachme
there couldn't

be an easter
or more

cost effective
way ot

to need
experts say:

Prosomcs
have

made a la -frontal
assault

on the druM

gamog
access

to more
dcUrti

machine
than you're

ever likely

Tint Goodyer
MT

Considering that there are over 700 drumsounds on this disc drawn from a history of ten years in drummachines, the asking price of this compilation is suprisinglyreasonable. Pau/ White, HSR

...there are no easier samples to make than drum machine

samples off CD - no looping, no hassle, no reason

not to buy this disk
Tim Goodyer, MT

ROLAND: ...CR78 - TR505 - TR606
TR626 - TR707 - TR727
TR808 - TR909 - R8

YAMAHA:...RX5 - R X - R X21 L
KORG: DDD1 - KPR77 - DDM110

DDM220
BOSS: DR550 - DR55 (Dr. Beat)
SIMMONS: Kit

LINN: 9000 - 2
SEQUENTIAL: Tom
ALESIS: HR16 - HR16B
CASIO: RZ1
EMU: Drumulator
AKAI: XR1 0 - XE8
OBERHEIM: DBX
DR BOHM: Digital drums

Mega Beats is available now for only £39.95 (inc VAT).

To place your order simply complete the coupon below or

telephone 0424 436674 for immediate despatch.

TRAX Studio Manager
£99.95
MKS70 Editor

K4 Magician

VZ-ED Editor
SA -a:95

144.95

JUNO 1/2 Editor
S34:95 £29.95
TX81Z/DX11 Manager
P34.95

FB01 Librarian
£34:95
Quadraverb Toolkit

£29.95
M1 Toolkit
E:14.95 £29.95

I tc hVVcD r KS
Frederick House, 211 Fredenck Road, Hastings, E. Sussex TN35 5AU

F73 Phone 0424 436674 am.
Please complete in block capitals making cheques / postal orders payable

to "Patchworks" at the above address.
Overseas:- Please add £5.00 for express despatch and carriage.

r

NAME

ADDRESS

tc hWo r

POSTCODE

TEL. N°
Muse Technology Sept 92

L

K S
Please send me copy(ies) of:
(tick as appropriate)

MEGA BEATS

TRAX STUDIO MANAGER

1

CI

K4 MAGICIAN

JUNO 1/2 EDITOR

FB 01 LIBRARIAN

MKS70 EDITOR

VZ-ED EDITOR

TX8IZJDX11 MANAGER

QUADRAVERB TOOLKIT
M1 TOOLKIT

All trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners

IT PHONE HOTLINE 0424 436674



Creative Sounds

Improviser
Software

FILE TRACKS MIDI DRUMS FILENRME.EHT IMPROU I S ER

IMPRO
VOL

TOTAL
TEMPO

240

60

SAME CHORD
1

TRANSPOSE IMPRO 00

IMPRO
FEEL
NIEN11

100 100

CHROM
CONTENT

0
0

MEL
CONTENT

RANDOM PAT

MELODIC PATTERN 01

RHV_PAT RANDOM PAT

RHYTHMIC PATTERN 01

0

Text by Ian
Waugh

One of the major drawbacks of
sequencer systems is their ability
to rob your music of
spontaneity - unless they're
specifically designed to create it.

We are currently enjoying an epidemic of composition/

arranger programs. Critical opinion concerning their actual

worth seems to be divided - you tend to love 'em or hate 'em.

But for anyone interested in computer assisted composition,

there are lots of programs around at the moment to play with.

Personally, I love 'em. It's fascinating to see just how
'musical' (or not) the output of a collection of silicon chips can

be. After all, they are attempting to imitate one of man's most

unique abilities - music composition.

Improviser (review v1.1) was developed by jazz saxophonist

Paul Hodgson and is described as a real-time interactive

dedicated editor with the aim of assisting in the learning of
instrumental improvisation and to help with composition. The

declared intention of the program is not to replace human

improvisation, but to use the computer as a tool to demonstrate

different structures used in improvisation and to encourage

exploration on your own. Worthy stuff. Let's see how it shapes

up.

The first step is to set up your MIDI equipment to suit the

program. It handles five parts - Bass, Drums, Harmony, Melody

and Improvisation each of which can be set to transmit on any

MIDI channel.

The program requires four tracks of music - Bass, Drums,

Harmony and Melody - as raw material on which to do its stuff,

which you load as a standard MIDI file. You can create your own

input material (as long as you follow the format) in a sequencer

which supports the MIDI File format.

However, Improviser has been designed to load files produced

by Band -in -a -Box v5 and these work a treat. Load or create a song

in Band and save it as a MIDI File. It's a lot easier doing this
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than creating a harmony, bass and drum track from scratch. Once

you have an improvisation, of course, you can alter the other

parts of the song if you wish.

The program derives its 'inspiration' from the Harmony and

Melody tracks and it will follow the harmonic structure of a piece

more closely if chords in the Harmony track use four or more

notes.

The program was written in C and assembles and performs an

amazing number of computations. As all actions take place on the

fly, it reads ahead to analyse the harmonic content of the next bar

in order that the settings you make on screen are correctly

applied.

Adjusting the settings alters the improvisation line. The other

four music parts stay the same although you can switch them on

and off. This doesn't stop the on -going analysis, just the output.

Improviser was designed to be used in real time. In other

words, as it plays a piece of music, you take charge of the

improvisation it produces. There is only one screen which is

divided into five areas.

The Melody button has an area to itself. It makes the

Improvisation follow the melody line exactly and offers an instant

"back to the tune, lads" option.

The area to the right-hand side of the screen contains four

buttons. Same Chord will lock the harmony to the current chord

and Same Note locks it to the current note. These are useful for

analysing some of the other functions (coming up) although the

Same Chord button could be used for extended improvisation (but

bear in mind, this doesn't hold up the other parts - they trundle

on regardless).

Seed gives the random number generator a jolt and the

Chromatic button introduces a 99.9 per cent probability of

chromaticism. At the bottom of the box is a Transpose function

for altering the pitch of the improvisation.

In the top right of the screen is the Pattern box. There are 16

Melodic and Rhythmic patterns which can be scrolled through by

clicking on the numbers. The patterns themselves are activated

by toggling the Melodic and Rhythmic Pattern buttons on and off.

If you select Pattern 17 and click on the Random Pattern button,

the program will produce - you guessed - a random pattern. The

manual says there are over 16 million possibilities. I didn't count

'em.

The best way to hear the patterns is to select the Same Chord

button and run through the Melodic patterns one by one. Then

select the Same Note button and run through the Rhythmic

patterns. Try different combinations of Melodic and Rhythm

patterns. You may well find some favourite combinations and

some will lend themselves to certain tunes. Also bear in mind

that the output is still dependent on the underlying harmony chord

so you may well get different results depending on how complex

this is.

At the bottom right of the screen are a set of note icons which

the manual confusingly, I believe, calls Tempo Boxes. These set

the note duration which the improvisation will use. A button in the

middle of these icons switches the improvisation on and off -

silence is important, too.

To the left are five sliders. One controls the volume of the

improvised output, another the tempo of the whole piece and a

third pulls or pushes the timing of the improvisation behind or

ahead of the beat. The final two sliders control the chromatic

content of the improvisation and the amount of "melody" which

will be present in it.

Once you know what all the controls do, the program is fairly

easy to use - natch - but the manual could be rather more
helpful in this respect. For example, it doesn't explain that the

Melodic and Rhythm Pattern buttons and the note duration

buttons (Tempo Box) and sliders are mutually exclusive, the

Pattern buttons taking precedence.

M ow we load a file and improvise. One of the demo pieces is

II John Coltrane's 'Giant Steps'. It's probably worth mentioning

- and it will no doubt come as no surprise to learn - that jazz,

modern jazz in particular, works especially well with Improviser.

Here's how a typical session might go: select the Bass,

Drums, Harmony and Improvisation parts to play, switch the

Melody button on (so the improvisation part plays the melody)

and click on Start. You'll hear the tune. While it's playing you can

select a Melodic or Rhythm pattern, a note duration in the Tempo

Box and adjust the Chromatic and Melodic Content sliders. This is

just setting up as nothing will happen until you deselect the

Melody button.

Let the chorus play once or twice then switch off the Melody

button. If the Melodic and Rhythmic pattern buttons are switched

on, these will kick into action. As you probably know, one 'aid' to

improvisation is to repeat a melodic riff and/or a rhythmic riff.

This is what these two buttons control. After a straight chorus you

can jump into such a riff which, if you've selected it to
compliment the music, can sound amazingly, er, life -like.

After a few bars of this your ears may twig that something

rather mechanical - certainly repetitive - is going on. It's time to

change the Melodic and/or Rhythmic patterns.

For more variation you can switch the Rhythmic Pattern off in

which case the durations will be taken from the Tempo Box and

you'll get runs of straight quavers, sixteenth or 32nd notes

(longer durations are also available, for those sedate moments).

Of course, you can't take more than a few bars of this either -

without it appearing that the soloist is showing off - so while it's

going on, select a different Rhythmic riff to return to.

The Melodic Patterns and the Chromatic and Melodic Content

sliders have a similar relationship, so if you switch off the

Melodic Pattern button you can alter the melodic nature of the

improvisation with the sliders while retaining the rhythmic one.

FILE TRACKS MIDI DRUMS BILLB.MID

The System
Improviser will run on any ST

(in mono only) and uses a

key disk for protection.

There's only one screen

which looks deceptively

simple. It's not GEM -based

although it works like a GEM

program, being completely

mouse -driven, and it will run

with C -Lab's Softlink.

Exercises
The manual includes

exercises which can be

performed with Improviser

which pertain to the National
Curriculum. It suggests that

the program could be used

by a five-year old and, to the

extent that they could click

on the buttons to see what

happens, it's probably true.

But I would venture to

suggest that an

understanding of the

principles involved would be

well beyond their grasp.
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COW BELL 56

TAMBOURINE 54 I

CLAP 39

SHAKER 69

CLOSED SHAKER 70 I

WHISTLE 71

CLAVES 75

HIGH CONGA 62 I

LOW CONGA 63

[ LOWEST CONGA 64 I

HIGH BONGO 60 I

LOW BONGO 61

I BASS PATCH 65 I

[ LOW TIMBALE 66 I

I HIGH RGOGO 67 I

LOW 116060 68

OK it
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APPRAISAL Improviser Software

)) Perhaps the most amazing thing about the program is that it

actually works. It is quite possible to produce convincing

improvisations with it in real time. As ever with all things

computerate, garbage in equals garbage out, so you have to

select the options to suit the music and select music which the

program can suitably analyse.

The improvised data is stored in memory and can be saved as

a MIDI File for loading back into your sequencer along with the

original material ready for editing.

Although the improvisation is based on the Harmony and

Melody lines, you could select a less busy setting and create a

bass line. There's no reason why you can't send the output to

the drum channel, too, although the result is more likely to be a

'texture' than have any direct relationship to the structure of the

music.

Improvise
Update

Since the review was writt

updates 1.2 and 1.3 h

followed in quick successl

- some ideas being

response to use

comments. New additio

include an Alert Box to ask

you real

do want to quit the progra

and a very useful Drum E

Page which lets you enter

MIDI note numbers of 28

drum sounds which you can

save and load.

The Save Improvisation

function now also saved

chord symbols in a separate

track. These appear as text

in a sequencer and a

useful for seeing where t

program got its 'ideas' fro
and for adding extra parts

your own. It's also useful-,
you want to print out

score for musicians to ja

along

Depending on the notes

the sequence, the progra

may not be able to anal

every chord exactly in wh

case it does a 'best gues

and places a "?" after t

chord na

Finally, the program n

recognises 240 differ'`'
chord shapes. The ne

update should includ

extended chord recognition.

Info
Price: Improviser £99.50 inc

p&p and VAT

More from: Creative Sounds,

PO Box 877, Bristol, BS99

SAU. Tel: (0272) 244395.

Fax: (0272) 232037.

The temptation to run some Bach through the program was

too great for me to resist. It was necessary to fudge a drum

track (which isn't used during the calculations but which is

necessary for the file format) and I mixed a few music lines

together to give the harmonic analyser something to work on. If

Improviser doesn't have enough harmonic material it can't work

out the correct chords from which the scales and the notes for

the improvisation will be derived.

I also constructed a harmony line for 'Flight of the Bumble

Bee' - nothing like giving a program a challenge, is there? Credit

where credit's due, Improviser handled it very well indeed,

considering the volume of melodic data although it did trip up a

few times. I used some carefully -selected Melodic Patterns and

set the Tempo Box to 16th notes. Jumping back and forth

between the Melody and Improvisation produced quite convincing

results. One tip - if you are using complex material, slow down

the tempo to give the program thinking time. You can always

speed it up when it's back in your sequencer.

I also fed it Steeleye Span's seminal 'Gaudet' and although

you could force it to keep up with the four-part harmonies - most

of the time - you got the impression that it wasn't very happy.

Still, it produced some lines which were useable and the whole

thing sounded reasonably impressive using a vocal pad.

The current version of the program allows you to create and

load your own Melodic and Rhythmic patterns. Essentially, you

construct a 16 -note melodic pattern in a sequence - following

carefully the instructions in the READ.ME file on disk - save it as

a MIDI File and load it into Improviser. You can construct up to

16 consecutive patterns, each of which will replace the
corresponding default patterns.

Rhythmic phrases can be constructed in a similar way but

these are only one bar long. The pitch values used are ignored.

Example melodic and rhythmic patterns are supplied so you can

learn by example.

This opens up Improviser considerably as you can tailor the

patterns to suit any particular tune or style of music. Many of the

default riffs have their basis in modern jazz and simply don't work

well with classical music - or heavy metal or rock for that matter.

Substituting some sedate scales for the patterns produced

more convincing classical improvisations while concentrating on

sixths and ninths produced an MOR feel. HM fans can chop out

the thirds...

While the output has bursts of what, in a human player, would

probably be described as inspiration, you must accept that it is

also likely to contain the results of some less than inspired

moments. The program is optimally designed to be used with a

sequencer in which you can make the most of its glowing, muse -

filled moments.

The default patterns demonstrate Improviser's predilection for

jazz and I suppose I wouldn't disagree with any cynic who

describes it as "A medium in which the odd wrong note is not

only tolerated but encouraged". However, within that free

harmonic and rhythmic framework, Improviser works very well

and can be, I repeat, extremely convincing.

One of the program's main areas of operation is education, an

area in which Paul Hodgson reports considerable success. He

hopes the program will be used to train pupils to listen to and

analyse the output rather than making them rely on printed

notation. He's already had one, er, difference of opinion with an

educational buff who insisted that such a teaching aid should

use notation. Our children's musical future is in these hands?

Of course, an improvisation can be saved and loaded into a

scorewriter for analysis later, but Paul believes that education's

reliance on printed music over the past 200 years (we're talking

heavy trends here) has led to a dramatic reduction in the ability

to improvise, especially in the classical field. Thought for

discussion perhaps, but what price a cadenza now?

While working with the program, I did come up with a few

wishes and wants. These include on -screen MIDI channel and

Program Change controls rather than having to pull them down

from a menu, and the ability to send Program Changes on the fly.

Also, Program Changes are, unreasonably, limited to the range 0

to 99.

The program has been designed with "no moving parts" (at

least during play) deliberately, in order to encourage listening

rather than watching. I also wonder if the Start and Stop buttons

couldn't be closer together. And what about a Pause button,

some fast forward and rewind controls and a Loop function so

you can concentrate on getting problem areas right?

The program has a few bugs and inconsistencies although it

now detects an incorrect file format (which caused lock -up

problems with v1.0) so it protects itself from the worst excesses

of your imagination and MIDI programming.

Although the program is easy to use - once you know how -

the manual could be rather more helpful. The functions, the way

they react with each other and their effect on the improvised

output, unfortunately, are not really adequately explained. Some

areas of the screen aren't adequately named, either. For

example, the Melodic and Rhythmic Pattern area at one point is

referred to as the Melodic Pattern Loop Box. Minor points,

perhaps, but they need addressing. The good news is, the author

is considering a completely new manual which will not only detail

all the functions but also include comprehensive instructions on

the art of improvisation. Definitely something to look forward to.

Experimentation is the order of the day and you'll have to spend

time with the program rather than with the manual to suss it out.

But don't let that put you off. Improviser is a fascinating program

with much potential not only in education but for anyone

interested in computer -assisted composition. If you're a jazzer

you'll love it.
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READERS'LETTERS

Technically Speaking...
Technical Questions
Answered by Vic
Lennard

QDear MT,

My current setup is a Korg M1 and an
IBM XT computer which runs Voyetra SP1
sequencing software. Is there an editing
package for the M1 that will run on my PC? If

so, how much?

I also want to get hold of a sampler; is
there a decent package that will run on any
PC? If there is, will it run together with my
sequencing software? As I'm a student, I don't

want to spend too much money, so I'd
appreciate any information you can give me.

By the way, why is there so little software
music -wise on the PC, considering it has the

advantage of a hard drive over an Atari ST?

Michael Keeley

AThere is a dedicated Korg M1 editor for

the PC in the shape of the MIDIQuest
M1 editor which retails for £69; details from
Turnkey on 071-379 5148. If you have any
other MIDI equipment that you want to edit
using the PC, it might be worth looking at a
generic editor. The MIDIQuest Universal Editor

can edit over 130 different MIDI products
including synths, drum machines and effects
units. Retail for this is £175.

The most obvious choice of sampler for your

PC is the SoundBlaster Version II card, which

retails for just under £140. This is an 8 -bit
mono sampler with a sampling rate of up to
15kHz, but it can replay samples at 44.1kHz.

It includes an 11 voice FM synthesiser with
either six melodic and five percussive voices,
or nine melodic voices. Also included is a MIDI

interface and a four watt power amp.
SoundBlaster Pro - effectively a stereo version

of Soundblaster - gives you four channels of
digital audio, which can be configured to
provide two stereo pairs, and has a socket for

the Panasonic Multimedia CD-ROM drive. Price

is a little under £235. More information from
West Point Creative on (0743) 248590.

Incidentally, if you were to update your
sequencer to Sequencer Plus Classic, this has

built-in support for the SoundBlaster cards.
Consequently, you would be able to access
sounds while using a sequencer.

Who says that there is little music software

support for the PC? There are a wealth of
sequencing programs which will run under DOS

or Windows including Cadenza, Sequencer

Plus, Cakewalk, Prism, Cubase and a
shareware package called Winjammer. There
are also various synth editors (in addition to
the MIDIQuest series mentioned above), some

excellent music DTP packages including
Encore and Finale, and auto -accompaniment

programs such as Band In A Box and Jammer.

Your comment about the hard drive giving
the PC the advantage over the ST doesn't
really hold up as any ST owner can use an
external hard drive if they wish and few
programs actually require a hard drive out of
necessity. In fact, ST owners could justifiably

argue that the lack of a built-in MIDI interface

on the PC is far more of a disadvantage. But it

has to be said that as far as music software is

concerned, the PC has come on in leaps and

bounds over the past nine months or so. The

principal reason for this, of course, is the low

price of PC compatibles. Software writers are
now prepared to support it in a way that they

were not two or three years ago.

QDear MT,

After talking to my local electricity board

it would appear that I have a problem that
must surely affect thousands of other home
studio owners everywhere. I have connected

approximately 20 pieces of equipment via
extensions to one socket in the wall, the idea

being that all I have to do is switch on at the
wall to power up the studio.

According to some, but not others, this is a

gross overload and so unsafe. Can this be
true? Do I really have to modify the circuitry to

use the equipment safely?
Simon Hawkins

Andover

AThere are two points to cover here,
namely the current draw on the mains

socket, and the safety of the connections.

It is highly unlikely that the total current
being drawn by your equipment is anywhere
near the standard 13 amps which the fuse in
the plug connected to your mains socket is
capable of passing. Working out the total
current draw of your system is quite simple;
there's a plate on the rear of most electrical

equipment which usually has the model
number, the serial number and the power
required for that unit, in Watts. Add up the
power figures for each item in your system and

divide this by 240. This will give you the total
current drawn. While you may find that a 16 -
track tape recorder (for example) requires 2 or

3 amps - synths, samplers, expanders and the

like usually draw about a tenth of an amp or
less. Consequently, your entire system will
probably have a current draw of less than
about 5 amps. This, clearly does not represent

an overload of any kind - even from a single
mains socket.

It is important, however, that after finding
the current draw for each piece of equipment,

you use suitably rated fuses in the individual
plugs through which they are connected to the

mains. This will mean getting hold of a supply

of 1, 2 and 3 amps fuses and substituting
them for the 13 amp variety which come as
standard with UK mains plugs. Using these will

ensure that if a fault occurs in a piece of
equipment drawing, say, a quarter of an amp,

only the fuse in its plug will blow. Any mains

blocks you are using should have 13 amp
fuses fitted so you don't need to worry about
the total current draw for all of the equipment

connected to this block.

Turning on some pieces of equipment, may

cause an initial surge which results in more
current being drawn than under normal running

conditions. If you leave all of your equipment
on and then turn on at the wall socket, the
instantaneous current draw for all of your
equipment could exceed 13 amps and blow
fuses. Other damage is also possible when
current surges happen. You would be best
advised to turn equipment off at the end of a
session and then turn on individually when you

next need to power up.

As for the connection safety, make sure that

you used plugs which have plastic shrouds on

the live and neutral pins, and that you also use

good quality mains blocks. Try to avoid 2 and

3 -way adaptors if possible - these are often
pulled half -way out of a socket by the
combined weight of the plugs and cables.
Apart from the danger this may cause, it is all

to easy to suffer a temporary break in the
mains supply and lose precious, unsaved data.

Got a problem? Vic has an answer.
Write to: Technically Speaking, Music Technology,
Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs. CB7 4AF.
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FEATURE

On The Beat...
Text & Examples by
Nigel Lord

This month's pattern confirms my long

held belief about the ubiquity of many
rhythms. With a few minor adjustments here

and there, most patterns can be used in a

variety of rhythmic settings - from dance to

rock and funk to pop. This is one of the
reasons it can be so difficult to catagorise

patterns, especially those which just evolve

without reference to the music of which they

will eventually become a part.

Though not a complex pattern to program,

there's quite a lot going on thanks to the
number of different parts. It's also a fairly
tolerent pattern, which is to say it will stand

(slight return)

up to considerable experimentation,
particularly when it comes to selecting
different voices. The snare drum, for
example, may be either long or short in
duration, heavy or light - the choice is yours.

To some extent, it is the selection of
voices which will determine the ultimate
destination of the pattern - that and the
tempo, which can fall to as low as 85 bpm

and still leave it suitable for use as a
dance groove. At the other end of the range

- 110 bpm - things start to get rather
frenetic, but the patterns still just about
holds together.

I PATTERN: la
.-.. ..

BEAT: a

TEMPO: 85-110 BPM
4

Clsd HiHat
Open HiHat
Cabasa
Cow Bell
Hi Bongo
Lo Bongo
Snare Drum
Side Stick
Mid Tom
Low Tom
Bass Drum

TIME SIG:4/4

PATTERN: lb 1

Clsd HiHat

.1 BEAT: I

<I>

Open HiHat
Cabasa
Cow Bell
Hi Bongo
Lo Bongo
Snare Drum
Side Stick
Mid Ton
Low Tom
Bass Drum

TEMPO: 85-110 BPM
4

O O

G O

TIME SIG:4/4
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BAR 2

Visit your local
TASCAM Portastudio
Dealer today!
ABERDEEN
ADDLESTONE
AYR
BARNSLEY
BARNSTAPLE
BATH
BELFAST
BINGLEY
BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM
BLACKBURN
BLACKPOOL
BOLTON
BOSCOMBE
BOSTON
BRADFORD
BRAMPTON
BRIGHOUSE
BRISTOL
BURY St EDMUNDS
CARDIFF
CHADWELL HEATH
CHELMSFORD
CHESTERFIELD
COLCHESTER
COOKSTOWN
CORK
CROYDON
DARLINGTON
DERBY
DONCASTER
DOUGLAS
DUBLIN
DUBLIN
DUNDEE
DUNFERMLINE
EDINBURGH
FALMOUTH
FLEET
GLASGOW
GLASGOW
GREENOCK
GRIMSBY
GUILDFORD
HAMILTON
HIGH WYCOMBE
HOUNSLOW
HULL
HULL
INVERNESS
KIDDERMINSTER
LEEDS
LEEDS
LEICESTER
LINCOLN
LIVERPOOL
LONDON N4
LONDON SW6
LONDON SW9
LONDON SW16
LONDON W7
LONDON WC2
LONDON WC2
LONDON WC2
LUTON
MACCLESFIELD
MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
MANSFIELD
NEWCASTLE
NEWCASTLE / TYNE
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM
NOTTINGHAM
OSWESTRY
PETERBOROUGH
PORTSMOUTH
PRESTON
RICHMOND
ROCHDALE
ROYSTON
SCARBOROUGH
SHEFFIELD
SHEFFIELD
SHREWSBURY
SOUTHEND
St ALBANS
STEVENAGE
STOCKPORT
STOCKPORT
STOCKTON ON TEES
STOKE ON TRENT
STOKE ON TRENT
SUNDERLAND
SWANSEA
SWINDON
SWINDON
TAUNTON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WALLASEY
WALSALL
WARRINGTON
WATFORD
WIGAN
WORCESTER
WORKINGTON
YORK

R & B Music
ABC Music
Frontline Music
Jax Music Centres
Soundpad
Duck Son & Pinker
Session Music
Spectre Sound
Carlsbro Sound Centre
City Music
Musical Exchanges
Reidys Home of Music
Blackpool Sound Centre
H.W. Audio
Eddie Moors Music
Terry's Music
Ace Music
Omega Music
Treble Clef
ABC Music
Axe Music
Music Land
Music Village
Music Connections
C.E. Hudson & Son
Axe Music
Rea Sound
Russells Music
Rock Bottom
Northgate Music Exchange
Carlsbro Sound Centre
Electro Music Services
Peter Norris
C.T.I.
Music Maker
Sound Control Modern
Sound Control Modern
Sound Control Modern
Musicians Workshop
Kingfisher Music Co.
McCormacks Music
Sound Control Modern
Adlib Music
H. Poole Ltd
Andertons Music Co.
The Hamilton Music Centre
Percy Prior Music
Project Music
Gough & Davy
Music Workshop
The Music Station
Crotchet & Quaver
Carlsbro Sound Centre
Chas J. Fox
Carlsbro Sound Centre
Rose Music
Frank Hessey Ltd
Raper & Wayman
Music Connections
B.E.M.
Gigsounds
Tempo Music
Rockstop Music
Soho Soundhouse/Turnkey
Sutekina Music
Coda Music
Margin Music
E.S.E.
Al Music
Carlsbro Sound Centre
Sound Control Modern
J.G. Windows
Carlsbro Sound Centre
Carlsbro Cound Centre
Music Inn
Systems Workshop
Stix Music
Nevada
Al Music
Barnaby Marder
Doctor Rock
Thatched Cottage
Bernard Dean
Carlsbro Sound Centre
Moon Music
Salop Music Centre
Honky Tonk Music
Ampsound
Coda Music
Al Music
Dawsons Music
Bandland
Carlsbro Sound Centre
Route 66
Kings Music
Music Station
John Holmes Music
Kempster & Son
Quist Amp Music
Underground Sounds
Mersey Music
T.R. Music
Dawsons Music
Hammonds
Dawsons Music
Music City
Northern Sounds
M.O.R. Music



Buy ANY of these
Portastudios before 30th
November 1992 and we'll
give you 10% CASH BACK!

Now is the time to buy a
new TASCAM Portastudio!

Feature for feature,
TASCAM Portastudios have
always been exceptional
value for money.
Now, while stocks
last, you can buy a
TASCAM Portastudio for
even less!

4
For a limited period

TASCAM will give you cash
back when you buy any of
these three Portastudios!

4We will give back
to you 10% of the
price you have paid, when
you send us:

i) the coupon from this
advert;

ii) your receipt*, and
iii) the completed

Warranty Card

HURRY! The offer pa
lasts until the 30th
November - your dealer's
stock might not!

TASCAM
SEND TO:

TASCAM CASH -BACK OFFER,
P.O. Box 260, Milton Keynes, MK8 OAL

* YOU MUST SEND YOUR ORIGINAL RECEIPT
which will be returned with your 10% Cash -Back.

Offer applies to all purchases of qualifying product made
between 17th August 1992 and 30th November 1992 and
is subject to availability and while stocks last. U.K. ONLY.

Name
Address

Telephone
Dealer Name
Dealer Address

Post Code

Portastudio Serial N°
REF: MT/9
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PROFILE

Emerging from the British soul
underground, Omar's latest album is
called simply, Music. And it is - to
Simon Trask's ears...

When young British soul singer, songwriter and multi -instrumentalist

Omar released his debut album There's Nothing Like This on his dad's

record label, Kongo Dance, in June 1990, it went straight into the UK Top
50 and also took up residence at the top of the UK soul charts for nine weeks,

going on to sell in excess of 30,000 copies and receive a number of music
industry awards. The title track, an instant mellow soul classic, no doubt had a

lot to do with its success, but that shouldn't obscure the fact that the album
as a whole was a remarkably assured and well-rounded debut, marking out
Omar as an artist with a distinctive voice and the potential to go far.

The lion's share of the writing, arranging and playing on the album is down

to Omar himself - a typical track credit reads 'Omar: lead vocal, background
vocals, Korg Ml synthesiser and drum programming', with others variously
contributing female backing vocals, guitar parts and scratching and mixing.

Soul music done the Omar way is rootsy yet contemporary, drawing
inspiration from the intensity and warmth of Stevie Wonder's classic seventies

albums while ensuring that the beats have a typically eighties tightness and
hard -edged funkiness. Thankfully, it's all a million miles from the blandness of

much eighties mainstream soul.
In December 1990, Omar and his live band played to a packed house at the

Hammersmith Odeon, making him the first independent British soul artist to

play a sell-out date there. His popularity confirmed, he took another step up the

ladder of success.by signing to Phonogram's Talkin' Loud label, which reissued

There's Nothing Like This some six months later, after Omar himself had remixed

most of the tracks on the album. Then in October of last year he began work on

his second album, Music, with a bigger budget that allowed him to take more

time and care over not only the music, but also the production and mixing. The

result is a more mature, more sophisticated album than the first, characterised

by a sound which is fuller, warmer and somehow more organic.

"When I recorded There's Nothing Like This, they were only meant to be
rough mixes, but when I'd done them they sounded good enough so I
thought Tut it out. It's the music that's going to sell it, not how many hours
you've been spending on it.'," the 23 -year -old musician recalls as we sit in a

small basement recording studio in southwest London, "I only had ten days

in the studio to record the first album, whereas this time I started last
October and had five days in the studio, then the next month I had another
five days, and so on until I finished recording in March. And it wasn't just a

matter of being happy with the first mix, but listening to it again and thinking

`I want to add this' or 'I want to take that out', which I think shows in the

end result."
The Ml is still present, providing some very characteristic Omar sounds,

but programmed drums have been all but usurped by live drums (played by

Omar himself, of course) in an attempt to go for a more 'old-fashioned'
sound and feel. At the same time, he's introduced the sound of analogue
synth technology into the music in the form of a Roland SH101 monosynth.

Building a track around the tonal and rhythmic characteristics of a sound is a

typically Omar thing to do, and the burpy basslines and snaking toplines
which he coaxes from the 101 have a significant influence on the character of
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Omar

0 the music on the new album.
Another significant new element is the real string section which the

album's budget has allowed Omar to bring in on selected tracks - most
notably 'Who Chooses the Seasons?', a lush duet with ex -Young Disciples

singer Carleen Anderson, and the closing track 'Last Request.' Omar is well

pleased with the results - and with arranger Chris Cameron's approach to his

task...

"Using live strings just adds a whole extra dimension to the music," he
enthuses. "Chris knew exactly how the music was supposed to sound, and

how to complement it as opposed to putting his arrangement on it. People

are asking me if I've done the arrangements, which shows you how close he's

got it to what my sound is; you would think it was the same person doing
the music and the arrangements. They fit, they're not too big."

Omar's propensity for playing most of the parts on his records himself
comes to the fore again on Music. But why didn't he record the album using

his live band and try to achieve more of a live feel that way?

"I hear the music in a certain way, and I play that way," he replies. "It's

not like I'm being selfish, like I don't want to use other musicians. It's just

this thing of 'well, this is the bassline I hear' so I play it. It's as simple as that.

There's no philosophical reason why I do it, I just do everything myself 'cos

that's how I'm used to doing it. I can play keyboards, I can play bass, I can

play drums, I can play percussion, I can sing, and so on - so why not do it?"

Why not indeed? Especially when you have the musicality to make all the

parts sound convincing - and when the result is as good as Music.

A naturally talented musician, Omar was playing cornet, guitar, piano and

drums by the time he was eleven, encouraged by a primary school which was

interested in getting its pupils to make music. He began playing guitar
because one of the teachers held lunchtime sessions teaching Beatles songs to

any pupils who wanted to learn them. As they say, from small acorns...

"Because I had all those opportunities at school, it was just a case of why

not do it?" says Omar. "I was always into music, and I was always willing to

"I'm thinking of checking out all the
new keyboards to get me onto my

next vibe. I think I've drained the last
out of those I've got. When I get hold of
new sounds, a whole batch of new music

just comes out."

learn how that instrument makes that sound and stuff. I was a very good
blagger, in a sense, 'cos I would just master an instrument to the extent that

I could play what I wanted to play, what I heard in my head."

Willing or not, like any kid Omar sometimes needed encouragement to
keep up with his practicing.

"I got a lot of that from my mum!" he recalls with a grin. "Make sure you

do half an hour every day, and make sure you do this, make sure you do that.

She always took a good interest in it, so I never got away with not doing any

practice!" Ah, but how it's paid off.

For Omar, the world of classical music has always existed alongside reggae,

soul, Latin, funk and jazz music. While a teenager, he spent six years as
principal percussionist in the Kent County Youth Orchestra and studied
classical music at Cheetham's School of Music in Manchester. At the same
time he was making his own music, taking his early musical influences from

his parents' record collection ("Stevie Wonder, Steel Pulse, Joan

Equipment List
KorF All Synth
Roland D50 Synth
Roland SH101 Monosynth
Roland TR606 Drum Machine

Tascam 688 MlDlstudio Cassette
Multitracker
Fender Precision Bass Guitar
Pearl/Gretsch Drum Kit

Armatrading, Bob Marley, Santana, a lot of jazz fusion music.") and the
music he heard on John Peel's Radio One show.

"A lot of the times when I've listened to music on the radio I've missed
who it is, or when I've had tapes of music they've never had who the tracks

are by, so I've just ended up listening to music," Omar says, giving a clue to

the reasoning behind his choice of title for the new album. "Now when
people ask me what are my musical influences, I just quote jazz, reggae, soul,

Latin, rather than certain people. I still say Stevie Wonder, though, 'cos he

was definitely one of the people I was listening to back then. Songs In The

Key Of Life and Secret Life Of Plants, I just killed those albums off listening

to them again and again and again. It was the same thing with Level 42,
teaching me the bass, just listening to their music over and over."

When he was 14, Omar auditioned for the prestigious Henry Purcell

School of Music and was offered a place.

"I auditioned on drums and piano," he recalls, "and I was surprised I got

in, 'cos I did a loud audition on my drum kit, and they're world-renowned
for their classical training."

In the event, he decided to go to the Kent Music School instead. While
there he developed an interest in jazz, and started playing drums with the
Kent Youth Jazz Ensemble. It was also at this time that he started making his

own music, which he would record by bouncing between two stereo tape
decks and adding a new part each time. And the music...?

"At that time, everything I did was really technical, really fast jazzy fusion

with lots of chord changes; being very clever musically," he recalls. His
attitude, however, began to change when one day his father, who was a
session drummer and had an eight -track studio in the Edgeware Road in
London, invited him along to record some music.

"It was while I was doing the music there that it changed from the clever
stuff to the vibe, just groove stuff. My dad isn't someone who can sing me

perfect basslines or beats and stuff, he's just got a vibe to it. So he would be

saying 'Put a gap there, just leave a space', and that style of putting things
together is set in my head, now. Him and my manager, too, gave me that
inspiration just to know how to groove; how to put the gaps in the right
places, how to make sure that things don't clash but still sound good
together. It's hard to explain literally, 'cos it's just a feeling. Not a lot of
people have it, but you know when somebody's got it."

Omar recalls another influence which helped turn him towards the all-
important vibe: "I was doing all my fast jazz fusion stuff when I was first at

Cheethams, but then I started getting tapes from London of the music that

was being played in black clubs, and that just swung everything around. I

was listening to this stuff and thinking 'this is out of tune' or 'this is out of
time', but after a while I began to think 'well, that's got nothing to do with

it. This is a vibe thing. So what if they make a mistake? They're only human.

People do that kind of thing all the time, you don't have to be spot-on
perfect.'

"So I went from being really fast, 'let's be clever about it, boys', to
bringing it right down, taking half of the things out and making the music

talk through the groove... the vibe. I still always want the music to be tight,

everything's got to fit together and sit nicely, but it's always got to have this
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vibe in it where there's enough space to move about. I've heard so many
different reggae songs, Latin tunes, soul tunes where everything's so laid
back, but it just fits together so well. I want to hold that kind of vibe."

A visit to Brazil with the Kent County Youth Orchestra in '86 provided

Omar with another insight into different ways of approaching music:

"When you're classically trained you're taught to read notes, and there's

always this thing of phrasing and following all the directions written in the

score, but in Brazil it's just a vibes thing, the feel of the music. Especially

how they play their rhythms; you could write it down to a certain extent, but

there's still that extra bit."

Omar's time at Cheetham's (which he says was "a bit like Animal House

- we're at boarding school, let's go mad!") provided further
opportunities for him to expand his musical horizons.

"The guy who was in the room next to me used to listen to Philip Glass,

John Cage, The Smiths, Prefab Sprout, Lou Reed," he recalls. "I was
listening to Jeff Lorber, Stevie Wonder, Bob Marley, reggae sound system

tapes. And we both learnt each other's music, simply 'cos the walls were so

thin that we couldn't help but hear it."

Er, what about the classical music you were supposed to be studying...?

"You had to do your percussion ensembles and orchestras and choirs - stuff

like that," Omar replies, "but outside of that I was in a band at the school,

and I was doing my own stuff 'cos I'd just got a four -track, and I just took

advantage of all the equipment in the place - pianos, drums and stuff."

Omar released his first single, Mr Postman, on his father's record label in

1985 followed by a second single, Get It Out Of Your System a year later in

1986. A third single, You And Me, was released in 1988, and in the same

year Omar enrolled at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama in London,

initially studying classical music but quickly moving over to the Jazz course.

In the following year a fourth single, I Don't Mind The Waiting, came out,

and Omar began his professional career as a musician by touring Japan as a

percussionist with the Style Council, and continued it by spending a couple

of months playing percussion for the ill-fated London musical King. Then

there was There's Nothing Like This...

At home, Omar works with a modest equipment setup comprising the

aforementioned Korg Ml (bought with the money he got from the Style

Council tour) an SH101, a D50, a TR606, a Tascam 688 MlDlstudio, a
Fender Precision bass guitar, his dad's drum kit ("It's one knackered old kit,

but it has a great sound") and "bits and bobs of percussion."

"At the moment I'm thinking of checking out all the new keyboards to get

me onto my next vibe. I think I've drained the last out of those I've got. When

I get hold of new sounds, a whole batch of new music just comes out", he

"I went from being really fast, 'let's be
clever about it, boys, to bringing it

right down, taking half of the things out
and making the music talk through the

groove... the vibe."

reveals. "If I had the JX10 I'm using here, because I've never used it before I

could probably start making up different kinds of songs, just because of the

sounds of the instrument. That was the case with the Ml. The sounds dictate

everything in the music, basically. I'm also thinking of getting a Fender
Rhodes - the old original. I like how it sounds, and the touch and the feel."

Omar is the first to admit that he has a "really bad head" for the workings

of modern musical technology - more especially, for the manuals. "Most
often I'll just work it out by trial and error, then once I've worked it out
myself I'll read what they say and it makes sense. But I find it very hard to

get over the wording. Maybe that's what holds me back on it."
He also claims to be "very lazy" when it comes to programming sounds

on his much -used Ml. "It's only by chance if I've been messing about with
it and something nice comes out," he says. "There's one Combi sound
which I made up, I just ended up calling it 'The Bolock' for some reason! It

has flute, vibes, piano... there's some hard-hitting sounds in it. Actually, I
won't let it out, 'cos it's one which I just came across and it's mine. I used it

quite a lot on the first album, and it's in a couple of tracks on the second one

as well. Apart from that I like the acoustic bass and organ presets."

And what of Omar the songwriter? Is he a four -songs -a -day man,
perhaps?

"I'm not the type of person to be constantly writing," he admits. "I don't

write four songs a day, or even four songs a week, it's more like four songs in

four months. 'Cos I'm always looking for a tune to do, as opposed to just
`doing' music. Sometimes I'll have 'nuff ideas and just fling them down and

then take some out. But most of the time I have to find the right idea at each

stage, and it has to work in a certain way with whatever else I've put down.

"Generally, it takes me about a day to get a basic form for a song, but it

could take anything outside of that to get a finished product. With some
songs, they could start off alright and then I'll think 'no, I don't like that',
and I'll leave it for a while and then come back to it and think 'That was
alright. Why didn't I do this to it?' It depends how long the incubation
period is inbetween."
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Omar PROFILE

Current projects include a theme tune he's recording for Lenny Henry's

new comedy series (his first venture into the world of TV music) and

there are also plans for playing live - an important part of his musical life.

"It's all well and good doing it in a studio, but being able to perform it with

a live band... It's the other half of expressing your music. I like performing. I

like doing a good set, and I like singing live, basically. So yeah, it is quite

important. Also, it's very healthy for promoting the music."

Omar's label Talkin Loud runs a club night in London every week which

makes a point of putting on a live band. Having seen Omar play there with

his band I put it to him() that it's nice to see a real band on stage within a
club setting, rather than the dreaded PAs which some clubs seem to think
constitute live music. It turns out, however, that he's not averse to singing to

a backing track...

"I wouldn't want to build my career on PM, 'cos playing live is where it's

at for me," he says, "but I started off in this business doing PAs in clubs, and

every so often I like to go back and sing my songs at a dance. There's a
different kind of vibe that you get from doing PM in black clubs. It's all part

of performing, really."

Unlike Talkin Loud label -mates Incognito, who've allowed the company

to put out housified, 'raver -friendly' remixes of their jazz -funk tunes, Omar is

not about to let anyone else touch his music - unless it's just to do a different

mix of the parts he's recorded.

"As long as it's done in that sense, I'm happy with it 'cos it's always good

to hear somebody else's interpretation of how the mix is supposed to be," he

comments. "The next single's just been remixed, but it's not the normal
remix where a guy's come in with a drum machine and a computer and flung

some things down. Everything's live, anyway, so for them to drop out stuff,

they'd have to play the shit back in themselves, or have a very hard time with

the SMPTE code. My music's kind of remixer-proof."

Or, to put it another way, Omar's music is just fine as it is.

rMs)iscography
Ingles:

Mr Postman (1985, Kongo Dance)
Get It Out Of Your System (1986, Kongo Dance)
You And Me (1988, Kongo Dance)

Don't Mind The Waiting (1989, Kongo Dance)
here's Nothing Like This (1990, Kongo Dance)
here's Nothing Like This (Re-release, 1991, Talkin' Loud/ Phonogram)
on't Mean A Thing (1991, Talkin' Loud/Phonogram)

Get To Know You Better (1992, Talkin' Loud/Phonogram)
our Loss, My Gain (1992, Talkin' Loud/ Phonogram)

Albums:
There's Nothing Like This (1990, Kongo Dance)
There's Nothing Like This (1991, Talkin' Loud/Phonogram)
Music (Released on October 12th, Talkin' Loud/Phonogram)

Distributed in UK by Sounds OK
10 Frimley Grove Gardens
Frimley
Camberley
Surrey
GU16 5JXSOUND Tel: 0276 22946
Callers by appointment

KORG 01W/FD 200 SOUNDS
200 COMBINATIONS

400 patches for Korg 01W/FD
2 volumes on one card FREE £69.00
2 volumes on 01W FD disk POSTAGE £39.00

Korg M1-M1R + T series 4 cards £55 each
Korg T1-2-3 200 new patches £55

Korg Wavestation 2 cards £55 each

Korg 01W/01W FD 1 card 1 disk pr ces above

Roland D50 550 3 cards £55 each

Roland D70 1 card by H. Mars £55

Roland JD800 2 cards £55 each

Roland JV80 1 card by Plush Seiler £55

Yamaha SY22- TG33 2 cards £55

Yamaha SY77-TG77 2 cards £96

All sound cards are available on Atari disk for
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sound cards.
Please state Atari disk or card when ordering. Please make
cheques/PO to Sounds OK. Free post & packing on all
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Swift Halves APPRAISAL

ModemMIDI
Text by Nigel Lord

Most of the expensive Atari ST sequencing programs have a MIDI port

expander to give you more than the standard 16 MIDI channels.
Unfortunately, though all you may need is an extra 16 MIDI channels to

deal with that new multitimbral synth you've just bought, the piece of
hardware you have to buy has an extra four MIDI Outs, two MIDI Ins, a
SMPTE timecode generator, and makes the tea in the morning. It also
has a price tag to match...

Apart from the MIDI Out port, the ST also has a serial port on the rear

which is usually used for connecting a modem. However, this port can be

set up to behave like a MIDI Out if the correct commands are sent to it.
With help from John Hollis (of Trackman software fame), ModemMIDI has

been developed by the UKMA (under the guidance of our own Vic
Lennard) over the past eighteen months, to the point where it is now

compatible with eight commercial sequencing packages: C -Lab Creator
and Notator, Hollis Research Trackman, Gajits Sequencer One Plus,
Digital Muse Virtuoso, Steinberg Cubeat and Cubase, and Hands On MIDI

Software On Stage. The latest software to add compatibility is the Sound

Canvas editor from Hands On.

ModemMIDI is a small unit measuring some 5cm square which plugs
into the modem port and uses screws through the casing to bolt it to the

ST's body. The MIDI socket at the rear is metal, to prevent distortion or

cracking, and the unit seems pretty well unbreakable.

Using ModemMIDI with the above mentioned sequencers is quite
straightforward. With the C -Lab sequencers, for instance, it operates as

'Port B', while on Cubase v3.01 it uses the MROS ExPort driver - which

can also be provided for Cubeat users. Budding MIDI programmers can
easily add ModemMIDI to their programs, as the codes necessary to
drive it are included in the brief manual which accompanies it. All in all, a

neat little gadget which should go straight on the shopping list of anyone

with an ST, a need for more MIDI channels and a tight budget.

Price: £30.95 (Inc. P&P)

More from: UKMA on 081- 368 2245

Oscar's Mozart 40
Text by Ian Waugh

scar isn't the first company to release classical music in MIDI file
V format, but it is the first to throw any kind of promotion and support
at it. You may have seen the ads in MT and possibly received a copy of
The Oscar Newsletter - particularly if you're involved in education.

The Mozart 40 disk is only the first of a number of classical pieces
they plan to convert to MIDI files. It's available in all formats although it
was written using C -Lab's Notator and that is its native format. The disk

includes five files - one for each of the four movements and a Sys Ex
dump for the Yamaha SY77.

If you've done any experimentation in sequencing classical music (or

any other complex, multi -part music) you'll know that it's not as easy as
it sounds. You can't simply put the notes in, select suitable sounds and
expect to get a reasonable performance out of your sequencer. Individual
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music lines have to be balanced against each other, tempos adjusted,

rails and rits inserted. Dan Palethorpe, principal flute at the English
National Opera, was enlisted to help ensure the musicality of the work -

a sort of conductor by proxy. The result is quite a tour de force,
particularly when played using the SY77.

The disk is intended primarily for use in education. You can analyse
and dissect the music, play sections of it, and examine the harmonies,
counterpoint and orchestration. In fact, generally discover just what it
was that made of Amadeus the genius he was. Then you can commit the

ulitimate sacrilege by rearranging it yourself.

Is there a downside? Well, if you don't have an SY77 you're going to
have to do your own orchestration - without Dan Palethorpe's help. The
SY77 seems an odd choice, too - I'll bet there aren't many of them
lurking in the corridors of our educational establishments. Perhaps a
General MIDI version might be a good idea, although (and I say this

without having tried it) I wonder if a GM instrument could do quite the job

the SY77 does.

Another thing - which you may have already noticed - is the price. Not

cheap. But remember it took almost six months to get the files set up
and, like everything else, you have to pay for quality. Oscar's Mozart 40

is one of the best renditions of a piece of classical music I have yet

heard.

Price: Mozart Symphony No40 £49.99 (inc VAT)

More from: Oscar Music, 91 Brick Lane, London El 6QN, Tel: 071-377 6294,

071-377 6297
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Have you got
MIDI problems?

Solve your MIDI problems with our

Special readers offer, the MA36 36

function MIDI analyser.

The MA36 is a neat battery powered

MIDI analyser which uses 36 red LEDs to

tell you everything from the number of

MIDI channels in use to what kind of

information is going down it.
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Active Sensing

System Reset
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Pitch Wheel
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To order your MA 36, clip the coupon below or telephone 0353 665577

(9am - 5pm Mon - Fri) to order on credit card
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REVIEW

Demo Takes
Text by Phil Ward

Artist: EXPLODING FLOWERS

Venue: Claybury Mental Hospital

Equipment: Unspecified

Jesse Valdiny, who is, single-handedly, Exploding

Flowers, has written the most aggressive letter

yet to darken the Demotakes door, featuring

ribald expletives and sinister references to

further 'packages' that we might expect to
receive under certain circumstances. What

these circumstances are, and quite how Jesse

came to conceive her music in the venue
stated, I will leave to your imagination. I know

it's hard making demos and submitting them to

a largely apathetic world, but the nightmare

scenarios conjured by the story and the music

of Exploding Flowers belong to another
dimension. The tape, indeed, is called
'Crucified For Living'.

And actually it's not bad. Using a sampler of

some kind, a D50, an acoustic guitar and a

bass, Jesse creates a distinct mood, the tracks

growing stealthily out of sturdy breakbeats and

developing, at times, into montages of the

Enigma variety laced with 90% proof Nico doom

in a bottle. A sax sample solos confidently over

glowering pads, and much drama is evoked by

the spun -in movie dialogue, injected at well-

timed interludes and expertly treated to
disturbing delay effects.

That's not to say that the ancient demon of

repetitiveness doesn't loom in the shadows;

and the voice isn't very good either. 'Taxi' is

over -long, but 'There's A World' offers relief: an

unrepentant compendium of Beatles motifs,

including trumpet arpeggios, descending bass

lines and driving, Walrusy vocals. Overall, you

get the feeling that the wheels are perilously

close to the central reservation. One only

hopes, in the great scheme of things, that
Jesse's muse keeps both hands on the wheel.

TAPE OF THE MONTH:
Artist: EZIO LUNEDI

Venue: Tele-Audio Media

Equipment: Unspecified

There's something about the vocal performance

on Ezio's tape that instantly distinguishes it not

only from most demos but also from a lot of

stuff actually out there on the market.
Something familiar, but elusive. Something

essential... Anyway, in conjunction with
whatever it is, the songs, lyrics and all, veritably

glisten with hooks, surprises, suspense -laden

chords, intriguing drops to minor 7ths, variety,

everything. The arrangements, for their part,

rival the compact but restrained example of
Suzanne Vega's small but perfectly formed band

on her first couple of albums, with acoustic and

electric guitars, bass, drums and minimal
keyboards.

All the more remarkable, then, that the bass

and drums appear to be programmed - the

quality of the powerful drum sounds suggesting

an R8. Other keyboard sounds include brassy

stabs and the odd bit of piano - a fairly natural

setting that ultimately would be better served by

the Muscle Shoals horn section and Manu
Katche. On the opening track, the electric guitar

is treated to slightly too much chorus, such that

the effect distracts the attention, but
throughout the lead guitar provides choice fills

in a loose, R&B vein. And there's something in

the solos that matches that recognisable quality

in the vocals, if only I could remember what it

was.

There are backing vocals, but they follow the

main melody line a la Deacon Blue. Purely a

matter of taste, but I prefer actual harmonies.

In general, though, there is simply acres of

space around the sounds, not solely achieved

with reverb but with other, more subtle methods

to do with panning, timbres, levels, signal-to-

noise ratio and musical arrangement. This suits

the material's strong American flavour - that

vision of a highway stretching for miles into the

desert sort of thing. So there's identity, quality

and... for God's sake, what is that long -lost

element in the singing? Well strike me down if it

isn't passion.

Artist: DELIGHTFUL SOFAS

Venue: Home

Equipment: Yamaha YS200; Kawai K1

MK2; Boss DR550; Roland MC202,
SH101, TR707, TR909; Korg Delta;
Fostex X15 portastudio; Realistic
microphone, stereo mixer

Lovers of Dada and Surrealism to a man,
Delightful Sofas proudly supply their demo in a

furry case. Yep, furry. And, in deference to

Dada's Pop Art legacy, the fur encompasses a

cheerful little portrait of one Russell Grant -

clearly a hero of the band. Beyond that, there is

little to set the Dellies apart from the growing

pile of linear, media -literate sound montages set

to a House beat that is the contemporary norm,

where once the default expression of a bunch of

fun -loving lads into music would be to gather

together with guitars and drums and yell about

girls.

Except maybe that the six tracks here (too

many, six...) (Nonsense - Ed) are executed with

a quite out -of -the -ordinary lack of acumen. The

synth sounds are trotted out - mostly presets?

- with distressing unoriginality, whilst a narrow

bandwidth reduces the samples not to
evocative, grainy sound -bites but merely to

distortion. Meanwhile, a somewhat lavatorial

reverb patch does all it can to soften the impact

of the drum sounds, and naturally enough the

grooves suffer.

The anarchic aims of material entitled 'Noel's

Chopper', 'Lard For Laffs' and 'Salman'n'Seek'
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REVIEW Demotakes

0 require a Viv Stanshall or an Ian Dury to achieve

the full comic effect; in other words, real
personality rather than the self-conscious and

verveless attempts here. Without that sort of

panache, you're left with something that
smacks of schoolboy pranks, and even the most

uncritical audience can tell the difference
between invention and indulgence.

Artist: COMPANY

Venue: Home

Equipment: Korg DSS1, DW6000, Poly

800 MK1, MK2, MS10; Yamaha TX81Z,

RX21, QX21, R1000, EMP100; Akai VX90;

Kawai MR; Roland SH101, TR707, TR606

(x2), TB303 Bassline; Casio CZ1000;

Moog Rogue; Jen SX1000; ART Multiverb

LT; Tascam Porta-One; Vestafire MR30;

Boss BX80 8 -channel mixer with

submixers; Sennheiser HD340 micro-
phone.

Company hate rock music. But they have

played London's Rock Garden venue. If only

there was a venue called The Early -Eighties

Synth -Pop Garden, they would be in Nirvana. Or

rather, Heaven 17.

Because Company do produce a highly

convincing sound of this kind, with carefully

sequenced parts interlocking their subtle, dry

sounds - a little too frail, at times, but weird

and wonderful enough for me to use a word I've

often wanted to use, but seldom get the chance

to: Barbieriesque. In fact, a garden of the
Japanese miniature variety would be the perfect

locale for Company.

The vocals are an original blend of Edwyn

Collins and Sylvian, although Marc Almond is a

declared influence in the accompanying letter.

Again, there's a little too much fragility in
evidence, but lessons in correct breathing and

other singing techniques would reap benefits. In

other words, the voice is promising enough for it

to be worth it. Also in need of attention are the

drum sounds: they need fleshing out to come

up to the same standard as the synth patches.

In particular, too much faith is placed in the

PCM hi -hat sample, notably the one in the

RX21. This is an old problem; better to leave it

out altogether than put up with a cheap,
squelchy compromise. And the actual

programming on 'Into The Storm' just needs to

be a touch less jerky.

But it's steadfastly commercial stuff, and the

songs could well be from the catalogues of

Blancmange or China Crisis. With a little more

variation to the key signatures, the next demo

could well find these boys in record Company.

Please send demo tapes to:
Demo Takes, Music Technology,
Alexander House, Forehill, Ely,

Cambs, CB7 4AF.

Sender of The Tape Of The

Month will receive a free 12

months subscription.

PC
SERVICES Computer Music Specialists

PC Services has been specialising in MIDI and music software since 1987.
Phone for friendly help and advice on sound cards MIDI and music software.

SongWright £115
Complete music processing program for
producing good quality printed scores.
Includes part extraction and transposition,
lyrics, mouse and MIDI support. Supports
dot matrix, HP Deskjet and Laserjet
printers.

Multi -Media
Internal upgrade kit £645
External upgrade kit £749
SB Pro Internal CD ROM kit £349
SB Pro External CD ROM kit £435

CD titles
Dr T's Composers quest £69
Beethhoven - ninth symphony £65
Best of MIDI collection £34
Software jukebox £34
C programmers library £59
Microsoft prog. library £349
PC SIG library £175
Programmers ROM £89
Shareware £79
Windows shareware £79

Music Software
Prism £59
Band in a Box £69
Ballade music studio £175

Musicator GS £265
Trax - Windows £89
Cadenza - Windows £275
MusicProse - Windows £199
MusicTi me - Windows £199
Encore - Windows £429
Finale Academic £295

MIDI & Sound Cards
PC MIDI Card £79

MC1X32M MIDI/SMPTE £199

Soundblaster Pro £199

Roland SCC1 card £335

Roland CS10 monitor £79

Roland CM300 sound module £399

Roland PC200 keyboard £199

Apple Mac MIDI £60

Amiga MIDI £29

MIDI Thru box £25

Sales hotline fEr 081-658 7251
Credit cards welcome. All prices include VAT. E&OE.

PC Services, 78 Beckenham Rd. Beckenham, Kent BR3 4RH

MIDI TO CV CONVERSION FROM THE HOUSE OF dBm
AFTER MANY YEARS OF RESEARCH THE BASS ENGINEERS AT dim HAVE DERIVED THE
FUNDAMENTAL FORMULA THAT DEFINES THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DANCE ENERGY
AND ANALOGUE MONO -SYNTHS; e =.CV

WHERE: elf; THE DANCE ENERGY CV IS THE CONTROL VOLTAGE
X IS THE dBm FACTOR THAT TRANSFORMS MIDI INTO DANCE ENERGY

dBm HAVE HARNESSED THIS FORMULA IN THE DESIGN OF A NEW, HIGH SPEC CONVERTER

...

iiiiiiiiIiiiiii:i"...:*ii.:.. ,,;;':::'::..

I
ii.:,... x
:Y., ........401,,. .,..:::::

we Responds over a five
0- Pitchbend of +1. 1
wr Two gate outputs,
irLF0 (sine,saw,rand)
wr LFO may free run
ar Two level ouptuts
sr Arpclok output, variable
-Compact design,
41 Control from front

octave range on selectable MIDI channel (1.16)
octave or Portamento control over MIDI
posistive (0.12v) and ground (12.0v)

controlled by modwheel, routed to cv and level
0.1 to 20Nz or be locked to MIDI clock or note -on
for control of VCF/VCA with selectable sources

rate +-Roland SYNC24 output
184x134x40 mm, powered by external 12v PSU
panel and MIDI patch change or control data

price £139.00 inc.

MIDI MONO All the power of the EXCV
All the convenience of a retrofit.

+- An internal retrofit for most 1Woct monosynths
+- Feature list as for the EXCV with the following additions

+-MIDI control of upto four continuous controllers
or MIDI control of upto four switched controllers
43 Interface may be customised to your requirements

price from £120.00 to £250.00 including fitting.
It.

PON I. ONTAIL.S. CONTACT . .

i  //LGm FAX UK 0256 53953 (24 HOUR) 1 ;
dBm, PO BOX 335, BASINGSTOKE, HANTS., RG21 3RB
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Get your FREE sample
CD right here!

producer

Are you tired of the long trek
to the newsagents?...
and waiting in a queue when
you get there?...

Well, why not subscribe to
your favourite magazine -
the slinky, shiny, new -look
Music Technology - and
get your issue delivered

right onto your doormat.
Do it NOW and get yourself a FREE

Advanced Media Group sample CD.
Yes, subscribe to Music Technology and a FREE
copy of the AMG sample CD will be yours! AMG
have introduced the world's first compilation
sample CD. This CD acts as an introduction to
their 1-litsound Producer Series' that is respected
worldwide as the market leader. It is also a
superb supplementary volume for people already

rSubst

successfully using Producer Series CD's as it
features around 50 NEW samples from each of
the existing series artists including J.J. Jeczalik,
Pascal Gabriel, Coldcut and Norman Cook. Now
that's what I call sampling... and Music
Technology - it's what your doormat's been
waiting for!

I'd like to subscribe to Music Technology Magazine, to

receive my FREE CD and to automatically become eligible for

any offers from the Music Maker Subscriptions Club.

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION RATE:

UK £22.00, Europe & Overseas (surface) £27.00.

Europe (Airmail) £37.00 Overseas (Airmail) £47.00

Please send me my FREE AMG CDt "Now thats what
I call sampling" & the next 12 issues of MT
commencing
with the issue.

1
I enclose Cheque/Postal Orders to the value of

made payable to Music Technology
Publications Ltd.
For payment by credit card or for further details telephone
the Music Maker hotline 0353 665577 (9am - 5pm Mon -Fri)

PLEASE PRINT

Name

Address

Postcode* Daytime Phone No
I

*It is essential that you include your correct postcode. I
t Offer available in UK for a limited period

Send to: Mail Order Department, MT, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.



Out Takes
Reviews by Phil Ward

ASIA BLUE: ESCAPING
(A&M)

Wendy Pedie, Christine Goodwin and Jackie

Clarke have graduated from the gospel -
trained school of backing vocals with
honours, to form a lushly commercial up -front

vocal group called Asia Blue. Cutting their
teeth in backing vocal sessions for the likes

of Alison Moyet and Fun Boy Three, they
began writing their own songs and developing

those of other writers as an independent unit,

culminating in this striking debut album on

none other than Mr Alpert's famous label.
So, there's three of them, they once sang
with Terry, Lynval and Neville, and they
perform over heavily programmed backing

tracks, but the comparison with Bananarama

stops there.

Firstly, those backing tracks are the
consummate work of Geoff Hunt, whose
credits include Massive Attack among others,

and whose use of breakbeats and synth pads

as a sympathetic setting for three

interlocking, melodic soul voices is a joy.
Secondly, the harmonic richness in chord and

chorus would flatter Oleta Adams, and might

even adjust the light that falls on Anita Baker

at a certain time of day. Hunt preserves all

this while at the same time shoving the beats

along with abandon. And finally, the range of

emotions conveyed by the voices themselves

would take a few days and a stout pair of Doc

Martins to climb over.

The title track and 'Connect' are known
singles, but both 'Boy In The Moon' and
'Corners Of The World' are strong enough to

tackle the North face of the charts should
the need arise. Escaping is not mere
escapism; it's release is more liberating than

that.

RAY CARLESS: BODY
MOVES

(Triple Earth)

London had a bit of a young jazz scene in the

middle '80s. There was Working Week, Loose

Tubes, even Everything But The Girl in Latin

mood - and then there was The Jazz

Warriors, a 21 -piece big band whose biggest

press darling was one Courtney Pine, but
whose stable produced many other fine
musicians, including Cleveland Watkiss,
Orphy Robinson, Fayyaz Virji and saxophonist

Ray Carless.

Carless has assembled an impressive line-

up of musicians and material for this solo

launch, including Warriors Watkiss and Virji -

the latter a trombonist by trade, notably with

the band Cayenne, but who also, on this
occasion, pitches in with most of the
arranging and, in strangely typical jazzer's

style, keyboards on which he exhibits a

DAVID BYRNE
Brixton Academy

, .

David Byrne's admirers have waited a long
time for the old nutter to turn up and play
Talking Heads songs with an acoustic
guitar and a drum machine - like he did
on the big screen in 'Stop Making Sense'.
They weren't disappointed. With the
discreet drumbox controlled by a twitching
left foot, Byrne overtured the evening with
the finest display of Sunday lunchtime pub

musicianship since the film itself,
beginning with 'Road To Nowhere' and
rummaging through various phases of his
ctivities right up to the album 'Uh-Oh'
eleased in March. And then, in a nice

riation on the stage management of that

eminal gig -movie, the band appeared all

at once, dramatically silhouetted and
raring to go.

In fact, the attention to lighting effects
had you wondering whether this might not

be a film set, too. Those sinister footlights

projected up on to faces; silhouettes
gainst plain, primary backdrops; vivid

spots; all reminded you that David Byrne
is a visual artist, too. His boundless
energy, bordering on the manic, also
suggested cinematic montage. At times
he seemed attacked by the Latin rhythms,
recoiling as if riddled with bullets of
percussion. Respite of sorts was provided
by the paced interjection of steadier
numbers, like 'This Must Be The Place',
'Take Me To The River' and even a
somewhat restrained version of 'Life
During Wartime'.

The encores came, four in all, including
a rendition of 'Sympathy For The Devil' so

convincingly natural to Byrne's narrative
delivery that you had to concentrate to
remember that it was a Stones song.
Finally, out came the acoustic and the
drumbox once more for the inevitable
'Psycho Killer', rekindling the suspension
of sweaty Brixton disbelief and evoking a
legend.

But this was real, as real as the
audience's rapturous reception for their
hero, and as real as the condoms thrown

from the stage after the last encore by
way of reciprocation.
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penchant for the spikey DX sounds of FM

synthesis.

His finest contribution here is the
mesmeric 'Events In A Thai Bath House', in

which the soloing trombone and saxes rub

themselves down with some very hot towels

amid a steamy pool of programmed sounds.

The rhythm programming is superb
throughout, and carries the grooves on all

but two of the tracks on the album, serving

as an inspiring reminder of just how far
rhythm technology has come since the days

of pre-programmed tangos and rhumbas.

Carless himself has been around, getting

his chops together for the likes of Hugh
Masakela, Arrow, Terence Trent D'Arby, Art

Blakey, Incognito and ABC among others. But

the main homage on 'Body Moves' goes to

Joe Sample and The Crusaders, with a crisp

version of 'My Mama Told Me So'. Who
knows, with bold employment of styles - and

techniques - like this, maybe we could see a

bit of a jazz scene in the middle '90s.

Tangerine Dream do it with synths; Laraaji

does it with a zither. This is intellectual
daydream music for lovers of East European

stringed folk instruments. Legend has it that

the American Laraaji found a note from Brian

Eno in his zither case one day, whilst busking

on the streets of New York, and hey presto

the guy's an Ambient superstar. Over a
decade and nine solo albums later, 'Flow
Goes The Universe' reaches the parts that

other celestial vibrations simply cannot
reach, and, well... flows. But there's humour,

too. In fact, 'Laughing In Tongues' is as fine a

parody of David Byrne's vocal style as you

could ask for, and must be the only example

on record of the use of Laughter Meditation

Therapy as a hook.

LARAAJI: FLOW GOES
THE UNIVERSE

(All Saints)

Meanwhile, when the zither is resting, Laraaji

strokes a Korg M1 or an Mbira - preferably in

a cave. A nice touch, this: on the CD, five
tracks of complete silence, of varying lengths

from 20 seconds to the full two minutes, are
conveniently added at the end so you can

program various pauses between tracks,
'according to your mood'. A tentative step
towards CDI, no less. Is this what John Cage

had in mind?

It's good news that the former Land
Records back catalogue, including material by

the likes of Harold Budd, John Cale, Djivan

Gasparyan and the fabulous Eno brothers, is

now available through All Saints Records. But

in the hands of Laraaji, the dreaded Ambient

spectre of pretension never seems far away.

As the artist's own introduction to 'A Cave In

England' puts it: "This was recorded on a

Mani

portable DAT deck live in a rock quarry in
England's Lake District. We recorded at
various times of the day and night at which

time I set up a large area with three candles

within which I would stroll with the Mbira,
playing at random, but being careful not to
roam outside the candle -lit area as it was
just a few feet away from a dangerously deep

pit..."
Quite.

EAIVII A
EUROPEAN MIDI ASSOCIATION

Coping with MIDI in the 90's is easier
as a member of

UKMA
the United Kingdom MIDI Association

UKMA is the official MIDI Association for the UK.
Launched in April 1990, UKMA is an independent organisation.

No sponsorship; advice from UKMA is unbiased.

Individual benefits free with membership include:
Advice on all aspects of MIDI and related areas

Help -line for problem solving
Bi-monthly magazine dedicated to MIDI

Special Offer!
Individual Annual Membership just £27.50 with this advert

UKMA, 26 Brunswick Park Gardens, New Southgate, London N11 1EJ <J 081 - 368 2245



KEYBOARDS
AKAI AX80 8 note polyphonic, 5
octave kybd. Digitally controlled
analog synth, excellent cond.
£ 250 ovno. Tel: (0684) 893481.
BIT 99 analog poly synth MIDI,
£ 300. Viv or Dave. Tel:071 821
5934.
BIT 99 synth £350 ovno. Korg
Poly 800 Mkll synth £150 ovno.
Both in excellent cond. Mark.
Tel: (0656) 662189.
CASIO CZ1 excellent condition,
£400 ono or exchange for any
good polysynth. Keith. Tel:
(0450) 76131, evenings.
CASIO CZ101 psu and manuals,
printed voices, soft case £100.
Tel: (0962) 882434.
CASIO CZ5000 complete with
stand and Casio amp £250
ovno. Tel: (0705) 259372.
CASIO FZ1 16 bit sampling/
keyboard. Good condition, loads
of disks, £500. Drumatix TR606,
£30. Roland MSQ700 digital
recorder, 8 tracks, £50. Roger.
Tel: (0734) 786832
CASIO CT3000 MIDI keyboard
with manual, good condition
£ 100. Tel: 081 748 1376.
CASIO VZ1 multitimbral, velocity
sensitive, good MIDI spec, £350
or swap Akai X7000 and Ensoniq
DSK2. Tel: (0727) 831761/
(0582) 490878 eves.
CASIO VZ1OM sound module
with ROM card and many banks
of sounds on disk. £170. Tel:
081 368 2245.
CASIO VZ1OM synth and ROM,
boxed with manuals. All as new
£175. Call Daniel: (0276)
682075.
CHEETAH MS -6 synth model,
still under guarantee, £250.
Roland SH-101 mono synth inc.
PSU and case, £100.
Mastertracks Pro sequencer
prog. for Atari ST, boxed with
manual and original disk £100.
Roy. Tel: 081 675 8696
CHEETAH MS6 multitimbral
analogue synthesiser module.
Boxed with manual, home use
only £250 ono. Roland SH101
mono synth £100. Andy. Tel:
(0252) 26536.
E -MU EMULATOR II plus HD 20
Meg hard disk, 47 sound banks,
2 x internal memory, manuals.
Immaculate condition £1300.
Tel: Don 031 441 3948 6-11pm.
ENSONIQ ESQ1 synth with
20,000 note sequencer and
sound cartridge £395 ono.
Roland EM101 MIDI sound
module. Bargain £50! Tel: Paul
(0342) 23094.
EMULATOR 2 Plus excellent

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's readers' classified section is
the biggest of its kind in the business. Every month,
we carry more ads for synthesisers, samplers,
computers, signal processing gear and assorted other
goodies than any other monthly magazine. So when
musicians and studio engineers are on the lookout for
some extra gear to update their line-up, they turn to
these pages first.

If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY really couldn't be simpler. And if
you're searching for a specific piece of equipment or
looking for other musicians to fill a gap in your band,
we can help out there, too.

Just pick up the phone and dial (0898) 100767. At
the other end of the line, you'll be able to select a
category in which to place your ad and let us know
exactly what it is you're selling or seeking.
The service operates 24 hours a day, so there's no
need to hunt for stamps, envelopes or Biros. Pick up
the phone and we'll do the rest. If you buy and sell
musical equipment as part of a business, you'll have to
use the regular classified section on the last page. And
we regret we can't answer any queries regarding
readers' classifieds published in MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.
Calls cost 36p per minute cheap rate and 48p per
minute at all other times

quality sampler and disk library,
mega bargain at £1100. Tel:
(0772) 424461
ENSONIQ VFX/SD1 huge library
available in Atari and Ensoniq
format 3 disks with 1000 voices
each only £10 per disk or £25
for all 3. Richard. Tel: (0736)
67531.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE mkl, £375.
Kawai K4R as new boxed with
manuals. £225. Alesis MMT8
seq £150. Boss DE200 digital
delay £100. Alan Tel: (0292)
316608 after 6pm.
ENSONIQ SQ2 will accept £1000
ovno for excellent cond. kybd,
home use only. Kelly Tel: 071
281 1974.
ENSONIQ VFX SD version 2 with
mega piano waves, immaculate,
boxed with manual and
accessories. £900 ono.
Christopher. Tel: (0563) 33965.
HAMMOND portable organ,
B200, complete sharmer twin
channel, 10 cabinet model
3200, vgc, ready to gig, £700.
Robin. Tel: (0522) 752458 eves.
K1 plus RAM card £300. U110
plus card £300. Akai MX73
£300. Yamaha Epic 500 £200.
Mark. Tel: (0302) 422086.
KAWAI K1R module plus 2 RAM

cards and loads of sounds on
Atari disks. £175. Ron. Tel: 081
653 1430.
KAWAI K4 keyboard, 128 16 -bit
voices, 61 drum sounds, digital
effects, power pack included,
leads, headphones. Only three
months old, boxed and in
excellent condition £435. Swaps
welcome, Akai X7000, Roland
D20. Tel: Delroy Williams,
(0582) 593278.
KAWAI K5 immaculate, home
use only. Flight case, sound
cards and all manuals £500. Tel:
071 491 0411 eves. Ask for
Toby.

KORG 01/W FD excellent
condition, perfect with manual
£1,400. Tel: Chris 051 920
0231.
KORG P6 £150. Casio HG300
£200. SECK 1282 mixer £450.
All home use only, open to
offers. Tel: (0744) 35567
KORG M1 excellent condition
with RAM card. Jerry £750 ovno.
Tel: (0261) 32982.
KORG M1 vgc, 2 mths old,
custom built flight case &
manuals. £800 ovno. Claire. Tel:
(0705) 522260.
KORG MS20 excellent cond.
manuals, gothic dance sounds

offers. Mike. Tel: (0482) 77612.
KORG MI PCM and program
cards, MSC01, MPC01, MPC11,
MPC13, the lot for £70 or will
split. Tel: (0709) 853394.
KORG M1 case, manuals,
programme and combination
card. 1400 sounds,home use
only. Plus, free tuition
programming. £775. Sam. Tel:
(061) 998 1306.
KORG T1 88 -note workstation,
perfect cond. studio use only
£ 2500 ovno. Hugh. Tel: (0525)
374984
KORG T2 boxed, with card
£ 1700 ovno. Yamaha YS200,
boxed with soft case £250 ovno.
Jeremy. Tel: (0932) 849312.
KORG T3 mint condition, boxed,
manuals, loads of disks, PCM
card and two ROM cards £1,250
or exchange for sampler. Tel:
Felix (0842) 751212.
KORG WAVESTATION EX, 2

weeks old still in box £1100.
Tel: (0457) 863493.
KORG MS20 £200. Yamaha
SK10. £60. Microphone £20.
Steve. Tel: (081) 868 9527
MOOG ROGUE Mono synth ideal
for House, Acid and Techno
basses or over tops. Mint
condition £100. Tel: (0742)
648432 after 6pm.
OBERHEIM MIDI strummer
keyboard to guitar chord
converter. Adapts kybd chords
to any style, direction or rate of
strum. Also has Riff record
facility. Brand new £115 ovno.
Dean. Tel: 081-890 9665
OBERHEIM OBSX The Classic,
immac. sounds, immac. cond.
£ 450 ovno. Lee. Tel: (0234)
843086.
PROPHET VS ROM & RAM
cartridges. £1000 or exchange
for Ensoniq SD1 or SQ1 and
Cheetah MS6. Tel: (0924)
290317.
ROLAND ALPHA Juno 2,
includes manuals, boxed. As
new £350 o.no. Tel: Dan on
(0276) 682075.
ROLAND D10 excellent
condition, £325. David. Tel:
(0903) 725452 evenings.
ROLAND D10 synth, immaculate
condition, home use only,
complete with manuals and extra
sounds £395. Tel: (0628)
37891 West London/Berkshire
ROLAND D20 memory card,
manuals, stand, disks. £550.
Alan. Tel: (0757) 705018.
ROLAND D50 full flightcase, 5
Roland ROM cards, boxed,
manuals. Mint condition £600
may swap for Roland Jupiter 8
with MIDI. Tel: Don, 031 441
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3948.
ROLAND D50 vgc. home use
only, as new £450 ovno. Ken.
Tel: (0482) 27648.
ROLAND D50 vgc. home use
only, £550 plus 8 D50 voice
cards £100 the lot or £15 each.
Roland Rhodes MK80 kybrd, vgc,
home use only. £950. Colin. Tel:
(0394) 671371.
ROLAND D50 with 1 card, plus
Roland U220 with 1 card, Kawai
Q80 32 -track sequencer all with
stands, stool, lots of leads,
Roland pedals and disks. All in

good condition, £1100 ono for
lot. Ian. Tel: (081) 455 7404.
ROLAND D50 £495. Emax
keyboard £695. Yamaha TX802
£395. Yamaha RX £1150.
Yamaha TX7 £120. Casio
CZ1000 £90, Bit 99 Synth
£150. All ono. Tel: 041 334
2024.
ROLAND D50 imac. one owner
£495. Consider deal on
quadraverb. Tel: Carlisle 560
339 evenings.
ROLAND D70 Mega synth, full
flightcased, boxed with manuals.
Guaranteed, mint condition,
£ 950. Tel: Don, 031 441 3948
between 6-11pm.
ROLAND JUNO 106 excellent
cond. £350 ovno. Andy. Tel:
(0923) 670 566/081-868 9651
(work).
ROLAND JUNO 106 excellent
condition £350. Robert. Tel:
041- 557 1340 evenings.
ROLAND JX3P with PG200
programmer, vgc. £270 ovno.
Alan Tel: (0246) 204291.
ROLAND M160 line mixer. 16:2
rack mounted, 4 effects/sends/
returns. Ideal keyboard mixer,
£250 ono. Dave. Tel: 091-273
4443.
ROLAND MKS70 (JX10) rack,
great analog sounds, vgc,
complete with 3 RAM cards.
£ 700 ovno. Robin. Tel: (0522)
752458.
ROLAND MKS70 £595. Roland
D550 £495. Yamaha TX802
£ 550. DAC 45 meg cartridge
drive £450. Drum gate, £250.
Atari 1040/ mono monitor,
£350. EVS1 £120. John. Tel:
(0602) 414488.
ROLAND MT32 LA synth module,
boxed with manuals. All as new
perfect condition, £200. Call
Daniel: (0276) 682075.
ROLAND MT100 multitimbral
sound module and sequencer +
Atari Editor £350. Also Casio
SZ1 sampler 2 Meg £750.
Kawai K4 Synth £450. Tel: Paul
(0536) 761014.
ROLAND MKS70 fantastically

powerful, analog module, boxed
and in top cond. £495. David.
Tel: (0372) 275293.
ROLAND P330 Piano module.
Much sought after, boxed, with
manual, £375. Tel: 0353
661425 or 0832 734017 - eves
ROLAND RA90 boxed as new,
£ 660, Casio cards 1 & 9, new
£260, bargain £80. Tel: (0903)
872539.
ROLAND SHO9 Synth vgc.
Offers. Jamie. Tel: (0404)
47048.
ROLAND SH101 £90, Roland R5
£ 225, Atari STFM 1 meg, twin
drives, with Cubase, Avalon,
Synth works for the Ml, all
manuals £325 or part exchange
for TB303 bass line, K4R, Alesis
3603 compressor or quadraverb
or anything else considered.
Malcolm. Tel: (0206) 540245.
ROLAND SH101 £110 ovno with
modulation grip. Tel: (0438)
812330.
ROLAND U20 superior sample
sounds, studio use only. £495
ono. Tel: (0274) 875824.
ROLAND U20 £550 ono.
Yamaha TG55 expander with
pcm card £340 ono. Clive. Tel:
(0234) 341864.
ROLAND U220 £330, Yamaha
TG55 £295. Pair of Carlsbro
speaker stands, £45. Paul. Tel:
(0493) 750015.
ROLAND U220 £350. Eric. Tel:
081 361 4674
ROLAND W30 Workstation,
excellent condition £950 ono.
Tel: Mark 061 225 6928.
SIEL ANALOG synth mono & poly
voices, no MIDI capability £60.
Dave. Tel: (0628) 39549
WALDORF MICROWAVE
excellent condition except a few
scratches, £550. Tel: Paul 041
774 5659
YAMAHA DX11 £200, mint
condition, boxed. Tel: (0752)
607126
YAMAHA DX100 synth, good
condition £145 ono. Thomas
Williams. Tel: (0248) 353065.
YAMAHA DX100 £120. FB01
£95. RX 21L Latin percussion
drum machine £50. Tascam
Porta 1 with case £180.
Cheetah MS6 analog module
£ 150. Korg P3 piano module
with cards £160. Tel: George
Douglas (0452) 330314.
YAMAHA EMT10 sound module.
Good for piano and choir
sounds. Includes PSU and
manual. £120. Tel: 081 368
2245.
YAMAHA EMT10 module.
Superb piano and choir sounds,
home use only. £125. Bernard.

Tel: (0622) 756213.
YAMAHA FB01 multitimbral
module, vgc £100. Cheetah MK5
II mother keyboard, vgc £75.
Anthony. Tel: (0703)
556610.Southampton.
YAMAHA KX5 remote keyboard
controller, brilliant tool for
improvising, possible swap for
Cheetah 7 master keyboard or
£165. Tel: (0533) 666309.
YAMAHA PF80 electronic piano,
88 note weighted kybrd, internal
speakers, solid Clavinova style
stand, ideal master kybrd, as
new, boxed £495 ovno. Yamaha
FB01, FM MIDI sound generator,
as new, boxed with manual.
£ 100. Yamaha QX21 digital seq.
as new, with manual £110. Tel:
(0202) 427676.
YAMAHA SY22 synth, excellent
condition, home use only £400.
Tel: Ian 061 793 7576.
YAMAHA SY22 £425 ovno.
Audio Technica head mic £70.
Alesis SR16 drum machine
£225. Boss SE50 effects unit
£250. All boxed and manuals as
new. Steve. Tel: (0453) 842854.
YAMAHA SY22 £350 vgc. Chris.
Tel: 091-482 5391.
YAMAHA SY55 including
sequencer, sampler, flight case
and manual. £600, neg. Paul.
Tel: Stoke on Trent 266276.
YAMAHA TG33 £250 ono. Eric.
Tel: (081) 361 4674.
YAMAHA TG77 with PCM and
ROM cards plus full library of
sounds. As new, boxed with
manuals £675. Colin. Tel: (081)
878 0512.
YAMAHA TX7 with 1000's of
sounds on disk. £125. Tel: 081
368 2245.
YAMAHA V50 full music station,
8 track sequencer, Rhythm
machine, full length keyboard.
£ 550 ono. Tel: Steve (0656)
653062 anytime.

SAMPLING
AKAI S612 includes disk drive,
approx. 20 x 2.8" disks,
program for dumping samples to
3.5" disks and adaptor allowing
sample loading over MIDI £250
(delivery poss). Ross. Tel:
(0527) 62705.
AKAI S950 (expanded) £900.
Tel: (0245) 490408 Chelmsford.
AKAI S950 boxed, home use
only + 750K memory expansion,
manuals included, £850. Tel:
Geoff 071 402 5051.
AKAI $950 plus sample library.
Perfect condition, boxed and
manuals, 4 months old. £800

ono. Steven. Tel: (0253)
734961.
AKAI 6950 £750. Eric. Tel: 081
3614674
AKAI X7000 keyboard £395
ovno. Kawai K1 £220. Yamaha
RX7 drum machine £270.
Yamaha QX5 sequencer £130.
All vgc, boxed with manuals.Tim.
Tel: (0564) 778839
AKAI X7000 plus disks, power
supply and manual. Good
condition, £375. Roland SH101
with dust cover, power supply
and manuals. Very good
condition, £100. Gary. Tel:
(0277) 218217 after 5pm
CASIO FZ1OM £700. Steven.
Tel: (0603) 56161 Ext 2550
daytime.
CASIO FZ1 plus big sound
library £800 & Roland D110
multi-timbral sound module
£ 350. Tel: Matt (0533) 870698.
ENSONIQ EPS16+ 16 track, 24
bit effects. 12 weeks old,
immaculate, still with warranty.
£100 ono. Richard. Tel: (0429)
261850.
ENSONIQ EPS, 4 times memory
expander, 8 output expander,
over 250 disks, home use only,
updated version £1250.Yamaha
SY22 2 keyboard £400. Tony
Tel: (0222) 236036.
ROLAND CN31P sample player
with orchestral card, & ST editor
£180. Bryan. Tel: (0752)
607126.
ROLAND S50 sampling keyboard
with flightcase and disks, £650
ono. Alesis MMT8 sequencer
boxed, unused with guarantee
£140 no offers. Tel: Adam
(0273) 747257.
ROLAND W30 vgc, home use
only, vgc, still under guarantee.
£ 950 all new software. Ken. Tel:
(0482) 27648
ROLAND W30 music workstation
£995 or swap for Roland S750
sampler. Paul: (0302) 538304.
ROLAND W30 plus library vgc
£950 ovno. Tel: (0246) 238833.

SEQUENCERS
ALESIS MMT8 sequencer,
boxed, unused with guarantee,
£140. Also Roland S50 sampler
with flight case and disks,
£650. Tel: Adam (0273)
747257.
ALESIS MMT8, 8 track seq.
excellent condition, boxed &
manuals. £130. Scott. Tel:
(0235) 813664.
POWERTRAN 1024 composer
cv/gate sequence, perfect
condition, boxed, manual £40
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ovno. Tel: (0602) 490150
ROLAND JSQ60 for Juno 60 &
Jupiter 8, perfect condition,
boxed, manuals £45 ovno. Tel:
(0602) 490150
ROLAND MC202 excellent for
bass & bleeps £80 ovno. Pete.
Tel: (0572) 550331.
ROLAND PR100 with power
supply and manual. £180 ono.
Paul. Tel: (0253) 765904
evenings.
STEINBERG Pro 24 sequencer,
original with manual £35. Tel:
(0223) 212226
YAMAHA QY10 manuals, never
used. £190. Mark. Tel: 081 992
6443.
YAMAHA QY10 workstation with
squirrel librarian for ST, boxed
as new £200. Tel: (0480)
891410 after 8pm

COMPUTING
APPLE MAC Classic perfect
cond. only 6 mths old, 2MB,
40MB int hard disk. Apple MIDI
interface, Cubase, Opcode
Vision over 50 blank disks
£900. Jonathan. Tel: (0638)
718569
APPLE MAC plus, 2.5 MB RAM,
20MB hard disk. Deluxe
recorder sequencer plus Band in
a Box. Many extras. £500. Tel:
(0865) 726062, evenings.
(Oxford).
ATARI 520 STE with 2MB RAM,
second disk drive, lots of
software, £500 ono. Tel: Peter
(0702) 466480 after 6pm.
ATARI 1040 STE plus printer,
high resolution monitor, second
disk drive, mouse and mat,
Band in a Box plus loads of
other software. £430. Dave. Tel:
(0730) 894437.
ATARI 1040ST with SM124
monitor plus C -Lab Creator
version 3.0 with manual &
dongle £550 ovno. Matthew. Tel:
(0457) 863497
ATARI MEGA2 with high
resolution monitor, C -Lab
Notator and Roland SC55 Sound
Canvas. All as new. Will sell all
for £750. Eric. Tel: (021) 353
4366.
ATARI SM124 monitor and Atari
520 ST, single sided disk drive
plus manuals and software, lots
of bits etc. Good condition.
£350. Gary. Tel: (0277) 218207
after 5pm.
ATARI 520 STFM with 1MB
memory. £200. Tel: (0344)
774502.
ATARI ST1040, no screen, £200
ovno. Derek. Tel: 081 311
8124.

ATARI STFM 2.5 Mbytes of
RAM, high resolution monitor,
Steinberg Pro 24, £450. Simon.
Tel: (0734) 508592.
C -LAB NOTATOR v2.2 £130.
Dongle and manual ring Carl on
071 277 1049.
C-LAB/KORG M1 editor £75,
Hollis MIDIman universal editor,
will edit many synths, drum
machines and effects £30.
Genuine will post. Tel: (0261)
32982.
TEAC A-108 sync, 2 or 3 track
cassette real-time recording.
boxed manual. full description.
Tel: (0602) 490150
YAMAHA C1 lap top computer,
IBM compatible. 286 chip, 20
Mbyte hard disk, 3.5" floppy
disk, 8 MIDI outs, 2 MIDI ins, 1
MIDI thru. Mouse and software
included. Immaculate. £900
ono. Tel: 071 735 4343 ask for
Michael.

DRUMS
AKAI MPC60 mk 2, drum
machine/sampler/sequencer all
in one, £1499. Tel: (0733)
64169.
AKAI XE8 drum expander with 2
sound cards, boxed as new
£100. Tel: (0480) 89410 after
8pm.
ALESIS HR16 digital MIDI drum
machine, adaptor, manual.
Immaculate condition £150. Tel:
(0384) 410853 West Midlands.
ALESIS HR16 drum machine
with manual and power supply
unit £140 ono. Tel: (0507)
606956. Ask for Carl Stocks.
ALESIS HR16B home use only,
boxed & manuals. Offers. Jim.
Tel: (0388) 663348.
ALESIS SR16 drum machine
with manuals £200 ovno. Alesis
MMT8 multi track sequencer
£120. XXMR100 FX multi track
recorder boxed with manuals
£180. A pair of speakers £50
virtually brand new & unmarked.
Part exchange on a DAT
machine complete or the whole
package £500. Tel: Eugene 091-
276 2877.
BOSS DR550 MIDI drum
machine, 48 16 -bit drum seq.
inc R8 & TR808 sounds, home
use only, boxed with manuals
and power supply unit.
immaculate cond. Ian Tel:
(0703) 268817.
BOSS DR550 drum M/C uses
high quality drum and perc
samples including many 808
and R8 sounds £110 ovno. Tel:
Tim (0602) 207760 Nottingham.

BOSS DR550 mint condition,
boxed, psu and manuals. £130.
Paul. Tel:(0253) 765904
evenings.
KAWAI R100 digital drum
machine, as new inc. RAM £100
ono. Rob. Tel: (0329) 846389
ROLAND CR78 with
programmer, home use only,
vgc, £900 ovno. Mark. Tel:
(0473) 643829/ 225696.
ROLAND R8 drum machine plus
power supply, manuals, box,
immaculate condition as new.
£400. 3 -tier A frame £75, 2 -tier
X stand £20. Gary. Tel: (0277)
218207 after 5pm.
ROLAND R8 £220. R8 RAM card
£50. R8 electronic card £20.
Casio RZ1 sampling drum
machine £100. Tel: Aaron on
(0245) 490408 Chelmsford.
ROLAND R80 mark 2. Casio
VZ1OM £200.TeI: (0440)
603505594
ROLAND TR505 £50 ovno,
boxed. Fostex X26, multi
tracker, 10 mths old,
guaranteed, boxed, £250 ovno.
Roy. Tel: (0702) 544870
ROLAND TR606 with Boss H3-2
hand clapper, vgc, boxes &
manuals. £75. Tel: 021 453
3606.
ROLAND TR909 drum machine,
boxed & manuals, home use
only, £400 ovno. Russ. Tel: 021-
358 7612 eves.

RECORDING
2 inch tape, 5 reels. Used once
only. £25 per reel. Tel (0532)
627302
ACES 12 into 2 £200 ovno. Tel:
051 493 2103.
AKAI MG614 portable studio, 4
track recorder, separate sync
track, 20 Khz bandwidth, 6
channel 10 input mixer. Also
includes parametrics. Excellent
condition £500. Joseph. Tel:
(0602) 703245.
FOSTEX 250 4 track cassette
recorder. Double speed with
Dolby C. Excellent condition
£225. Tel: Robert (0707)
326704 eves.
FOSTEX B16 £1399. SECK
1882 £699. AKAI GC460 £290.
Tel: (0344) 53300.
FOSTEX E16 £2250,
Studiomaster mixdown 20:8:16,
£1500. Nick. Tel: (071) 729
4100.
FOSTEX X-26 excellent
condition, boxed £200. Spencer.
Tel: (0245) 72654.
FOSTEX X26 4 track recorder,
excellent cond. £150. JL Cooper

PPS1 synth box, only used once,
boxed with manuals £50. Alesis
HR61 drum machine, manual,
£129. Geoff. Tel: (0375)
679446.
FOSTEX X26 4 track recorder,
vgc. £110 ovno. Boss DR550,
Doctor Rhythm drum machine,
vgc. 48 high quality sounds in
addition to 64 preset patterns.
£90 ovno. Yamaha EMT1 digital
reverb unit, vgc. £50 ovno. Andy.
Tel: (0582) 487003
FOSTEX X30 multitracker,
immaculate condition. As new
£195 ono. Tel: Thomas Williams
(0248) 353065.
TASCAM TSR8 with loom £1350
immac cond. Home use only.
Studiomaster 16:8:16 £1200,
Revox B77 £1200, Electrovoice
Sentry 500's (pair) £1000.
Jeremy. Tel: 081-946 7707 or
(0372) 470753 after 7pm.
KAWAI MX8R 8 channel rack
mount mixer, 2 stereo returns,
very quiet, as new. £165. Fred.
Tel: (0633) 266647 evenings.
ROLAND M160 line mixer, 16:2
rack mounted. 4 effects/sends/
returns. Ideal keyboard mixer.
£250 ono. Dave. Tel: 091 273
4443.
SECK 12:8:2 mixer, £450.
Soundcraft Spirit mixing desk,
24 into 8 into 2, excellent cond.
£1500. Russ. Tel: (0978)
810135 daytime.
TASCAM 38 8 -track recorder.
Excellent condition, boxed £750.
Howard. Tel: (0453) 823912.
TASCAM MSR16 1/2 inch 16
track recorder, excellent
condition, all manuals, £2900
ono. Phil. Tel:(0932) 348425
evenings.
TASCAM PORTA5 4 -track, £150,
Roland TR626 drums £150,
Roland SH101, £100 ono. Can
deliver in Tyne & Wear. All home
use. Matthew. Tel: (091) 565
5179.
TEAC 3440 4 track plus RX9
DBX noise reduction, housed in
teak console plus remote &
tapes, excellent cond. £385
ovno. Grahame. Tel:081 301
2065
YAMAHA EM1202 12 channel
stereo mixer inc. flight case
£450 ovno. John. Tel (0603)
898688.
YAMAHA MT3X multi track tape
recorder, only 7 hours use,
boxed with manuals as new
£350 ovno. Glenn. Tel: (0253)
776078/ 887644.
YAMAHA MT101 4 track. £150.
Eric. Tel: 081 361 4674.
YAMAHA MT1002 4 track, MS
30 monitor, speakers. £440
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ono. Tel: (0604) 292469.
ZOOM 9030 advanced
instrument effects processor
and Zoom 8050 foot controller
£425. Call Stuart.1 Tel: (0403)
752647. Gilford, Horsham area
can deliver.

AMPS AND PA
CARLSBRO COBRA 90
keyboard combo, 3 channel,
reverb, excellent condition,
£140. Phil. Tel: (0908) 379360.
BOSE 802 4 Bose speakers,
stand controller, 1001
amp,£60. Roland W30 £900
ovno. Walsh. Tel: (0533)
517165.
MARSHALL 8015 150 watt
kybrd combo amp, Silver Jubilee
model. home use only. Jim. Tel:
(0388) 663348
McKENZIE 100 watt keyboard
combo, 4 inputs and reverb
including Fame, Studio 15 driver
and 300 watt high freq. unit as
new, never gigged £150.
Yamaha TF10 classic electric
piano £100, Hohner accordion,
as new £100. Tel: (0273)
748507.

PERSONNEL
DANCE RAVE music wanted,
pressings sorted and
distributed, send to Head
Productions,3, Low Hall Mills,
Holbeck Lane, Leeds LS11 9UP.
DANCE VOCALIST wanted by
pro studio -based electronic band
to work on atmospheric dance
music.We have recieved a very
good response to our initial
demos from DJs etc. We are into
ambient house, techno, dub. Mr
Polcock. Tel: (061) 2487403
between 6-7pm.
FEMALE VOCALIST needed in
Blackpool area for synth/sample
base band.Tel: (0253) 776078/
58524
KEYBOARD PLAYERS wanted for
live work. Duncan. Tel: 021 444
2681.
KEYBOARDIST REQUIRED to
complete new energy/indie/rock
band. Must have own
equipment. Practice in West
Kent for serious gigs in London.
Tel: (0622) 676773 evenings.
KEYBOARDIST,REAL MUSICIAN/
composer required to complete
chord duo with poet/vocalist
performer. Biccon. Tel: (0622)
676773 eves.
LEAD SINGER & BASS PLAYER
REQUIRED for original rock/pop

band in the Birmingham area.
Jason. Tel: 021-350 5861.
MIDI MUSIC CLUB I am starting
a new club for MIDI using
musicians of all abilities and
interests in North London. If
interested, phone for more
details. Contact Roger on 081-
360 1093.
SINGER WANTED for blues
band in London. Peter Smith.
Tel: 071-482 2458
SYNTH PLAYERS needed to join
synth/industrial type band. Must
have own gear, commitment
essential. Influences: Depeche,
EBV, 242, Kraftwerk. Tel: Reza
081 471 0855.
VOCALIST/SYNTH player seeks
others with the view to forming
new electronic band (not house).
Influences: Kraftwerk, YMO,
ENO, Human League etc. Tel:
Matthew 081 365 3140. after
6pm.

MISC
ALLEN & HEATH system 8,
24/8, vgc, £1400 ovno. Tel:
(0372) 728481.
COVER VERSIONS programming
by David. Tel:(0708) 474565.
DO YOU want to own a copy of
the best new single of 1992?
Seth's Robot/Stompin' by the
Forever is now available. Please
send a cheque or PO to 17 Elgar
Close, Ledbury, Herefordshire.
All cheques should be made
payable to Martin Davis (£3.00
inc. P&P).
FLIGHT CASES Bulldog etc.
44"x41"x20", 52"x38"x21",
28"x36"x22", 38"x27"x21" all
with wheels £75 each. Tel:
Brighton (0273) 561900.
IBANEZ UE400 multi effects
unit, compressor, chorus,
flanger, phaser & distortion with
switch/brd £75. Boss DD3
delay brand new unused £75.
Kevin. Tel: 071-354 3041.
KORG DF1 MIDI data filer,
home use only, boxed and
manual. Offers. Jim. Tel: (0388)
663348.
KORG M1 sounds. £2800 with
librarian/editior for Atari. Tel
(0223) 212226.
MIDI FILE FORMAT swap
famous songs any format.
Amiga inc Music X. Keith. Tel:
051-521 2013.
MIDITEMP PMM88 8x8 MIDI
patchbay with merging,
processing etc. £180. Tel: 081
368 2245.
SAMPLE CD's Pascal Gabriel,
Zero G 1&3, Cold Cut. Offers.

Pete. Tel: (0527) 550331.
STEPP DGX MIDI guitar
controller, no delays, no glitches
with case foot switches and
spurs. £650 ono or swap for
sampler. Tel: (0736) 67531,
Richard Emslie.
TWO PEAVEY PA cabinets 600W
each. Bass speakers mid range
and horns. Bass speakers
separate from the mid range
and horns £700 or swap for two
bass bins. Tel: Stuart (0403)
752647.
YAMAHA SY77 or SY99 in
exchange for Bronica RS AE2
finder, speedgrip, mint, plus
cash. Tony. Tel:(021) 360 5582.
YAMAHA WX11 MIDI wind
controller, plays like a sax,
£140 ovno. Tel: 061-998 2847.

WANTED
100W KEYBOARD amp,
Carlsbro or Laney. Tel:(061) 705
2534.
AKAI S1000 rack sampler with
at least 8 meg memory
expansion fitted, in good cond.
Cash waiting. Craig. Tel: (0472)
79264.
BOSE 802C system controller.
Tel: (0403) 752647.
CARVER amplifier. Joe Tel:
(0709) 379656.
COPY OF Intelligent Music
Realtime for the Macintosh. Tel:
Jason (0494) 459426 Ext 266.
DX11 SOUNDS on data
cassette or cartridge. Cash
waiting. Steve Tel: 081 598
1957.
EDP WASP SYNTH. Neil. Tel:
(0843) 223588
ENSONIQ EPS contacts for
swopping samples on disk. Tel:
Mark on (0524) 412911.
EVENTIDE PHASER, Roland
Chorus, must be cheap. Also
M3R voices. RE1 Remote,
M3R/M1 PCM cards. Moog
satellite circuit diagram and
tuning procedure. Tel: 081 692
8129.
CUBASE PROGRAM the
original, cash waiting. Paul. Tel:
(0302) 538304.
KORG 03R/W rack workstation,
cash waiting or swap for Sound
Canvas & Yamaha Epic 500.
Paul. Tel: (0302) 538304.
MANUAL/CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
for Jen SX1000 synth,
photocopy acceptable. Andy. Tel:
(0734) 506445.
MINI MOGUE desperately
wanted, cash waiting. Vince. Tel:
021-784 5000/021 770 9328.
MINI MOOG cash waiting. Tel:

021 784 5000 8am-5pm/021
770 9328 after 7pm.
ROLAND RE201 space echo.
Alan. Tel: (0245) 490408.
PROPHET 2002 plus sampler,
must be good cond. library and
manual. Good price paid.
Richard. Tel: (0736) 67531
ROLAND D10 with manuals. Will
pay between £250-300. Tel:
Chris (0602) 626218 eves.
ROLAND JUNO 1 & 2 must be in
vgc with manuals or power
supply unit. Cash waiting, good
price paid. Will collect in
Southampton area. Ian. Tel:
(0703) 268817.
ROLAND M12E mixer. £350
waiting. Joe. Tel: (0777)
871650.
ROLAND MC500 seq. cash
waiting. Chris. Tel: (0243)
586395.
ROLAND MKS memory cartridge
for handsome reward. Ian. Tel:
(0450) 73178, evenings.
ROLAND R70 drum machine,
will pay £300. Tel: 081 877
1405.
ROLAND S50 sampler, must be
in excellent condition, in
exchange for Alesis HR16 drum
machine plus cash difference.
West Midlands (0303) 410853
ROLAND S750 SAMPLER cash
waiting. Paul. Tel: (0302)
538304
ROLAND TB303 will pay up to
£300. Call (0698) 860649.
ROLAND U20 keyboard or
Roland U220 module, must
have manual, be in vgc. Tel:
(0298) 814300.
SAMPLER anything considered.
Scott. Tel: (0483) 3600040.
YAMAHA KS40's powered
monitors or similar, must be
decent size. pref. around £100
for a pair in vgc. Can collect
around London. Al. Tel: 081 942
3063.
YAMAHA MIDI wind controller
WT11, dedicated tone
generator. Would consider WX11
plus WT11. Richard. Tel: (0491)
579272 office hours. (0734)
264261 after 6pm.
YAMAHA RY30 drum computer,
wanted urgently. maximum
£250. Tel: 081-503 6059.
YAMAHA synth,exchange/sell
Yamaha DX100 for
mixer/recording gear to approx
£150. Any offers?. Rathan. Tel:
(0734) 314750.
YAMAHA TX81Z Daniel. Tel:
(0386) 750855.
YK10 full size adult keyboard for
Yamaha CX5 music computer.
Martin. Tel: 081-398 7349
evenings.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
REACH TODAY'S HI -TECH MUSICIANS

THROUGH MT'S
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADS
TO BOOK YOUR ADVERT

TELEPHONE

HELEN BAVESTER
ON

0353 665577 OR FAX 0353 662489

AUDIO ENGINEER
15 MONTH COURSE

FREE BROCHURE + Co RISE

071 609 2653

STUDIO ASSISTANCE
6 MONTHS COURSE

FREE BROCHURE + STUDIO TOUR

+ 24 TRACK

"NEVE" STUDIO/INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE NETWORK

071 609 2653

r -rrson=-1

MIDI COURSE

BASIC / INTERMEDIATE / ADVANCED

071 609 2653

A RECORDING WORKSHOP
Offers a 2 month course of 8 creative workshops in

small groups, on recording and production

techniques. 16 track studio near Shepherds Bush.

Hands on experience from the start.

Beginners welcome. All aspects covered from midi,

microphone techniques to EQ, effects use and

mixing. Emphasis on practical experience.

FOR PROSPECTUS: 081 743 2645

ERN RIOS
WALNUT BANK

RECORDING
STUDIOS

Professional 24 -track studio
set in the West Country

DDA AMR24 console with 56 channels of
automation. Large control room with 4 recording

areas - all with natural day light. An extensive amount
of outboard equipment too numerous to mention.

We offer high quality recording with the best creative
atmosphere to be found anywhere. For more Info on

a studio that will lend an ear to your needs

Tel: 0934 834864

E.S.0 hEc000ms 510010 gm £11305
LIVE SOUND

to O.A.T. copier=
E7 to £10 per hour
All prices.. In.:elude omenettat
aoplete arta taper ntre.
Excellent strum Irk anal Prum
machinate. been andpuffer
affect.. retake
Proommmlnp and monotone.
available
(Relaxer. country setting. a mina off Me)

USER'S CLUB

THE CASIO FZ USER'S CLUB
Disc Recovery Service

Extensive Libraries (club is supplier for Casio
sample library)

Discs from £3.50

FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE

£10.00 PA includes six newsletters

For more details call Adrian 0533 375603
or write to:- The Casio FZ User's Club, 53 Linkfield

Rd., Mount Sorrel, Leicestershire LE12 7DJ

STUDIO ENGINEERING /
PROGRAMMING

COURSES
Intensive 10 day part-time & evening

5 day full-time
Introductory programmes

V129 + VAT
CALL: 071 583 0236

THE GLOBAL ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
(Maximum 5 per course)

FOR HIRE

DIGIHIRE
SOUNDTOOLS
PRO TOOLS
Digital Recording Editing
&Mastering £15 per hour
0 7 1 7 3 1 1 1 8 3

ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE
 Musical & Studio Equipment
 Home Recording Packages
 New & Used Equipment Sales
 Delivery / Collection

VISA + ACCESS Low Rates. Good Service

TEL: 081 462 6261 or 8621

STUDIOHIRE
0077; 43131

- 0212
- 0212

Recording packages - 4 - track to 24 - track
The latest Keyboards, Samplers, Effects

New & Used sales department.
You name it - We've got it - Ring for details

071 431 0212

STUDIO ACOUSTICS

I----
sksvsolio

ACOUSTIC DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION

FOR STUDIOS ETC.

DEMOUNTABLE SOUNDPROOF

ENCLOSURES ALSO AVAILABLE.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

CONTACT MR. ALAN STEWART
TEL: 0753 841800
FAX: 0753 840859

MOBILE: 0831 105368

SERVICE I REPAIRS

PM S
PANIC MUSIC SERVICES
HI -TECH SERVICE CENTRE

ALL MUSIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRED AND
SERVICED MOOG-ARP, ETC. A

SPECIALITY
SERVICE CENTRE FOR ROLAND, SANSUI

TEACITASCAM & YAMAHA

Tel: 0954 31348 or 0860 782541

SYNTHESISER
SERVICE
CENTRE

FIX
IT

071 - 586 0357 / 7275

THE BEST FREE ACOUSTIC ADVICE YOU'LL EVER GET IS TO

PHONE US LAST!!!
MEASUREMENT. DESIGN. TRAPPING.

MONITORING. NOISE CONTROL.
plus

MACHINE LINEUPS. DESK MODS. SERVICE.
CABLING ETC. ETC.

absolute 0850 362406"

C.S. ELECTRONICS
The Old Church, 92 Raeberry St., Glasgow G20 6EG

E -MU Service Agents

EMAX PROTEUS UPGRADES

HIGH TECH REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

TEL: 041 945 3769

VACANCIES

SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Richard Watts Associates require a software

enginneer to join a dynamic team
specialising in keyboard and related

product design. Assembler experience and
a good working knowledge of current

sampling techniques essential. Keyboard
skills would be an advantage.

Write with CV to

Richard Watts Associates Ltd.,
21) lake Street,

Leighton Blizzard,
Beds. t 881



SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & SURES

samples
Four Minute Warning have a large library of professionally recorded
high quality sampled sounds on disk for all Akai, Casio and Roland
samplers. Please phone or write for a full listing of our 200 available
disks. Disks are also availible for Avalon and Sound Designer.

FZ1/FZ1OM
51000/51100
S900/S950
S700/X7000
W30/S330/S550
Si 0/S220

expansions
S1000 2 Megabyte expansion board £129-25
S1000 ScS1 interface card £86-95
Akai ASK90 Drum Trigger for S900 £70-50
Casio FZ1 1 Megabyte board £164-50
Ensoniq EPS 4 times ex pension £164-50
Ensoniq EPSI 6+ 1 Meg. ex pansion £129-25
EPS/EPS16+ SCSI Interface car £86-95
EPS16+ 1 Meg. flashbank memory £223-25
Ensoniq SQ1/SO2 58,000 note seq £98-70
Ensoniq ES01 20, 000 note sequencer £65-80

RAM
cards
SALE ITEMS:

four
minute
warning

Yamaha TX16W
1.5 Megabyte board
(fit 3 for 6 Meg!)

only M8.70

memory

mega deals!

Si 000/S11 00
8 Megabyte board
only £29845

S950 1/4 Meg.
(fit 2 for 21/. Meg.)
only £86-95

NEW! for K4, K5, SC11, DPM!
256k RAM card for Roland equipment
(comes loaded with D50 or D10 patches)

Ensoniq SQ 1/S0 2 32k RAM card £47

Kawal K1/r/m RAM card £32-90

Kawal K4/K4r/K5/K5r RAM card £39.95

Korg M3R ROM card (100Single7100 combi) £39-95

Peavey DPM aeries 32k Cache card £39-95

Yamaha DX7/DX5/RX11 RAM catrldge £47

(comes with 128 DX7 patches)

Yamaha DX7mk1I/TX802 RAM card £49-35

(comes with 256 DX7mk11 patches)

DX7mk11 1024k MEGARAM £117-50

(as above, but with 1024 patch locations!)

S700/X7000 Separate output adapter £25-85
Box of 10 Maxell quick disks £21-15
"Prism" sequencer for IBM -PC's £39-95
Dynacord ADS sample disks (32 in all) £39-95

For further details on all our products, please
telephone or write to:
Four Minute Warning,
Dept. M9,
298 Horbury Road,
Wakefield,
West Yorkshire,
WF2 80X.
Tel: 0924 386527
t:r!"fgreATe17ee: OE.cy.lntn141a
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MIDI MUSIC SAYS

THANKS FOR MAKING

US No.1 GIG PROVEN

MIDI SONGS £5.25 EACH

A selection of over 1200 songs

available formats MIDI Files, Sound

Brush and most sequencers

TELEPHONE 0602 633908
FOR DETAILS

MIDI SONG FILES
Carefully Selected for Pub and Club work.

Exellent quality available in
Roland, Yamaha & standard Midi file

For sound canvas MV30, U220, U110, KorgM1, SY/TG77
etc (Free sounds with SY77)

£3 per song discount for 10 of more
* This month's special *

*5 classic drifters songs £14 inc. P&P *
Also available: Selection of Irish songs II

One -Off Midi Software,
91 Glenowen Park, Londonderry BT48 OLO N. Ireland

LPBIG TIME ,==`'0 SAMPLE LIBRARY
QUANTITY, DEMO 1 2-10 11.20 21+

PRODUCTIONS DUOS UR £3.50 E1.35 f3.15 F3.00
HD DV f1.50 54.00 £3.75 £3.50 £3.25

ATARI ST LARGE ,11011011A1M DISK LIBRARY AVAILABLE.
UM SAMPLE LIMY " ALL DISKS ARE FILLED TO CAPACITY..

,12,,i:24441=1° NEW DISKS CONSTANTLY BEING ADDED

011A1170 SAMPLE D.A.T.S
DUO 1 2.10 11.20 21. HIGN OUALITY,6081110.ATS PACKED WITH SOUNDS.

DM 03.00 DM 02.55 ETED MANY TO CHOOSE FROM.

.C2101 iCZ1000
ONLY E15.00 EACH II

SAMPLE TAPES
VOLUMES 102: *SOUNDS EACH SIGH GUALILITY 60 MN. CHROME CASSETTES.
ST DISK. EDITOR : C5.00 DIGITALLY MASTERED

DATA SHEETS: E5.00 ONLY £6.50 EACH II

BIGPTOIME PRODUCTION
SW 1°15112 FOISCLAETIALSOTOOSKEESOFOARAENNYbMaseb6vrR

LIMITED

MEECH Allit10 AND COMPUTER BASED MUSIC FOR FILM,
EV, CORPORATE & PERFORMANCE

MIDI SOND FILES
in all formats including General Midi. For the ultimate

sequencing experience, write, fax or phone now.

45 Norman Avenue, South Croydon, Surrey,
CR2 OOH, U.K.

Tel: 081  763 2225 Fax: 081 -668 0219

HEAVENLY MUSIC MIDI SOFTWARE

GM/GS Compatible
ST PC - SOUND BRUSH - SOUND CANVAS - DATADISK

DR. BEAT Drum Patterns Vol 1 & 2

Legendary Drum & Percussion programming! £13.95 each!

RAMJAM MIDI Jam Files
Musical sparring partners in MIDIfile format £13.95 each!

BEAT 'n' BASS Like Dr BEAT with Bass 8 Funk Guitar Riffs

£19.95

'NEW* Cubase Mixer Maps
These have to be the most musically functional mixer maps - all

accessable parameters presented as good old fashioned knobs,

switches & sliders. Maps include Rolands SC55, D110, U20/220,

Yamaha TX81Z, DX21/100 and coming soon - TGI00, just

£13.95 Inc p&p.

*NEW 3D CD
EXCLUSIVE!!!! This sample CD was made using the

revolutionary RSS system developed by Roland and presents an

AWESOME collection of samples ranging from Sci.Fi effects and

synthesized rhythm loops to atmospheric backdrops and intros.

No matter what music you're making this disc is

an absolute MUST!!!! C49.00 Inc p&p.

%Fir :eerrneserd Herrmanns entire filmscore ot 'PSYCHO' £22.95

'" ws complete RHAPSODY IN BLUR. G14.95

MEGGA - TRACKS MIDI Sequences

And now a few choice words from our customers...

Ooh, WOW, Brilliant, The BEST I've ever heard anywhere,

Stunning, Gimme More!

£6.00 per title £3.00 for 20 song demo/Catalogue Disk.

To Order - send cheque or postal order to Heavenly Music, 39

Garden Rd, Jaywick Village, Clacton, Essex C015 2RT

England. For more info - Tel: 0255 434217.

WHEN EVEN THE VERY BEST ISN'T GOOD ENOUGH!

THE DANGEROUS CD COMPANY
STUDIO

49 channel desk, (MG 51000 40MG hard disc drive.

Simply the largest library of samples possible (come and see).

C.LAB notatorlunitor plus cubase version 2,

MI, D50, Matrix, T05, Juno 106, U220,

SMPTE linked to tostex E1616 track

Monitoring... Tway system 10s and Tannoy NS10s

all on screen editing, keyboards and reverbs

Drawmer compressor limiters, noise gates, graphics, aphex

Mics...AKG414 exellent vocal sounds

FX... lexicons, Quadreverbs, Midiverbs etc

Specialising in RAVE, HOUSE, TECHNO, DANCE.

Prices include producer, programmer, engineer and keyboard player

Digital mastering to DAT

Let your ears decide.................

To view call_ 081 361 6089 Fax 081 361 5833
081 368 8271

Situated in relaxed Edwardian house

=awk
"HANDS ON"

MIDI SOFTWARE

MIDI SONG FILES
THE MOST ACCURATE DATA

AVAILABLE.
ALL PARTS, ALL SOLOS, ALL

LYRICS.
ALL TO GENERAL MIDI.

* * * THE BUSINESS ****

SEE FULL RANGE OF PRODUCTS
IN DISPLAY AD.

"HANDS ON" MIDI SOFTWARE

3 BELL ROAD, COSHAM, PORTSMOUTH,

Ifti HAMPSHIRE. P06 3NX

TEL 0705 221162 or FAX 0705 382865

S900/950 SAMPLES
High Quality,professional collection

Full range choice - over 300 disks available
Pre set Volumes, 25 disks £79.95

Individual disks £4.00 each
All prices inclusive of VAT and UK postage

Access and Barclaycard welcome
Send or Phone for full listing

VALLEY STUDIOS
Pant Byrlip Farm, New Quay, Dyfed, SA45 9TU

TEL: 0545 560164 FAX: 0545 560885

MF2HD
DOUBLE SIDED
2M8 CAPACITY

OPENING
HOURS,-
MON-FRI.
9.30.7.00pm
SAT .9.30.6g,,
SUN . 10-3prn

Serious Quality For Serious Users.
BULK DISKS XSO X100
1Mb MF200 50p each £24.00 £45.00
2Mb MF2110 65p each £30.00 £58.00
(Free Drive Cleaner or Mouse Mat on Orders of 100, Disks)

-Pox DAY TAPES
DA0160
OArR90
0A-19120

06 00
27 00
£6 OD

T.OK Acton TAPES
SA 46
SA 90
SA 100
50-550
SA -X90
SA -X100
MA 46
MA 60
MA 90

01.25
£1.75
E1.95
£1.75
£1.95
£2.20
01.85
£2.00
£2.50

DISK BORES
3 5" 40 Capacity 2400
3 5" 80Capacity BOO
35" PossoBox £1500

=RM.
LC 200 9 Pin Colour 2210.00
LC24 20 24 Pin Mono 2210.00
LC24 200 Mono 2239.00
LC24 200 Colour nag 00
SUM STARLET 2239.00

111=1M21.1
Progate 20 0230.00
Propel(' 40 0290.00
Progate 50DC 0370.00
Progate BO 0430.00
Progate 10020 050000
1 year replacement warrany on at
Freer protium.
CUBASE LOADS IN ONLY 10
SECONDS ...From HARD DISK.

3.5" 10 Capacity 01.00 each or
4 for Only £3.00

Full range of T.0.6. Audio 8 Video Tapes
Atari ST Specialists

Free P&P on orders over £60.00, Add £3.00 below.
Over Night Delivery £8.00

Send . Phone  Fax for FREE Catalogue

K.C. VIDEO
6+8 DONCASTER RD., SOUTH ELMSALL, Nr PONTEFRACT
TEL: 0977 849103 W. YORKS WF9 2HZ FAX:0977 643312

rn

0

11111pliaLt 7BiSstprhoamns7Place,

Blackpool, Lane's

AMIGA * MRC * DATADISK * FY2 OHE

ATARI * STANDARD MIDI * GS. Tel: 0253 54095

The Famous and controvercial

"INTRODUCTORY BLITZ"
50 superb sequences from 50's to 90's for only £50

Offer ends 30th September
Normal price £5 per song

£25 per 10 songs

All songs are expertly done to GS standard

Italian Sequences
1200 Italian and international hits in MIDI

files for all sequencers and computers or

on stereo audio cassette and DAT

Duryan '90, Via Vergani 9,

20092 Cinisello, Milano, Italy

CASSETTE DUPLICATION

TAPELINE
Blank & Duplicated Cassettes

 Tapematic Loop Bin
Duplication & Loading

 Professional 'Studer' Bin
Mastering
 On - Body Printing

 Real - Time Duplication
 Blank Cassette

Supplies for
Duplicators, Studios
& Trade Users

 Ferric or Chrome Precision
Wound to Length

 Printing & Packaging  Case & Accessories
 Nationwide Delivery

FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE CASSETTES

Call 061 344 5438
24 hr FAX 061 343 6660

Tapeline, Unit 2, York Works, York Street,

Audenshaw, Manchester. M34 5HD

Compact DiscS
AT VERY COMPACT PRICES

Plus cassettes (1 to 1 million)
Vinyl; Print & Packaging and much
more CALL NOW!!

ON  CI PRODUCTIONS: 081 6714431

/COMPACT DISC
LPs 95p - Singles 80p

Plus mastering

AUDIO, VIDEO & DAT COPYING

EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES

SELECTA SOUND
5 MARGARET ROAD, ROMFORD
ESSEX RM2 5SH Tel: 0708 453424



FOR SALE

MPX1320 U. R0000 E809 012 .811 D550 D129
MX1000 [call Carts C89 NITC1 El. 1350 E6

E949 .131c1300/0

99
U110

22.

0.9

S950 eh L899 R8 ern
51000 G0 "LT =ME=51100

GSP Pro Legend Cca11 M=.11 r30" El.
009

11=12:= M=111 ilg 2'a: M=ZEM
S Lca11

C179
DO

U. Protormences E299 ...tali. U.
E299

L1Ouadraver, L279
.". lb[can 1.530 59

Cluatlraverls GT C329
MI ===.

:IMSGEMAII 111111:1=MES'C= 1111=1."'''''' .r4".C239 013S16
E09

5111P20 L299
C99

2000/Nightbass C679 1045250E

==131111. 11,222:111 .1111== =16:2 C369
1000.mon E369 Polymoog .09.1=1:= Rog. 09

MIC=11.11.7 C329 Series " 1999 =1=En NIT2X [229
°MX C.11 DX7 E309

OTMEM= Mg:=M CO2 1011

FC8119 TX86 C11999
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Rotator U. Range Available Ccall M1000 L309 CCM. El.

MUSIC Control0782-723101

MC

FAX YOUR
ADVERT

TO
HELEN

BAVESTER
ON

0353
6 6 2 4 8 9

CUSTOM MADE COVERS

Hand made top quality durable covers and soft
cases for speakers, amps and keyboard

For free quote & brochure send height, width, depth

measurements and make with S A E. to

CAPITAL MAMBA (GIG)
96 CUMBERLAND AVENUE, WORPLESDON,

GUILDFORD, SURREY GU2 6YH

TEL: 0483 236449
15% OFF WITH THIS ADD

GROUPS & BANDS

SEXUS RECORDS
New Artists/musicians required for

Recording Contracts
All styles considered

Drag acts, Glamour gothics, TV Bands & Artists,
Newbeat bands, Electronic body beat, Techno house.
Weird off the wall electronic music especially welcome

although all stars considered.

Please send
Demo tape, Biography & Photo to:

Sexus Records,
47 Tring Road,

Oakfield, Aylesbury,
Bucks

Also:- Major distribution required

I.M.A.G. FINANCE
Agents for cross hands finance.

Loans secured on property from £2,000 upto
£150,000.

* Your home is at risk if you don't keep up
payments on it. *

Business start up loans/personal loans
car loans etc.

PHONE: 0296 - 87986 for more details.

If you want a recording studio and you need
finance RING NOW.

(Mon - SAT 9ANI-9PM)

LOST

STOLEN? MAYBE YOURS
Fender Stratocaster, black body, beech neck

Tascam 2416 Portastudio
Alesis HR16 Drum machine

Alesis MMT 8 Midiverb 2
Alesis Microlimiter

Kawai K1 Digital synthesizer
Pair Mordant Short MS45 TI's

Kenwood KA 949 amp
Two Shure SM58's

Please claim from Kensington Police Station
Phone: 081 741 6038 (answerphone)

4a/p-eice-Zs'e"f 14a/ex
ABC Music 11

AMG 48, 49, 52
Andertons 31
Axe Mail 43
CIS International 12
DBM 86
Dangerous CD Company 57
Digital Music 23
Eddie Moors Music 61
EMIS 56
Hands On 68
Harman 22, 24, 32, 79
Kenton Electronics 19
Key Audio 28
Korg UK OBC, 33
MCM 1

Mark's Music 32
Music Connections 8, 9

Nevada 39
PC Services 86
Patchworks 69
Peavey UK 13
Project Music 79
Pro Music 46
Pro Trax 81
Raper & Wayman 37

Roland UK 5

Runnymede Music 57
Sounds Okay 81
Sound Technology 79

TSC 17
TEAC UK/Tascam 74, 75
The Music Corporation 40
Time & Space 45
UKMA 89
Yamaha IFC, 25



Music Maker Exhibitions
Presents

C I STRIES ASSOCIATION

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

72 ZILMAN MUSIC
BS LTD.

:::MUSIC
:::MAKER
...EXHIBITIONS

MORE THAN
A HIGHLAND

FLING
All the latest musical

equipment at Scotland's
biggest music show.

Plus live music in
the Coca-Cola
showcase hall!

SECC
GOW

ADMISSION: Adult £4
Children & OAPs £2

Saturday 19th September 10am-6pm

Sunday 20th September 10am-5pm



011W The 0 that started it all. 32
voices, 200 programs, 200 com-
binations. And you can access up
to 800 of the best sounds on the
planet using Korg's SRC -512 RAM

card! Wave Shaping (Korg's
exclusive process for modifying
waveforms) yields super -realistic
acoustic instrument sounds and
original sounds nothing else can.
A 7,000 note, 16 -track sequencer
adds more versatility.

01/WFD The "pumped up" 01/W.
All of the incredible sounds and
power of the 01/W. Plus a built-in

disk drive that lets you store pro-
grams, combinations, sequences
and sysex data. Flex your creativity
with an expanded 48,000 note,
16 -track sequencer. Like the
01/W, it includes two Stereo
Dynamic Digital Multi -Effect
Processors with 47 effects and
real-time control.

it
n the beginning there

was the 01/W. Now this
award -winning keyboard
has evolved into a full
line of extraordinary
music workstations.

011W I'ro The Pro starts with all
of the sounds and music -making
power of the 01/WFD. Add an
extended 76 -note keyboard and
an expanded 10 Meg PCM
memory featuring 256 multi -
sounds and 129 drum and per-
cussion sounds. A 48,000 note,
16 -track sequencer includes
advanced editing functions.
Import and export sequences in
the Standard MIDI File format.

And, like the 01/WFD, it can even
be used as a MIDI data filer.

011W ProX The most evolved
01/W. Features an 88 -note
weighted action keyboard that
makes the ProX an ideal Master
MIDI Controller. And you get the
full complement of the 01/W
Pro's sounds, sequencing power
and storage capability.

1111111111111Allallikailki

01R/W A perfect MIDI module.
All the sounds and features that

have made the 01/W the leader
in music workstations. Plus a
7,000 note, 16 -track sequencer
with sophisticated editing con-
trol. Receives on 16 independent
MIDI channels. MIDI overflow.
Four polyphonic outputs. The
ultimate open-ended system in
a compact two rack space.

03R/W The affordable and com-
pact MIDI module for fast, easy
access to many of the great 01/W
sounds. 32 voices, 128 General
MIDI ROM programs, plus 100
user -programmable Programs
and Combinations. Program and
PCM card slots that use 2 Meg
PCM cards. Compatible with
Korg's RE -1 Remote Editor.

03R Vt,

Receives on 16 individual MIDI
channels. A comprehensive, open-
ended system in one rack space.

Go to your Korg dealer and
audition the 0 Series. See how
much music workstations have
evolved. And while you're at it,
discover the growing library of
Korg 0 Series sound cards.

KORG0 1 / WSERIES
For more information, write to: Korg (UK), 8/9 The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road, Harrow, Middlesex HAl 2YR ©1992 Korg U.S.A.


